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Murphy Held Visitors at Arm's
Length While Locals Batted 'em
Out. Large Crowd Theri.

E
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Officer! Elected for Coming Year) Services lo be Held in Lycoumi Rev.
Ted P. Holifield will Deliver
Legion Plens to be Live OrganiCommencement Address,
sation for Good of Clovii.
"Let's make this a h I roarin' organization that will really do
for Clovis!"
That was the sentiment voiced when
men met ut the
seventy five
Elks hum'! Monday night and reorganized the Dean Lucas Post No. 25 of
'
the American Legion.
Following short talks by Rev. W.W.
Blunder, Douglass K. Fitzhugh and
Dr. C. L. McClellan, the following
officers were elected for the coming
year :
Douglass K. Fitzhugh, Post Comj
mander; Daniel Boone,
j Ray
V W. Downing, 2nd
Pc-- t
Adjutant; L. C.Petree,
Kmployment
Officer; Carl Cramer,
Fayette Copeland, Jr.,
'
Historian.
Every effort is being made to recruit every eligible service man, and
the Pont will be built up to maximum
strength as soon as possible.
Seventy five new members were
signed up, and the recruiting tent on
Main street will be open until Saturday night.
The new officers are on the job and
have announced that somethirj will
be doing in Legion quarter from
some-thin-

g

Vice-Cor-

Vice-Cor-

now on.

Following the reading of Senate
Bill 130" iit the meeting Monday evening, the following resolutions wei'c
adopted :
"Senate Bill 1307, introduced in
the Senate of the United States on
Anril 28th, 1921, by Senator H. 0.
Buraom, of New Mexico, granting
homesteads to soldiers, sailors and
marines upon proof of ninety days
residence, was read and a committee
on resolutions appointed to express
our thanks and interest regarding
said bill, THEREFORE,
BE IT RESOLVED, That a vote of
thanks be extended to Senator
for his advocacy of this bill, aB
well as for bis other activities tending
men of the
to benefit the
I'nited States of Americn, and,
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED,
That copies of this resolution be' forto our Representatives in
warded
Congress with the request that they
foster this bill and aid in securing
its passage through this session of
Congress, and,
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED,
That copies of this resolution be furnished to the newspapers if they desire to publish the same.
Hoba-- t R. Miller.
W. W. Brander.
J. C. Luikart.
Committee on Resolutions.
Bur-so-

SillALL BLAZE WEDNESDAY
IN SMITH & HYATT PLANT

was called
The fire department
Wednesday when a tub of gasoline
In the plant of Smith A Hyatt caught
fire. The blaze was put out before
anv damnge was done.
DR. HALL ADDRESSES
CLOVIS HIGH

.

SCHOOL

SUED

IIP

Membership Committees Call Halt
Trade Excursion; Final Drive

For

211

MEMBERS

Dutch Murphy, midget pitcher,
struck out fourteen
while his
learn mates ran in eleven scores, and
Gov is won over Roswell 11 to 4 in
TO STAGE
SUNT
the second game of the season on the
Clovis diamond Wednesday afternoon.
A record breaking crowd saw the
SATURflAYAFTE.RNDON
game.
Features of the game 'were the
Everyone, Especially
Men, batting
of Johnson and Burgins. CHAUTAUQUA
SHUTS
Urged to be on Hand. Have a
Johnson, in five trips to the plate, got
Big Dance on May 24th.
four hits, three of them for two bases;
,Y,
MAY 16
and Burgins got three hits in five
"Watch Main Street Saturday aftimes up, one of them a home run.
ternoon, May 14th, at 3:00 o'clock, Both men ran in
three scores each. Seven Day Program of Special Fea(six bells of the mid watch), for the
tures. To be Held at
Box Score
recruiting forces of the American LeAuditorium.
Clovis
gion have something up their sleeve."
AB R H E
Season tickets are now being ofThis announcement was made at Henry, 2b.
1
fered for sale for the Chautauqua
noon today by the officials of Dean Denise, cf. .1
1
4 1
0
Lucas Post No. 25, of the Legion. Cave, c
9 0 0 0 which begins Monday, the 16th. The
They refused to make further com- Burgins, 3b
5 3 3 0 programs will be held at the Elks Aument, and only grinned and winked Johnson, lb
5 3 4 1 ditorium this year which will be a
nt each other when questioned about Ruth,
4
2 2 0 great improvement over holding them
in a tent as heretofore,
Up until
it.
Stroupe, ss
3
0
They urge that everyone, v and Mack, If
.4 0 2 0 Thursday those selling tickets had reespecialy every
4 0 0 0 ported in the neighborhood or 200
man in Mickey, rf.
Curry County, be on hand at the Murphy, p
4 0 0 0 season tickets sold.
Following is the program for the
recruiting tent on Main Street at
days' entertainment:
seven
11
Total
that time, to watch the fun.
30
14 2
Monday, May 16
Roswell
Ths public is very much interested
Afternoon V terra's Hawlians.
AB
in the collection of souvenirs from
Evening
Vierra's
Hawaiians;
. 4
overseas now on display in front of Williams, rf.
Chns. H. Plattsburg.
Nichols,
4
.
si.
recruiting
the
tent. This collection
Tuesday, May 17.
4
contains all sorts df devices for de- Erwin, c. .
Afternoon Musical Grenadiers.
4
stroying, as well as for conserving Cavanaugh, lb,
Evening
Musical
Grenadiers;
Jones, 3b
4
human life in modern warfare.
A.
Henry
Adrian.
Oberlin, p
3
The members announce that they
Wednesday, May 18.
Terrell, If
4
will celebrate the culmination of their
Agnes Knofleckova
Afternoon
4
Calahan,
cf.
,
drive by a big dance, which will be
Company.
$
Harring, 2b.
held in the Elks Hall Saturday even,
Agnes
Evening
Knofleckova
in it, May 21st. They promise to maincompany;
Frank
Dixon.
4
4
33
Total
5
tain their record of having the best
Thursday, May 19
Summary
music obtainable. The general public
Afternoon Dr. J. Q. Robinson.
Sacrifice
Cave ,2, Ruth, Jones,
hits,
is invited to attend this dance.
Evening "Broadway Jones," A
Stroupe. Two base hits, Johnson, 3;
Stroupe, Ruth. Three base hits, De- nmsterpice of fun and action.
WORK RESUMED ON
Friday, May 20
Home runs, Burgins.
nise.
Struck
ST. JAMES CHURCH
Afternoon Glenn Wells Company,
out by Murphy, 14; by Oberlin, 3.
Mmo. Selivannva.
Rev. Brander is again on the job Bases on balls, off Murphy, lj off
Evening Dr. Ng Poon Chew;
1
:.r0.
and work on the new Episcopal church Oberlin, 2. Time of game,
CMcnn Wells Opera Company.
Umpires,
Miller
Campbell.
and
on North Mitchell Street is being
Saturday, May 21
pushed. This building, when comAfternoon Philharmonic OrchesCALLED HOME
pleted will be one of the prettiest
tra; Clarissa Harold.
churches in New Mexico and a credit
Miss Elizabeth Hunter, of the High
Evening Philharmonic Orchestra.
to Clovis,
School faculty, wus
called home
Sunday, May 22.
Mr. Brander states that $2,000 is Thursday morning on account of the
Afternoon Montague Light Opera
now being spent in stuccoing, install- sudden death of h ir father, which oc- Singers in an appropriate Sunday proing doora and windows and complet- curred at the family home in Roswell gram. Hon. John Temple Graves.
ing the vestry rpom.
this morning.
Evening Montague Light Opera
Singers.
n--

Ends Next Saturday

Baccalaureate services for the High
School graduating class of 1921 will
bo held May 1 5th, at 8 p. m.in the
Lyceum theatre. Rev. R. B. Freeman
of the Methodist church will preach
the Baccalaureate sermon, and other
pastors of the city will take part in
the program.
The program follows:
Processional Virginia Weisinger.
Hymn (congregation
standing)
"Holy, Holy, Holy."
Invocation Rev. W. W. Brander.
Vocal Soto Wendell Foreman.
Scripture Reading Rev. S. E.
Thompson.
Mr. R. J.
Violin Solo (Selected)
Harris.
Prayer Rev,' W. M. Elliott.
Mary LilVocal Solo (Selected)
lian Reagan.
Announcements.
Zclla Mae
Piano Solo (Selected)
Pierce.
Baccalaureate Sermon Rev. R. B.
Freeman.
Hymn (congregation standing)
"America."
Benediction Rev. S. E. Thompson.
The exerc:ses this year are held for
a class of thirty-fivas compared with
thirty-thre- e
for last year and nineteen the year before. The list of the
graduating class follows: '
Maurice Allen, Aileen Lucille Reed,
Wendell Forcmn;, Raymond Burhan-an- ,
Mary Lee Hom.an, Kent N. Hunt,
Moye Eva Myers, Zclla Mae Pierce,
W. Marion Elliott, Jr., Howard Earl
Reeves, Embry Hunt,
Ethel Janet
Goodman, Jas. Miller Crouch, Nora
Anna Mendor, Grace E. Brunk, Fred
W. T. Overton, Gladys Lorena Bevel,
Mary M. Jones, Bessie Mae Eshleman,
Edna Hazel Sanders, Kathleen Love,
Coye Reeves, Ruby M. Simian, Marie
Whiteside, Helen I.innie Palmateer,
Clarence C. Hobdy, Katy Sue Buchanan, Lillian Dick, Walter Wright
Hollifield, R. Bland Eads. Viola Harmon, Blanche A. Arnold, John W.
Curtis, Claudia Meador, James A.
Wallace, Jr.
Diplomas will be conferred at the
Commencement exercises held in the
8:00 n. in.
Friday, May
High School Auditorium May 20, 8
Cash Raniey, Route Leader, Master of Ceremonies
p. in. 1 he address of the evening will
be made by Rev. Ted P. Holifield, I' I Pst sto), TcXICO- - anvcll 8:4-"to 9:1.")
pastor of the First Presbyterian ( lovis Band
Selections
Church, Canyon, Texas, who was for Speaker, C. V.
Response, Tcxico-Farwe- ll
Harrison
merly of Clovis.
Texieo-Farwe- ll
):1.Leave
Processional Rlanche I.anewood
1():(X)
10::M)
Arrive Pleasant Hill
Stevenson.
"and
Invocation Rev. C. D. Poston.
Selections
(Selected)
Vocal Solo
Marion Speakers
S. A. Jones and Judge Brat ton
Elliott.
Response
Pleasant Hill
Address Rev. Ted P. Holifield,
Leave
Hill
Pleasant
10::iO
pastor First Presbyterian
Church,
Arrive Hollene
11 :4.") 1 :(K)
Canyon, Texas.
Dinner and Program
MaSchool
Instrumental Solo (Selected)
rie Whiteside.
Speakers
Prof. Bickley niid Mayor McClelland
Awarding of Honors Supt. E. W. Leave ITollene
1
1:00
Bowycr.
1 ::!()
Arrive
Bellview
Presentation of Diplomas Mr. S.
Band
A. Jones, President Board of Edu- selections
Speaker, Alex Shipley
Response, Bellview
cation.
1:4")
Selection High Sohool Glee Club. Leave Bell view
Benediction Rev. W. W. Brander. Arrive (irady
2:o0
Immediately following the exerSelections
Band
cises the alumni banquet will be
1). W. Jones
Speakers
W.
A.
Skarda
and
served in the gymnasium.

110

cf.-2-
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.

e

Dr. W. O. Hall, president of the
Silver City Normal, addressed the
high school students Monday morning
John F. Smithson was In from
He talked on the value tf education
Mr. Smithson
in an unusually interesting manner, Grady Wednesday.
and told some humorous stories that says there will be a big crowd at
Grady Friday to greet the trade exwere highly appreciated by the
cursion crowd from Clovis.

HI

HI

PROGRAM FOR TRADE EXCURSION
U

)

'.

iy

Drill
Leave Grady
Arrive Claud School
Selections ,.
Speakers
Home

LSchool Children
IJ.-O-

4:M
Bund
0. A Hatch and W. W. Mavos
5::i0'

175 ATTEND BIG
BANQUET TUESDAY NIGHT

The Chamber of Commerce banquet given nt the High School Auditorium Tuesday evening was attended by about 150 public spirited men
and women.
The spread was prepared and served by the ladies of the
Baptist church and it was a feast in
the truest sense of the word.
W. B. Cramer, chairman of the executive committee of the Chamber of
Commerce, presided over the meeting
and C. W. Harrison, acting as
introduced the speakers in
an appropriate manner. The speakers
of the evening were S. A. Jones, G. P.
Kuykendall, Alex Shipley, L. D.
Mowat and Carl C. Magee, editor of
the Albuquerque Morning Journal.
All the speakers handled different
phases of the big drive now on. Mr.
Magee's speech was a master plea for
civic development and progress that
met with approval from his hearers.
toast-maste- r,

BENEFIT DANCE

BULLETIN
At noon Thursday 211 members had been pledged to the
Chamber of Commerce. The
Green Division is still in the lead
in securing memberships. Around
$4,200 has been pledged to the
service fund and indications are
that 300 memberships and
$6,000 for service fund will be
secured by Saturday noon.
Climbing steadily toward the goal
of 300 members, the team organization In the Chamber of Commerce
reorganization campaign is meeting
with a wonderful response in their
efforts to secure a representative
membership for the chamber. Yesterday the teams lunched with the
at the Harvey House and enjoyed a lively hour. Today the teams
met at noon at the Antlers Cafe.
There will be no luncheon Friday on
account of the Trade Excursion, but
Saturday every worker is expected to
turn out at nine o'clock at the Chamber of Commerce and by noon Saturday when a luncheon will be held at
the Antlers Cafe, the goal will undoubtedly be in sight,
Fifty-fiv- e
workers were on the job
the first morning and turned in 138
memberships and $445 toward tho
service fund. "This is an exceptionally good showing for the first day,"
stutes director Mowat. "Rarely is
d
of the goal passed in the first
three houri of work."
A picture was taken of the team
organization Wednesday morning.
Captain Bishop's team ranked high
the first day with 23 members secured out of 2.1 calls and together
with sixteen members reported with
Captain Hardwick and good returns
from the other teams, put the Green
Division wejl out in front.
A fine,
spirit of good natured rivalry was developed and keen competition is promised by the other divisions, all of
whom seek to put their colors nt tho
top on Saturday! which wil) be the
big day of the drive.
With very little solicitation over
$4,000 was turned in for the service
fund up to last evening and more ia
coming in hourly with every prospect
of the fund for financing the cham0
ber's undertakings reaching the
goal tentatively set at a meeting1
of fifty business men last Monday
evening.
One business man who was given
a suggested rating of $48 for his business, pledged $(i0, saying, "Clovis has
done a lot for me and I believe that
right now is the time for all of us to
go to the limit in pushing the town
ahead." The same 'ine spirit is being evidenced by ouers.
At the meeting last Monday to
which representatives of 98 firms
were invited, tentative budgets were
discussed and groupings made of business interests for the purpose of arriving at suggested amounts in order
to indicate the share each firm should
bear in raising the fund.
one-thir-

$0,-00-

DITCHER AT WORK.
The Santa Fe apprentice boys will
The ditching machine which is exgive a benefit dance at the Elks
cavating
the trenches for the sewer
May
Home, Saturday,
14th. The
boys have arranged for good music extensions, went to work in the eastern part of town this week and la
and a good dance is assured.
making good progress. The work
Chas. E. Dennis left Ill's week for will probably go ahead rapidly, as the
contract must be completed by Aua several days business trip to
gust 1st.
j
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still have the use of It appeals even
to a dull fancy; and life could hardly
grow motonous in a lund where it is
the custom to trundle a couple of
eight-foo- t
grindstones down to the
corner grocery store when you want
grape fruit or a yeast cake.

,

Do you know
you can rol!

Official Taper of Curry County
EDWARD I. MANSON
Editor and Pubrtiher

cigarettes for
lOcts from

Entered at the pestoffice at Clovis,
New Mexico, as aecond class matter
under the act of March S, 1879.

one bag of

Foreign AHvsrtiiinr Representative
I'RKSS ASSOCIATION
THE AMKKICAN

DIVERSIFICATION PAYS
is interesting to note the change
lias taken place in the material

filling tile columns of the big farm
anil stock journals. Whereas the' beef
row was the principal subject of
treatment for a few months anil years
ago, today the dairy cow has usurped
the throne and given the chief space
in these journals.
The beef cow is
the product of the big ranch, which
has about passed out of existence.
The dairy cow is the basis of national
prosperity in bo much as no agricultural section is safe unless this prosupon the individual
perity is
farmer. The dairy cow, the hog iind
the chickens have jumped into national importance in the past ten
years, ami w II greatly increase in importance as the demands for fund
stuffs increase with the big population vrou'lh. The farmer who neglects nr nverlmiks the daily cow, the

Denver minister recently edited

A

the Denver Tost for one day

in

just

such a way as he thought it should be
run. He "killed" stories on sensational divorce cases and eliminated
most of the sport page. The sensational items in papers, like sensational
pictures, are lurgely in answer to a

Study our financial statement published elsewhere in this
issue. You may then deride that we who stand behind this institution know it is as strong as a hank can he made.
C1IAS.K. DENNIS

O.W. SINOLKTON
H.

C.S.HART
CASH HAMEY
Directors of

The Citizen's Bank of Clovis
"THE FARMERS FRIEND"

()

4 presence of mind to call her mother's
attention to them.
Part of flns is last Week's news as
The Outlook Club will meet at the
it was obtained too late to send in
school house, Friday afternoon, May
for that
tilth, abouL 2 :.".(( o'clock. Every lady
The reception Monday evening,
will bring a cake to serve to the
May L'ml. for
s,
given by the business men when they
arrive at
Outlook Club, was a decided success, 1:00 p.m.
The club will hold a busM
Mr. and
s. H. J. Jolin.'ion were the
iness meeting also.
host ami lawless ti the one. hundred
Following are the new books reguists of the evening. Owing to car
trouble Mi.-- W'Ks was delayed, so all ceived for the library: four "Carpenthe guests were nsemblod to greet ter's Geographical Books" of South
her upon her arrival. In two rooms, America, Africa, Australia, and Asia;
tables were arranged for games, while "llow the World is Housed" anil
"H iw tile World is Fed." One hunda third room was given over to music.
Mrs. Mc(iini,is gave several very en- red and thirty six other hooks have
tertaining readings which were great- di en ordered, the titles of which will
be published as received.
ly enjoyed. The ice cream was furMrs. Edna Hume Durand, the counnished by the club. Each lady present brought a cuke. .Miss Wills was ty club leader, held a meeting at the
given n box of sliced cake from the school house Monday morning, May
She will also be here on the
2nd.
various cakes for her train lunch.
Miss Wills, who has been visiting 9th. The Outlool- Club members are
Mrs. OrviHc Pattison for a few days, invited to be present.
left Wednesday for Lag Vegas,
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Em Pipkin,
Mrs. John Westfall was hostess to May 4th, a baby boy, which was called
the last meeting of the Red Cross by the Master on Saturday morning,
class on Wednesday, April 27th. May 7th. Services were held Sunday
There were twenty-fiv- e
ladies pres- morning at the residence. The citient. An interesting lesson and also a zens of Claud extend their heartfelt
review was given by Mlsi JJTIUs. At
the close the girls did physical culture
stunts and demonstrated an Indian
wrestle. After this the hostess served lunch.
,
Mr. and Mrs. John Donoughey arc
the proud parents of a baby girl.
Mr. and Mrs. Gillam have returned
from a visit to Mr. Gillam's brother
at Canyon, Texas.
Mrs. Sam Clnboirne entertained
her- mother and sister of Clovis last
.

Miss-Will-

probability tin'
party will nominate Senator Iliirsum
as the part's candidate for I'll ted
Stales Senator at the special election
to be held ill September. The llemo-cratarnrd'iig to Stal e Chairman
will likely ch ose their candidate in August.
In a!l

s,

The Island of Yay is noted, among
other tilings, for having the most extraordinary currency in the world.
money
shell
Resides the ordinary
there is a stone coinage .consisting of
riincile or limestone discs that vary
from six inches, to twelve feet in diameter. The larger stones, which are
rather tokens than money, arc piled
up around the chief's treasure house
and seldom change hands in the transactions in which they figure, though
the ownership changes. One huge fei,
or stone coin, was lost in a storm
while beini? ferried from one place to
another but ia still regarded as valid
money and has been used many times
as a medium of trade, although it
lies at the bottom of the sea. Evidently there is something to be learned
from Yap. To lose your money and

Sidewalks !

s

j
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Clovis Marlle Works

MARBLE AND

GRANITE WORK

J. DWIGHT
West Grand AvenuAf

'

mmmm

We are completely equipped to handle nil kinds of concrete

week.
Messrs. Charies Rose, Jackson and
Prof. Bickley were summoned Satyr- day evening, April 'iOth, to act as
R judges in the forensic contest.
Mr.
Rose said he greatly appreciated the
honor. He was also president of the

athletic association at the recent track
meet. Wo are glad to hear that he
and Mrs. Rcse will be Cluud teachers
again next year. They have" made
many friends in the community and
seem quite interested in our welfare
and social interests.
On Sunday morning, Mny 1st, there
was considerabe damage done to the
roof of the teachers' residence by
fire. The blaze was caused by sparks
dropping on a bird's nest next to the
chimney. Little Frorence Rore was
the first to discover the flames. She
is just a tiny child, but possessed the

work.

Estimates Cheerfully
Furnished
R. F. CHAMBERS
0.

j

sympathy to the bereaved pari tits.
Mrs Orvvlle Pattison has been on
the sick list.
Relatives of Grandma l'i"er and
little grandduiiKhter, June, Miini'S' d
them with u birthday basket ilii.n. e
Saturday.
Miss Mable
pen
Wiwifall
week W'ilh her cousin, Mi's. V,il:.
Smith of Pleasant Hill.
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Pattisnn are
making a specialty o' full bloodi d ..n
conn breed.
The stock is of I, .i ll
class and winter egg lay'i.g ch cken.
Tin
have
hundrtd hei,. and
aiso a" splendid hatch of baby chicks.
They are building modern hnmilii'g
houses of adobe, one of which is completed and filled with three weeks'
old chicks. They are also raising five
bronze turkeys.
Mr. and Mrs.
John Westfall and
family spent Sunday in Clovis with
their son, Willis, and family.
A union'revival is now in progress
at the school building. Services are
being held each evening. Rev, Hatfield and Rev. Cameron are doing the
preaching, and a cordial invitation is
extended to all to attend.

-

A cement sidewalk will not only add to your convenience but
will add to the value of your property. Now is the time to build.
The weather is light and the price is right.

Address 1002 N. Merriwether. P.

A. JONES

J. E. LINDLEY

-

hog anil tin
ll ry lot will l':ml it
inighly herd to get crcd;t with his
hanker ami will note in the passing
years llml the man who pays special
attention to these money makers will
greatly outstrip him in prosperity.
liamlall County News.

Governor Mechem was i ighl in calling the senatorial election on the
same nuic as mat ot die constitutional
amendments, withstanding the criticism advanced by some that the success of tile amendments will he jeopardized. Little interest will be taken
in the amendments without some other issue to bring the voters to the
polls and the senatorial
will bring out a large percentage of
the voters.
Resides the state will
be saved several thousands of dollars
having the elections on the same date.

KNOW

BullDuriiam

What kind of a town would Clovis
he if everybody were just like you?
This is a good way for every citizen
to figure whether he is taking the
proper inti rest in matters of benefit
to tin' town.

j

You May Then Decide

The left leg is longer than the right.
The right hand is bigger than the
'
left hand.
The left foot is a trifle larger than
the right.
Four per cent of children are left
handed at birth.
Both eyes are never exactly alike
and neither are the eyebrows.
On shoulder of most persons is a
bit larger thun the other.
The nails of the right hand grow
GENUINE
more rapidly than those of the left.
The right arm is heavier and of
greater circumference than the left.
TOBACCO
Noses of left handed people point
in a different direction than those of
right handed people.
One side of a person's face ia better
looking that the other and experts
public demand.' This is demonstrated agree there is no- exception to this
from the fact that the papers that rule.
cater to this class of readers have had
a more rapid growth in circulation
than the more conservative papers.
.
CLA'JD NOTES

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
One Year
J2.00
Sl.uO
Six Months

It
that

DO YOU

gj

Box 201.

La

ring Us Your Eyes

STATEMENT OP THE CONDITION OF

The Citizens Bank of Clovis
AT THE CLOSE

OF BUSINESS APRIL 28, 1921.

1

IF you are bothered with headaches at the

(S)

of the
RESOURCES
Loans and Discounts.. .1336,231.28
Overdrafts
574.81
Banking House, Furniture and Fixtures
8,520.00
U. S. Bonds and Warrants
26,577.04
Cath and Sight Exchange 77,583.10
TOTAL

J449.486.23

Earned S..OHO

4.
Surplus
Undivided Profits
Bills Payable
Deposits

TOTAL

day's work

4

LIABILITIES
Capital Stock
$ 60,000.00
Paid In $25,000.00.

end

IF the page blurs before your

eyes when you

00

are reading

10,000.00
7,303.08
25,000.00
357,123.15

,

IF your eyes bother

$449,486.23

I

you in any

way-B- ring

them to us and let us examine them.
We're experts in our line.

The above it correct.
F. B. HEROD, Asst. Cashier.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS

m
m

CHAS. E. DENNIS, President.
G. W. SINGLETON. Vice President.
CASH RAMEY. Vice President
S. A. JONES, Cashier
J. E. LINDLEY, Director.
C. S. HART, Director.
L. C. PETREE, Ass't. Cashier.
F. B. HEROD, Ass't Cashier
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The Optical Shop
WHERE THE BEST EYE GLASSES ARE MADE
0. E. Worrell, Registered Optometrist
m
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6,000,000
CAMERON NEWS

In Shabbytown

made

TN Shabbytown they do not care if things
took seedy everywhere. They have no pep,
they've lost their grip, they simply sit around
anf yip, in envy tones, or Ulossyviue, me
shining village on the hill. Oh, Shabbytown is punk
and gray.and it shows symptoms of decay, and strangers passing through remark, "It surely dates back to
the Ark."
Up and Paint Up"inakesmen frown
along the streets of Shabbytown. A can of paint
makes no appeal to this bum village, down at heel;
the people think there is no sense in going to so much
eipense; so things an always going down, and patting worn in
Shabbytown.
It always lives my soul a thrill when I arrive
in Glouyville.. The town looks like a blooming bride; the people take a hsarty pride in making things look clean and bright,
and is their labors Uk delight They're lavish with the helpful paint, selecting colors chaste or ejutinti and decorating every
shack; thue warding off decay's atuck, and making U the buildings look like buildings reed of in a book. And strangers; when
they sm the town, say, "Hers we'll coma and settle down, end
nits us nineteen Uds spiece, and live and die as sack as grease,"
This happy burg foes right ahead, while Shabbytown is proas
.,,
and dead.
jr '
Walt masonJ
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Lumber Company
t

dla.

SELLING ASSOCIATION

American cniiirlliiillnns to tlv Chilli
famine I'uinl luie enabled Hie
In I'eliiliu lu uiil lllioilt (!.IHH),(hKJ
to u enlile inessiiije
ik'I'mhiis,
Hum Charles It. Clinic, United States
nilnlMer to China. At leust a,uxs,0000
more are wuiImhii any assistance.
"Willi Hie Aiiicrinin ami other con
tributions already received," said the
help given by
liieKxiixe, "mill wi.li
the Chinese relief orpiiilMtiona, all
btiwncles lire now feeding senutily
people.
Three million more
are destitute und the mortality will
rapidly Increase.
'To feed U,(Hjn,(X)u till harvest time
will cost, nhovu our present funds, $a
UOO.OUO Mexican.
(The Muxlenn or
Chinese dollar Is worth ubout half mi
American dollar). This makes no provision for future assistance to, many
millions now existing on meager funds
from sale of lands, cattle mid farm
Implements."
Appeals to the lull ion to help the
Chinese have been made by President
W'llsim and
llardlie,' ami
'i'al't, anil me helnu quoted In the cam-pulpPresident llnrdiiii; suid hi
pari :
"At this, the earliest pnicticalile
moment in my mlmlnlsiralloii, I desire
to mid my own to the many appeals
which have
Issued lierelol'nre In
of a
in f of tin- - starvini;
l
large
imi of China.
"The picture of China's distress I
so tragic that 1 am moved,
to renew the appeal heretofore made,
and to express the hope that the
American people will continue to inn
tribute to this huiiuiiiliarlan cause us
generously us they possibly cull."

iiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinii

'Business is Good."

40

Phone

Your present wheat market is very low with practically no
prospects for better prices and we do not believe they will be as
rood as they now are. In fact, we would nut be surprised to see
sixty cent wheat, duly and August market.
We are not predicting what the price of broom corn will be
from pi) to $100 per ton,
this year, but at any price,
according to how you take care of your corn, it will beat any other
crop that you can raise in Eastern New Mexico or Texas Plains,
under normal price conditions for other commodities.
There has never been a year for the last twelve that we have
not been able to pay, and have paid, t he above mentioned prices
for the different grades of corn, sometime during the year and a
number of years, the price has been much higher, ranging up as
high as ijOjH'r ton, and as broom corn is the surest crop, under
all conditions, get your seed NOW from the (lurley Broom Corn
Company, at Clovis, New Mexico.

GAS
COAL

FEEDS
GROCERIES
CELEBRATED MOLINE LISTERS
WE WILL TICKLE YOUR PALATE FREE
WITH SUNSHINE BISCUIT PRODUCTS ON
SATURDAY, APRIL 23rd.
SOMETHING FOR NOTHING

LANE

' '

&

SONS GRAIN COMPANY

Implements, Coal and Grain

HE GOT BY ALL THE
WHITE HOUSE GUARDS

Our Motto:
"The Price Is The Thing"
See us before you sell

;;
!1

IIIM'llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

S. W. LANE, Manager

We repair all kinds of furniture at
They're stunning these new house
Shoo Hospital,
Weist Grand dresses of urs. Mrs. W, G. Broome,
'
Avenue.
Milliner.
Clovis

n

Try a Clovis News Classified Ad.

PI

CLOVIS, N.M.
MLlulliU

hILlJl Sdl

Xuk JUL

Jul Jwl luL lui iuC Jul

11

jmjaM IXblMlULMU. jJJhjMi m J

by local applications, at thoy cannot reach
la
tb diiratwl portion of lh car. Tlu-ronly nn way to cure catarrhal SVafm'S,
and that It by ft constitutional remedy.

Catarrhal

K.

li

cnnai--

by

an

J. CHKXIiY ft CO.. Toledo,

a

.

.c

I

I

I

j

Conservation

!

In Clothes.......
Conservation in clothing is just as essential as
conservation along any other line.
Let us help you to make your clothes last longer
and look better, by laundering them for you. Ever)'
garment receives the same careful handling and attention, and economy and service are our highest
aims.

I'liul .Muun of Wiikii-liiKtoI). ('., siict'iMMifd in lining wlml
iniiiiy ptTMiMis mnn.v times lils site
huve fallftl to do. lie Kt ly all the
White House una pis mid spoke In Hie
rrt'sldt-iit- .
It linpptMieil on Kaster
Vmidiiy while IIuiiisuihIs of yiiung-Hterttt-renjttylnit Hie
fete on Hip While I louse Inwti. I.lllli'
l'uiil liiul an Kaster i'kk (li'curnied
with the t'nitt of iirins nf tho I'lilti'd
Stilton wlih'h he presented to President Ilnrtlliiu.

Just call

48

and we will do the rest.

Tho Clovis Steam Laundry

United States Has 66,191,000 Cattle.
Oil Me. in the I'nlted Slntes are estimated ly the Department of Agricu-

PHONE 48

lture to niiiuher Ofl.llll.lKKl lietttl, of
which 2:M"1,0(H
ure In dairy herds.
8."8'.M,0lSI In beef herds and the resl

unelassilled.

NOTICE!

Dog At Master's $25 Roll of Bills.
A dog owned hy Henry Pfclffer, theater owner of Keiitnn, Mich., Is worth
at least $'Jft. He ate a roll of hill
ttitulliiK Hint nmmiiit when the inonej
dropped on the flour.

d

In cities of liJi.OOO
more, IlKiires of the cen-

or
sus bureau show.

Turkey May Fores Her Men to Marry,
Alarmed at the irrowlt' ilepniiihi.
lion of Turkey, Ihe Turkish nallniiiil-1s- t
consider-Inparliament, at
Ant-nn-

n bill to compel
till

Catarrhal Deafness Cannot Be Cured

for kidney and bladder troubles, grav-1- ,
condition of thv mucoui llnlntr of
lue ICuaUohlan
Whrn thll tubu Is.
weak and lame back, rheumatism Inflamed you havaTub.
a rumliiinf sound or
entirely
and
whn
and irregularities of the kidneys and closed, lurnt'va Is the rrsult.It Ist.'nlfss
tha
can b
and this tuba
bladder in both men and women. If Inllntnniatlon
to lis normul condition,
re"ri-Mrtny cnss of
tot sold by your druggist will be sent wl,. b destrnyi'd
dcalni-snrn caused by fntnrrh. which Is
oy mail on receipt of $1.25.
One ftn Intliimi-- condition of th" mucous
Catarrh Midlclm nets thru
small bottle often cures. Send for the bloodHall's
on tho mucous surfaces of ths
system.
sworn testimonials. Dr. E. W. Hal,
We will give On
Hundred
Dollars for
ss that cannot
2026 Oiiye at.. St. Louis, Mo. Sold sny cns of I'atnrrhal
b cured by Hall s Catarrh Medlclns. cirby druggists.
All
free.
71c.
liruKitllts,
culars

9lf

-

persons-j-llve-

CORN COMPANY

COME ONE,

COME ALL.

Americans Prefer Cities to Country.
Mure Ihnn a third of the country's
population In lD'JO und nearly 70 per
cent of the urhnn dwellers :n,77(l.11l

A. L. GUP.LEY BROOM

92

OILS

Just to Call Your Attention to a Few Facts I it

In view of tlio fact Hint you have been inable to sell your
Alilo Maize, Kafir Corn and Indian Corn, for what it cost you
to raise it, and the majority of you have your last year's crop on
hand, why would it not be advisable to plant all the Broom Corn
this year that you can take care of conveniently. This crop has
always found a ready market for cash, when all other crops have
faileil.

FARWELL

CLOVIS

HAVENER

TEXAS WONDER

Attention Farmers,

AND

BUYING

PLAINS

. ur;t,n,i
o.. oou-j.uurrn nrv sr....
muie Hie m.uui
W. Cameron and J. D. Cameron
Any Assistance and Death
a trip to San Jon Friday.
M.Boney had his store building
Rale Is Crowing.

here moved to Grady last week.
Haiold Cameron snent the week
end with homefolks.
The people of this comuniiy were
shocked and horror stricken when the
learned last week that a still had been
discovered in the brakes near here.
W. M. Hubble killed a beef Friday.
Flo and Arthur Cameron were on
the sick list last week.
Preparation is being made for a
Children's Day program at New Hope
Lto be recited the 22nd of May.
A. W. Cameron filled his usual appointment at Harmony church (New
Hope) Saturday and Sunday afternoon.
A. A. Dethrage and J. L. Sullivan
gueuts. of
of Clovis were orer-nigMr. and Mrs. Islur Monday. Mr. Sulmttntmm'
jf
livan expects to return to his home at
Kansas City soon.
""""""
V1"""'
.;,
iS: sf
A. W. Cameron conducted the funeral services of S. M. Pipkin's buby
V:
m
r
Sunday morning.
J. D. Cameron and- wife and Mrs.
aiidi
A. W. Cameron Jr., attended church
f
nt Bellview Sunday.
F. B. Scott and family and Ednn
Johnston were dinner guests of Mr.
r i
and Mrs, Her Sunday.
Virgil Tillman returned last week
from a trip to Gilmer, Texas, where
he bought a cur load of lumber which
VHbV SaVsMeasBaasM
is being shipped to Hereford, Texas.
Reginal Johnston, Bailey Hubble,
and Roy and Paul Hummons took
dinner with Arthur Cameron Sunduy.
Long-Bo- ll
Virgil Dunn succeeded in getting
water in the well he has been drilling.
Mr. and Mrs. T. M. Jordan made
Mis. W. F. Martin gave a birthday a trip to Clovis Monday.
party fur her sun, Thomas, Suturdoy.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Z. Isler spent Sun
Mr. Aaron W'iiioms has two snake-b- it dny night at the home of their dauglv
FAIRFIELD FACTS
horses.
tor, Mrs. Dethrage, in Clovis. They
The men of this community arc attended services ut the Methodist
church at night.
Hon. U'liind Frunklin of McKinney, wading the roads this week.
Texas, brother of Wm. Franklin of
CLOSING SALE
News Classified Ads bring results.
Fairfield, died Wednesday, Muy 4th.
On account of the law recently Try them and be convinced.
Mr. Polk Williams has been visiting his daughter, Mrs. Muttie Landon, passed, prohibiting sale of patent and
proprietary medicines, I will close out
of late.
There was a purty Riven to the boyg my stock of Wutkins goods at once.
Supply yourself with extracts,
and Rirls nf the High School Friday
Montr bee without Question
niltht. After games were over a feast spices, toilet articles, etc., while you
If HUNT'S GUAR ANT BED
SKIN DI8EA8B REMEDIES
can get something good.
win prepared and eaten.
(Hunt's 8lv end Soap), foil In
G. H. Bknkenship,
Miss Mntnye Houston was a birth- th Ir.atmcnt of Itch. Kcsm,
Itch-iRlnforin,Ttr or othtf
243
Phone
guest
Wallace
day
nt Mr. Bernie Vautjlin's of 010 North
Try thle
skin
risk,
our
truUBcnt
Clovis N. M.
Clovis Saturday.
r";-.;?-

HELP OF AMERICANS

BY

I

n

all men twenty-fiv- e
years old or more to iiuirry uu-Itiprewmted by health reasons.

Ed McDaniel, who operates, Ed's Restaurant at
Melrose has taken charge of the Antlers Hotel dining room and will serve three good meals a day,
family style, at reasonable rates. (Jive him a trial.
Serve Fish Every Friday.
Chicken Every Sunday.

Ed McDaniel

-
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The High Price Fighters

More Goods'
For Same
Money

Same Goods
For Less
Money

Aonouiice a ra

'A

ECONOMY
Sale Starts Saturday Morning, May 14, Closes Saturday Night, May 21

even oays o
TV

amain tsiviiM

WE NEVER MISLEAD OR MISREPRESENT IN A SALE THAT WE PUT ON, AND THIS ONF I KV
OUR OTHERS, WILL PROVE A SURPRISE TO BUYERS. IT WILL PAY YOU TO BUY DUR
MOST INEXPERIENCED BUYER CAN READILY SEE THAT PRICES HAW
THIS SALE-T- HE
REACHED THE "OLDEN TIME" BARGAIN LEVEL. THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE FOR THIS SAIE
-I- T'S A BARGAIN GIVING EVENT. READ THE PRICES:

Men's and Young Men's

Clothing
$35.00 Suits
$27.50
$30.00 Suits
$22.50
$25.00 Suits
$18.50
You can save big money by buying now.

Boys Clothing

Underwear
MEN'S SUMMER
$3.50 Value now
$2.50
$2.50 Value now
$1.98
$1.75 Value now
$1.29
One Lot at
.85
e
Shirts and Drawers 39c each
Men's Elastic Seam Drawers 50c a pair
One Lot Men's Union Suits, White,
High Grade
$1.29 Suit

Big lot scout Work Shoes

One Lot at

$1.75

MEN'S HATS AND CAPS
20 PER CENT OFF.

Men's $3.50 Values
Boys' $3.25 Value
BGys' $3.00 Value
Boys' $2.25 Value

$2.50
$2.25
$2.00
$1.50

ONE LOT MEN'S WORK SHOES
GOING AT $3.50.

$2.69
ONE LOT LADIES' DRESS SHOES

BOYS' COVERALLS
$2.25 Value

21c

20c Value

QC

One Lot Gingham

131c

One Lot Chambray

12c yd.

One Lot Percale

121c yd.

One Lot Calico

10c yd.

One Lot Unbleached Muslin . 12Jc yd.
One Big Lot Bleached Muslin. . 15c yd.
One Lot Bleached Muslin at
10c yd.
.

.

Coveralls for Men
$3.50 Grade now

25c Value

Two-piec-

BIG REDUCTIONS!
MEN'S PANTS

Ginghams

Sold at $12.50 All going at
$1.89

BLACK SATTEEN SHIRTS
All Going at
$1.00
ONE LOT MEN'S OVERALLS
$1.50 Pair.
ONE LOT MEN'S OVERALLS
$1.00 Pair.
ONE LOT MEN'S WORK GLOVES
9c Pair While They Last.

MEN'S BLUE WORK SHIRTS
Two Grades
89c and 69c
There will be lots of goods on Sale that
we cannot mention here.

TTT)

$2.00 per pair
ONE BIG LOT LADIES' SLIPPERS
Was $8.50 to $13.50 All go at . . $4.50
One Lot Ladies' Slippers going at $2.49
BIG LOT TOWELS
ALL PRICES-1- 5c
UP.
ONE LOT LADIES' HOSE

.

.

ONE LOT DIMITY AND VQILfc
WAISTS
Values
Values
Values
Values
Values
Values

$1.00 now
$2.00 now
$3.00 now
$2.50
$2.50 now
$1.75 now

9c
$1.39
$2.19

$i69
$1.69
$1,19

ONE LOT LA SILK WAISTS
Values $4.00 to $10.00 now
$2.75
IMPORTED SWISS LAWN
$2.50 Value
$1 69

15c

CHILDREN'S HOSE

PINS

2c PAPER

19c

ONE LOT LADIES' MERCERIZED

CLOV1S,

Returns-N- o

Exchang-

es during this sale

HOSE-2- 9c

7171

No

Bwf umi Co.

NEW MEXICO

-

H
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SPECIAL VALUES IN
LIVING ROOM SUITES
We are making some special values in this now. priced far below
prices or a rew months ago.
Special Overstuffed Suite in Tapestry, formerly priced at $400
now on sale at $250. Bii? line of Livincr Room Furniture in all
styles and prices.
Special value in a Duo-FolSpanish Leather, formerly priced at
$65.00, now $45.00.
d,

WmVW
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YOUR CREDIT- - IS GOOD.

Jolunson .Bros, Furoitare aed Undertaldn
C'o.ne in and visit with us. We like
to talk with you. Reagan Land Co. 1

Lots of Lots

Reagan Land Co.

For exchange, a good quarter secYou neeil the miarter section ad- LONG MAI
AND A BEAR
tion of land for residence property in joining you. Let us sell it to you,
SAVE IDAHO BILL
DIDN'T
Clovis Shoe Hospital, 1 doors West Clovis, Reagan Land Co.
LOCAL MENTION
ltc
cheap.
Reagan Land Co.
ltc
We deliver any amount of
of Austin's. We will repair your 'shoes
It. takes more than long hair and a
s to any part of the city.
neatly and in n hurry.
Mr. and Mrs. le;,i,i.-e- r
of Pleasant
We handle all kinds of fresh and
phone
4S1.
Bios.,
big
brown bear to stop Policeman
Hill
Mr.
and
DeLozier's
Some diamonds arc worthless, also
father Were cured meats and deliver free. Phone
Mrs. Geo. W. Hicks is working in ill Clovis Wednesday. Mr. DeLozier
when he has a suspicion that
Sadler
several grades of coal. Tin- be:it coal
us your order. Wilmon Bros. Phone
11. S. Gray returned
Wednesday the office of Houghton Land Co. this says his wheat is looking fine, and
is the cheapest. We liuve it. Lane
there's booze around. This was shown
4K1.
morning from a business trip to Kan- week.
about the same as it was this time
& Sons Grain Co.
Sunday when Colonel "Idaho Bill"
sas City.
last year.
visMiss
Giles,
who
Dossie
has
been
Pearson, old time cowboy on his way
We
have some good notes that can
FARMERS If you cat Campbell's
Is to Washington with a pet bear for
Mrs. J. D. Fleming hns been quite iting her brother at Mountainair,
lee Cream, you help your own inJ. R. Walker has just returned from be traded in on a good farm. Reathe president, was stopped on the
dustry.
ltc sick this week. Mr. and Mrs. Flem- expected home this week.
Made from Curry County a trip to Kansas City where he went gan Land Co.
streets of Clovis ni'iiT his dilapidated
ing had planned to leave this week
products.
with a shipment of sheep.
Rengan Land Co. reports the sale flivver searched for contraband.
Mr. and Mrs. Claud Johnson of for a visit
with relatives in Oklahoma,
near Springfield, Mo., have moved to Kansas and Missouri but their trip of 9(!0 acres of Jund this week near
Hill protested, but Sadler wasn't
Clovis and are thinking of locating has been
postponed on account of the Pannelly Ranch lo local buyers. satisfied till the contents of the car,
Some land was taken as a part ex- hear and all, were unloaded.
here.
Mrs. Fleming's illness.
change; the total values of properties A search revealed the fact that the
B. H. Blockson of Eureka Springs,
ltc old cowboy was carrying his "shootin'
Mrs. T. E. Reiff of Newton, involved was $:l5,20il
Ark., was in Clovis this week.Mr. Kansas, who is visiting her parents,
irons," and he wis fined $50 and al' We havel a good little business
Blackson owns a lot on Grand Ave., Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Austin, is spendlowed to go oil his way rejoicing.
No wonder Horace Parker, wealthy clubnext to Joycc-PruCo.
ing a few days in Portnlcs visiting which requires an ir est men t of about
man and rated the most selfish man in
MILLINERY
Miss Leta Smith,
Miss Smith ex- $5,000 that can be bought on good
Mrs. Bud Gray is expecting
her pects to return
We are making special prices. ' If'
to Clovis with Mrs. terms or exchanged for land if not
London, drew back aghast.
sister, Miss Johnson of Trinidad,
Reiff and spend a few days visiting too heavily incumbered; this business you want a hat at your own price,
Colo., his week. Miss Johnson will
is making on an average of $20 per come to our shop.
We carry the
here.
visit in Clovis for awhile.
But this tens only one of the incredibly
day net; it don't require much ex-- j best toilet goods.
Also the Ladies'
dramatic and disconcerting incidents
'
We have some good notes that can perience, but does require push and Exchange.
LOST
Last Saturday afternoon, a
be traded for a good lot In Clovis. hard work. Let us talk to you about)
MISS LUCY TURNER,
in which Horace portrayed unerf
pair of gauntlet gloves with tan
Reagan Land Co.
East Grand Ave.
ltc it. Reagan Land Co.
ltc ltc
ingly by
hands and black cuffs. Finder please
notify R. B. Freeman, phone 374,
.
reward.
Up.
1

-'

-
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HE SAW HIMSELF

i

it

I

fe

w

Geo. W.Ryle returned home from
an extended trip over Eastern Texas
and reports that this country is in
excellent condition compared with the

cotton countries,
The little nine months old girl of
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Depuy who live at
200 South Kencher Street, died on
Tuesday night of this week of infla- mation of the bowels.
The remains
were shipped to Benson, N. M., for
.
burial.

1
taunt'

w

vx

lULYtELL
in.

A MESSAGE
FROM MARS
Special Added Attraction

Snooky, The Humanzee in
"THE BIG SHOW"
A circus of fun

Three Rings of thrills
MUTT and JEFF COMEDY CARTOON

Saturday Night
MAY 14th

TRY TO GET IN
KB

For Sale New seven room, modern home, close in, including bath
room, breakfast room, den, furnace
fixtures, hardwood floors, garage,
etc., to be sold at once at a sacrifice
small cash payment,
balance"
time
with good security. Please telephone
251 for inspection.

1

MjefoP.
tytk:iA
t
sV"k

li

Tom Helm is in Clovis this week
shaking hands with old friends. Mr.
Helm has been In Arizona for the
past several months since leaving Clovis. He says everything is exceptionally dull in that state.

They soon grow out of

Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Haynes and
children have returned to their home
at San Marcial after a visit at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Roberts.
Mrs. Hayes and Mrs.
Roberts are
sisters.

Mother's arms, but

photo-

graphs of the baby never
grow up.

For Sale New seven room, modern home, close in, including bath
room, breakfast room, den, furnace
fixtures, hardwood floors, garage,
etc., to be sold at once at a sacrifice
small cash payment,
balance time
with good security. Please telephone
251 for inspection.
C. Overby, who for years lived in
Clovis, but who has been living in

California for the past two years, was
in Clovii this week. Mr. Overby was
called to Kentucky on account of the
illnesa of his sister, and has been visiting in the south and east for about
a month. He says this country looks
prosperous compared with that where
he has been. ST JAMES LIBRARY
St. James library is doing S land
office business, averaging over six
hundred books loaned a month, but
there is deep trouble ahead: forty-fiv- e
hooks from traveling 'ibrnries
No. 103 and No. 76 are missing, to
be paid for at fifty cents apiece, and
nearly S00 books are unaccounted
for. Will all persons search diligently for library books overdue.
W. W. BRANDER.

till
R'OBINSON
"The Photographer in Your Town"
119 E.

Munroe

Phone 143
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FEET,

During tllP Paving... Route

FIND FAST AGE

Lumber Yard in town. Either north or south on Gidding Street, one block
west on Grand Ave., one block north on Pile. .Try to get m.

Immense

Bonss ani Petrified
Relics Brought to Light.

''I'm

l(

Kemp EumbsrGmpanu

SOME FANCIFUL SPECULATION

Lime Deposits Yield 80ms of the Most
Important Discoveries Ever Mads
in Southern California Period May
Have Been 1,000,000 Years Ago and
Scene the Bed of the Ocean Pelvlo
Bones of the Most Gigantic Animal
That Ever Walked.

We could be sure of your dress goods trade if
we could bring these values and selections to your

personal attention.
Since we can't come to you it is your advantage

to conie to us.

They went back 1,IHK),(M) years In
digging down ten feet nn the property
of the Torrance Lime and Fertilizer
company, j,mt outside Torrance, Cul.
Ir. C. L. Edwards, head of the nature study department of tile Los Angeles schools; L. K. Sandos, chenileal
exert, and S. Mans Purple, general
niiiiiiiiicr of the company, spent the
iimniing
examining und appraising
the various bone, shell and rock specimens as tliey came up In Hie course
of a series of excavations which prom.
Iso to he numitg Jlie must Impiii'tant
iiiailc In Southern California.
Although undertaken solely for

One visit lo our store will give you more. dress
jjihxIs information, sliow you a greater variety, better
Iwiruains, than von liave seen before tliis vear.

w w top

mi&vum-

WShifts,

fpitrposes anil with a view to

to

hlu-lil- y

DON'T FORGET.

v are lii'ailnmrti'rs for all
BELLVIEW SCHOOL NOTES
anil garden seeds.
field
of
k:nis
Just in a fiiii- lot 3' early seed
rroimocs, Texas lied runt proof oats
The last week of school has come
home grown
that huvc been
wilh its dreaded examinations, but
Iowa Silver Mine seed corn.
then there is the long summer to
Expect a
V'hiek and cliieken feed.
look forward to, and it seems that
supply of oyster shell, grit and
most of the hoys aud girls
have
THE WILL II. I'ATISOX SEED CO. enough plans made to fill several
summers.
Old Mexico Commission House.
One day last week Mrs. Duraml,
Another amazing tiling is how Miss Richardson, Mr. Trcntman and
svuve of the girU keep from cracking Mr. Hollinger came out to boost club
their drugstore complexions when work. Miss Richardson, with the uid
of some of the club girls und ladies,
tiey are chewing gum.
of the community, made a dress form
for Mis. Ira Miller. This method of
making a dress form seems to be a
grcit success. The girls are ready to
Dr. W. M. Lancaster
make thorn for a dollar and fifty
PHYSICIAN nd SURGEON
cents, they furnishing the materials.
Clovii, New Mexico
Mr. Trentman, the state leader, and
Office Over Mandell's
Mr. Hollinger, the county agent, gave
Phone No. 157
some very good addresses to the club
J'ial

-

ivck-ain-il- ,

chlir-COrt- ).

members.
The club meeting next Saturday
promises to be very good. The program has been made out and thoes on
it arc working hard.
Mrs, Durand
will he out that day.
Miss Wingo
is going to remain over for it.
The flag pole is about up so the
flag can wave the last day. We are
expecting the Commercial Club from
Clovis out that day. The musical recital will be given Thursday afternoon.
All are invited to attend.

THOMAS W.JONES
Veterinarian
Otero Street

West

JOU

Phone

C'lovis, N. M.

4."

Dr. J. B. Westerfield
"

Phyiician and Surgeon
Office 110'.. N. Main St.
Office Phone 231.
Re. 201)

List your farm with us. We get
the buyers. Reagan Land Co.
Up

(

DR. L. M. BIGGS

MEN!

Veterinary Surgeon
Phone 3,'il
'

The Curry County Chapter of the
American Red Cross wants to see you
if you arc in need of hospital care,

Clovis, New Mexico

vocational training or compensation
from the government. Office hours,
Monday and Friday of each week at
the Clovis News Office.

WALTER W.MAYES
ATTORNEY-ATLA-

Practices in all courts
Clovi., N. M.

DR. H. R. GIBSON

Tired

OSTEOPATH
Treats all diseases, both acute
and chrcnic. Officei n building
on corner north of Fire Station.
Office phone Wi.
Res. 300.
Clovis, New Mexico.

V

-

l

'

S. J. WRIGHT
"

putting ihi the
kot the .r,XMi,ivio
tons of the
valiiahle
l
marine shell lime on ihe tract
owned hy the eotnpan.v, the excavations have produced marine remains
covering a period of from MMl.om o
l.fHKl.tNKI
years before this era and
have also yielded a portion of an Immense pelvic bono believed to have
I
n part of the most gigantic animal
that ever walked the earth.

Chiropractor
Over r'asmcrs
Hours 9 a. m. to 5
Phone 34(5
St-it-

Bank

"I was weak and run down,"
relates Mrs. Eula Burnett, of
Dalton, Ga.
"I was thin and
just felt tired, all the time.
I didn't rest well.
I wasn't
ever hungry.
I knew, by
this, I needed a tonic, and
as there Is none better than

tleeoia-imsei-

Drama of 1,000,000 Years.
In those ten feet of lime deposits
Is packed the recurring drama of
years.
There was the bed of
the ocean ns attested by innumerable
shell and fish deposits. There In the
course of tens of thousands of years

great sharks battled, falling lacked In
the death embrace to the bottom of
the sea. There, after the waters bad
vanished and vegetation had sprung
tip, were large trees, portions of the
forest remaining petrified amid other
rollos older by hundreds of thousands
of years.

There, In tens of tlmusunds of
years, the Imperial elephant, standing
over fourteen feet In height and probably weighing three tons, went down
to tils watering place, failed on one
bright day or one dark night to watch
his step and hogged one foot In a
lime pit, struck out In auger with another foot anil b's trunk, got those
caught also and passed out of life In-

Phyiician and Surgeon
Office Over Mandell's
Residence, 014 N. Main St.
'I.UVIS, N. M.

4
?

DR. C. 0. WARRINER
CHIROPRACTOR
South Main Street
113
Phone 101

.
1
uifu uquib varum,
Mrs.
continue
Burnett
"After my first bottle, I slept
better and ate better. I took
four bottlea. Now I'm well,
feel Just fine, cat and sleep,
my skin Is clear and I have
guinea ana sure reel mat
Carriul Is the best tonic ever

made."

Thousands of other women
have found Cardut Just as
Mrs. Burnett did.
It should

DR. T. E. PRESLEY
and Throat,
.Eye, Ear, No
f Roswcll, N. M., will be in Clo- Til at the Raptist Hospital from
t.hfl 4th to the 8th of cach'month.

he thought
only to sink
the elephant
creature and

help you.

u

At all dnifglsU.

The light rain was much appreciated, though we wish there had been
more of it. The wheat crop will be
short at best.
The pie supper and program last
Friday night was a decided success.
Some of the pics sold as high as $3. DO
and the cake for the prettiest girl
brought $2!). Miss Mirtie Chambers
was winner. The total amount taken
in wirs $52.30.
Mr. and Mrs. G. R. Stout und Mi' J.

PIANO TUNING

In the Probate Court of Curry
County, New Mexico.
In the matter of the estate, of Mrs.
J. L. Ilaynes, deceased. No. 347.
Notice is hereby given that James
H. Sommerfrucht was appointed administrator of the estate of Mrs. J.
Hayncs, deceased, on the 13th day
of April, 1921, by the Probate Court
of Curry County, New Mexico, and
that he has duly qealified, and all pcr-- ;
hods having claims against the estate
of said decedent arc required to
the same within the time
'

A piano is only as good as the care

care it receives. More pianos are
ruined through neglect than through
use. To secure the best and most efficient service, phone 47W, or write
G. C. Faulkner, Clovis, N. M. With
the Baldwin Piano Company, Denver,
Colorado.
Try a Clevis News Classified

A;!.

1

Sheridn" attended the local club
MEN
leader conference at Clovis last Saturday. A fine dinner was served, the
The Curry County Chapter of the
by law.
beef being cooked in the pressure American Red Cross wants to see you
Dated this 13th day of April, 1021.
cooker. Miss Riche.rdscn demonstra- if you are in need of hospital ca'-e- ,
James II. Sommerfrucht,
ted the cooker. Plenty of Ice cream vocational training or compensation
Administrator.
was served for desert.
Some splendid talks were made by the state
leaders and others or, the program.
The Sunshine Club of Ruth meets
the last Wednesday of each month at
at 2:00 o'clock.
Miss Mirtie and Bertie Chambers
attended church at Grady Sumluy
The little infant of Mr. and Mrs.
Pipkin died Saturday. The bereaved
We hope we never grow so small and our bu3i-s- o
parents have the sympathy of this
entire community.
large that we can't appreciate the human side of
Mr. and Mrs. Edwards spent the
our customers.
afternoon, Sunday, at the Chambers
K. K.

pre-se-

1

home.
Mrs. Edna Rutherford visited at the
home of her father, Mr. Chitwood,
last week.
Mrs. Hickman and Misses Mirtie

and Bertie Chambers visited Sunday
evening at the R, E. Sheridan home.
W. H. Stout, M. E. Stout and family, left Tuesday for points in Oklahoma where they will visit friends and
relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Sheridan had
as dinner guests Monday, Mr. and

Would

he solid

The Western Elevator Company
Clovis

Texico

"Watch Us Grow"

fcwy Little

ground,

into the same pit Willi
and to join that Immense
the sharks mid the
shell forms in furnishing a

story hook which would lie opened
with pick and shovel some day any
number of thousands of years later.
Tunneled Foot by Foot.
And the great wolf, ton; prowled
mid fed there, and perished
there
also, as Ids hones, ilnlig with those of
the rest, testily. Then, almost yesterday it seems, In contrast with the
fur 'caching records In the pits,, a
famished and desperate man caipe (fit
there seeking water and some roots.
With only crude tools perhaps It
was less than o.lNlO years ago or It
may have been shortly before the
coming of the white i.mn to this continent he bit upon ihe frantic idea of
digging hack to the source of a little
stream. And so he tunneled In, pain- (I
ful foot by painful foot, using a elum-V- ,
heavy shale scraper, lint unlike a va;
large arrowhead In shape.
They found traces of him, too,
a few hones mingled
with
those of the shark, the tiger and the
wolf, Ids heavy spade u little ahead of

1
1

him.
Out

of the depths of Ihe same
spring toward which lie was striving
the excavating party drank cool,
bracing water In abundance. The
rock that bad bullied Idin still acted
as a cistern, but It had been tapped
with modern tools for modern men.

RICH

French Girls Married to American Soldiers Disillusioned.
Marriages between American men
and French girls are looked upon with
disfavor by tien. fieorges Nlvelle, the
French hero of Verdun, who asserts
that not more than 10 per cent of the
j
marriages contracted
J during the war have been successful,
Ceneral Jiivelle says the French girls
thought all Americans were rich, while
the American objects to his wife's Innate habit of Having money.
"While American hospitality churimi
the traveler, American life is not generally pleasing to Mie French women,''
declares Nlvelle.
French-America-

Rent Because of Wags Cut
Tenants of' Frank Kos of Whit
Miss., received a shock after
they had paid their last month's rent
when their landlord handed them bncl-i- r
per cent, saying as their wages hao
been reduced they should have t re
ductiou lu their rem.

1

f

f rtllir

Reouced

Mrs.
Hollis of Grady and W. II. 'ram the government Office hourjv
Stout of Clovis.
Monday and Friday of each week at
There will be singing at Ruth the Clovis News Office.
school house Sunday evening at 8:00
o'clock. Everybody Is invited.
ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE

RUTH ITEMS

before the elephant had
perished In the mire the saherdnothed
tiger pounced upon him, sinking his
f--' lli'li teeth into the helpless
victim.
Itelliiipilshing his grip when satiated,
he dropped contentedly toward what

THOUGHT ALL YANKS

Tha Woman's Tonic

I

'

to geology.
However,

p. m.

Dr. C. L. McClellan

to the Best

-1

fin imft8

nrai m

mi

1-

m

I
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We now write fire, lightning and tornado insurance on business houses, stocks of goods, dv

"ngs, farm houses, automobiles, threshing machines and live stock.
If everyone stopped to figure just how cheap they could
carry insurance, no one would carry their own risk against fire.
Do you know that Jess that one half cent per day for each $100.00
insurance pays the bill on either city residence or farm dwelling
houses and less than one cent per day for $100.00 pays the insurance on brick buildings or stocks of goods in same?

Can you

af-

ford to do without insurance at this price?
We do not expect to write all the insurance in Clovis by any
means. We do hope to get some of it and EVEY LITTLE BIT
HELPS and our motto in writing insurance will be the same we
use in our loan and real estate business PROMPT SERVICE.
Talk to us about your next insurance policy, farm loan or
real estate deal.
YOURS FOR SERVICE

UiioEi Mortgage Co

;g)(
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JACK
Yet

FROST

HOLDS

SECRET

Ws May Gathtr Something
What Mutt Ba Lsarned If On

.MM'tt.cmr

increasing in Popularity

of

Would Remain Young.

As If to crown the year, autumn
not only brings her mellow fruitful-uos- s
Sunli'ght Flour is increasing in popularity for
and golden days of summer X
warmth, hut occasionally opens the
has
it is coming up to every expectation of the housewife.
door nnil lets old winter In. It all
happened an predicted, remarks the
been our aim to have every Curry County housewife to give this
Minneapolis Journul. No wind played
an usual on the hilltop, the stars cume
they would demand Sunand we have felt sure
flour a
out clear and bright, the '"oon w"8
gorgeous in Its round refulgence, hut
is the
because
home
is made,
light not only because
there was nn ominous stillness lu the
air. When the door wus left ajnr,
best.
stinting cold sent her arrow through.
The next morning when the sun 1
arose ho had more work than usual on
Ills hands. The frozen forms of spnr-klliidew hung iieiulnnt from the droo- lug gohlonrod and crowned the aster
with a belling new, The smoke rone
straight skyward from the many chim
neys round nhutit, while the roofs
to
stennipd
wllh Incense unknown
them for many weeks.
Autumn had simply turned another
niiL'o In henr witness to her Versatility.
a
t'
She announced that time was up
rlnenlnir urnne or late strawherry blos
som. The wondrous drama that had
,
for five months past heen staged In
everv mirden was for the season
closed, hut the mighty color pageant
of (letolier xl HI remains to ceietirnte
for days lu hill and dale the harvest
hnimlv.
'
I
SUNLIGHT
THE EEST
What Is the secret of tills trans
formed world in Held and pasture?
Clovis, New Mexico
.lark Kmst has drought villi mm
air together with the wine
Put he
mid zest of the whole year.
has Ktoadllv lull to sleop the flower
And lie has
fairies of the summer.
NOTICE TQ CREDITORS
the undersigned receiver and special' me a grct deal. I felt all run down
done It hy cliecUIng the How of sap
mid leaf, stulk and inink. In plm-master at '.'lovis, New Mexico, on or ami mis"r:i!de and never seemed to
i
my
do
In the District Court of Curry before the S'.h day of June, 1II2I, and have iiiuh.tiou
noiinh to
of llexihlllty there Is now rigidity of
anil petal, ami where pllaldlliy County, New Mexico.
st
When I tried to befid.
presented lruipework.
are
cluhns
s.id
unless
that
was niu-i- llie nmrl; of garden life stiff-lios- s
J. E. Bryant Company, Plaintiff, in the maniiei and form prescribed over slmrp pubis ciiiifcht me ir. my
Is now iiinn lier Mover children.
.".1
feo-wti- f
Grocery Club, of by said order and the laws of this back, my kidneys bothered mc alsu.
vs.
Who run fail to see written In the
Clovis, New Mexico, et ul, Defend- slate you and each of you will lie for- - and many times i had dizzy spells. 1
104
Is
well
All
garden n parable for mini?
No. 1757.
ever barred and precluded from shar- - I read of Doan's Kidney Pill atoi
for him us long ns he keeps his frame ants.
I found immediate rt-"To any and all creditors of the Co- hue
tho distribution of the assets tried them.
mind open to new
Ids
and
plastic
from said
inom.'y had unci rcoived
again,
t
like
mvself
.........u
df. milrJllof- unci felt,
of Clovis, now iiwvnio
f
Vllai inter- - operative Grocery Club
NOTICt Or SALE OF REAL
u
Ideas ami etil liiislasins.
"
IlltPHIt
ESTATE UNDER EXECUTION tik.intiff' to said defendant, ami th:t est lii new Issues and n large open- - New Mexico; or D. C. Priddy, Lon thereof.
still use Doais Kidney Pills occasion
iuilgini-ntherein rendered was! ness of mind do mueh to keep a man Moore and J. C. Moore, partners, doWitness my hand this 8th day of ally to regulate my kidneys and they
Notice is hcel.y B.ven hint the un- th;. lho ,,riiiclial young. lint once let dogmatism ioucii ing business under the name of Co- April, 11121.
keep these organs strong and besl
heennie erahhed ;ir
derMKi.ed, as sli' fii'f of Cui ry Cnui.ty,1 n.liM;nt
thy."
judgment
whs Ii us. or let him
operative Grocery Club of Clovis,
of
C. CALI.ICOTT,
C.
coeksnre, set or opinionated, and the
dOe, at nil dealers. Fostcr-Milbun- s
Receiver and Special Master.
Nov Mexico, hy virtue of an oxccu- - $1 ,'JK'.i.20, and that the costs of the frost touches him to check his growth. New Mexico:
(4
hereby
, ,
tho
each
you
You
Court
of
arc
Mfrs., Buffalo, N. Y.
amount
Co.,
,?12.!)",;
and
District
that
were
the
.,uri
of
tion issued out
Itlehartl I.o Callleline dies well the
HOUSEWORK IS A BURDEN
f the said judgment with interest to secret of the frost In saying that "a notified that the undersigned was on
if Curi v CotuUv, New Mexico, on the
MEN
Woman's lot is a weary one ut best.
lXth dav of Anril. 1!I21, upon judge- dat: of sale is $ l,:i82..!0.
miin Is not old till lie ceases to fall In the 8th day of April, 1921, appointed
at tb
Chapter
County
Curry
The
distressrxthe
and
other
of
with
pocket
to
backache
given
But
favor
n
mirror
that
love,
in
is
further
carries
Xotice
receiver of and for the
nient rendered therein,
Cross wants to see yra
plaintiff and against defendant in an undersigned, as sheriff, as uforesaid niiilne Ms toiiuue." The frost hits him Grocery Club of Clovis. New Mexico, ing kidney ills, life indeed becomes a American Rod
to say that times are dalers in retail groceries and you are burden.
Donn's Kidney pills have if you are in need of hospital
action in said court wherein Y.O. Hill by virtue' of said execution, on the when "lie heglns
young
of
speak
to
begins
chnnged
mid
of
was
hour
further notified that the order of the made life brighter for thousands of vocational training or compensation
17th day of May, 1921, at the
was pliiintif f and J.Frank Ncel
people as it separate and (lisnppniminK
court provides that all creditors shall women. Read what Mrs. John P. fram the government. Office hour,
did on the 2Ulh day of April, two o'clock in the afternoon, at the
class." The frost touch of rigidity present
deIn
the
following
House,
Court
verified statements of their Pyeatt, Box 113, Portales, N. Mex., Monday and Friday of each week k
the
of
door
south
1921, levy upon the
Is the secret of .Tuck Krost.
"My1' back certainly bothered the Clovis News Office.
scribed real cstute, of which said judg- City of Clovis, In said county and
No thne limit has heen set to growth claims against said Grocery Club t) says:
i
real
the
said
Ncel
and
offer
expose
will
mind.
Frank
state,
human
J.
of
dehtor,
In the garden
the
ment
owner, situate in Curry County, New estate for sale at public sale to the When a man Is so foolish as to stake
lots 2 and 3 in block highest bidder for ca3b in hand, to tlnwp limits for himself, then he mnkes
Mexico, t:
4
"
(S3
himself llahle to the benumbing blight
2 in the Carlin Subdivision to the satirfy said judRtnent and interest
Frost.
of
Jack
of Clovis, sometimes otherwise and costs and expense of sale.

the reason that
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at
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Most Everyone Else Is Using Sunlight I

Try It Yourself

mosphate
Baiting

Cramer Mill and Elevators Co. f

J

J

'1

We Want Your Grain

fr

IT'S

IF IT'S

!'

,,.

'

car,

Town
described as the Carlin addition to the
Town of Clovis.
Notice is further Riven that said
action was numbered 1473 on the
Civil Pocket of said Court; and that
said action was for the racovery of

This the 20th day of April, 1921.
S. D. DEAN,
Sheriff
4tc

Real Republican Prayer.
On March 4 the school children of
1
Torre Haute were Instructed to utter
nra.ver for Mr. Harding.
a
ADMINISTRATRIX NOTICE
One primary teacher told her children
all nhout Mr. Harding, the position
Notice1 is hereby (jivon thnt the unhe was taking and all the responsllill-Itle- s
dersigned was duly nppointed ndmin-"trtitri- x
he was to have. So at eleven
of the estate of Cora E. o'clock she sail:
."Now, children,
deceased, by the Probate fold your haiicls anil how your heads.
h
nui t of Curvy County, New Mexico, This Is the time we're going to pray."
Diet up went the hand of a very
"i th 8th dnv of April. 1021, and
:iU
ncT'ons lire notified to present ardent Utile Methodist Sunday sc hool
luiins against said estate for payment scholar. "I'leuso, teac her, may I lend
111
prayer?" he asked.
:is the l'.w provides, otherwise same
Ills teacher nodded, nml he uttered
will lie forever bnrred within one
his earnest little prayer. "Dear Mr. j
year.
llnrdhig I'lenSi1 Mess us and keep,
Hazel M. Shnrpnack,
ns forever and forever. Aniei.."
Building!,
Administratrix
4tc
News.

P. F. WHITE
BUILDING

iAii lice
I

We have

Court Houiet, School
Hotel and Other Public Buildings.

J. R. DENHOF
REGISTERED OPTOMETRIST

Years Experience
Equipment
Lati'st, Most
orK tiuanwiuTu
DENHOF JEWELRY COMPANY
lk

15

Up-to-Da- te

Increase Sea 8afety.
davits, described and Illus,
trated In Popular Mechanics
are so designed that one man, hy
turning a crank, cun lower a boat with
ease. The?' are now nemg insian
on a number of ocean liners, greutly
Increasing the potential safety of sea
travel as well as the comfort of
If use of the boats becomes
necessary. The one crank operates
both the outward swing of the davit
and the falls. Because of the Improvement In case of lowering, larger
lifeboats can N used, With more commodious storage space for fresh water and provisions.
Magn-sine-

1

New Mexico Construction Lompany i

PAVING CONTRACTORS

A Would--

1

I

I

g

just closed a contract for the Victor line,

Victor Record.

.

I

In connection with the Brunswick line.
1 In these machines and records, we have best combi- nation in America.
S Come in and let us give you a demonstration.

I

.

Auditor.

what did you think of my
acting? asked an amateur player of a
truthful but diplomatic member of
the audience.
"1 can say this." replied the spec
tator frankly. "I have a friend who I
am confident would have given $."il)
to have In.ird veil."
"Who Is It?" asked the embryo
Well,

WAIMITE -

BITULITIIIG

I

General Offices Albuqurque
Branch Offices: Clovis and Las Ycas

HtttmMttHMtttmtlWtHmmtM

Booth, highly pleased.
wouldn't know him.
"Well, yo
it,,, i,,.'. it,.,, n a Dost." American
Uiua Weekly.

m

vr'

mil
i

Vid rolas amdl

How to Avoid Colds.
Before you leave a warm room and
open the street tloor to go out, always
remember to shut your mouth. Keep
It closed until you have walked briskly for about ten minutes, Then, If
yon keep on walking, you may talk
as much as you please.
If you keep your mouth elowd and
walk hrlskly, the air can only reach
the lungs hy a circuit of the nose and,
head and become warm before reach-iniiliiun thus causing no derange
ment ot these very Important organs.
(In the other hand, large draughts of
cold air dash directly in upon the
lungs, mid In a few days yon woiuier
how you caught that awful cold.

Lifeboat

0 1

and are now handling

CONTRACTOR

Hens, despite the prevailing low
for eggs, are still the best, or
price
Years of experience in erecting
most nrofitnble item on the farm
public buildings.
propram, according to the undisputed
te.timonv of farm economists. This
is a great compliment, and should
Construction Work of all kind.
make the barnyard fowl a ruling Ibt- orite.
See me at Avalon Hotel.

ri.
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RULING WORKS HARDSHIP
ON STATE TEACHERS

HIGH SCHOOL PICNIC

The "A to

G" group of the

iff
Clovis

According to a recent ruling of the
Attorney Geneial ua expressed in a faculty members with a picnic Sat
letter by John Joerns, State Educa- in relay, May 11th. The teachers met
at the High School building;and drove
tional Amptor, of Santa Fe, tux
for '.he year
c innot be several miles southeast of town in
used to take up school warrants that 'the school trucks, where a big sup- s
The
were issued for school expenses for pr was spread.
the school year
This will ,wcrc unique, consisting of bottles of
cause no little inconvenieuce'to teach- soda pop which had been cleverly
ers as under such a ruling the local labeled by the committee on "drinks"
banks wouldjie burdening themselves and occasioned much fun.
Altogether it was an enjoyable
with warrants that could not be paid
only as delinquent taxes ure collected evening, and all expressed regret that
it is the last of the faculty socials of
and would make all warrants that
the year.
overdraw the apportionment for 1020
assets.
1921
SILVER TEA
Heretofore, Clovis banks have taken o very liberal attitude in cashing
The ladies of the Christian church
school warrants, but the ruling re- gave
a silver tea at the homo of Mrs.
ferred to above will no doubt make Anna Janes, Friday
afternoon from
it impossible for them to handle the 2:30 to 5:00
o'clock. An orchestra
warrants in the future.
composed of Muain
Croft, Leslie
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is about to be ushered in; supply yourself with clothes for warm weather.
COLORED VOILES

all-ov-

WHITE ROSE CAFE
The White Rose Cafe, located in
the Croft building, opened for business and served its first meal at noon
Tuesday. The White Rose is under
efficient management and its rows of
snow white tables and shining silver
service look inviting. Any kind of
eatt from a sandwich to a turkey dinner was served on the opening day
an.i the management says that not e
of thii was "a special", but only a
sample of what the White Rose
te aerve to the public every day.

er

$1.75

Misses pink
rubber top

j

pink. Prices
50c and 85o
We have the organdy to match.
GINGHAMS

Just now ginghams are very
popular for dress up dresses. So
many are making the ginghams
Up' with organdy tunics, ruffles

Beautiful pink brocade corsets, in medium' bust and also
rubber top
$2.50

Are very popular this season.
Light ground and colored ground
Swisses
75c and $1.00
Beautiful imported Swisses,
navy with red dot, navy with
white dot, green with white dot,
rose witli white dot, ('open with
white dot..

GINGHAMS

Wonderful plaids and cheeks
in all the new colors yellow,
green, blue, orchid, brown and

Price $1.50

DOTTED SWISSES

brocade

and sashes. A wonderful assortment of small checks, plaids and
plain colors.

corset,
$1.00

Prices 20c, 25c, 39c, and 75c.

corset, specially
made in large sizes for stout figures, we carry it in sizes up to :!(!.
1
Price
$100
May-O-Bc- lt

TABLE LINEN
Splendid values in white
at
75c and 85c
72 inch white mercerized damask at
$1.00
da-mn- sk

ORGANDIES
FRONT LACE CORSETS

Permanent Finish
In heaiitifnl new shades copper, yellow, honey dew, pink,
rose, black, beige, layendar,
gray, blue and jade.
Your summer wardrobe is not
complete without an organdie
dress.
White Organdie 50c, 75c, $1.00,
$1.25 and $1.50.

LaCamille

Pink, blue, green ami lavcn-da- r
figured Dimity. IUi inches
'.

The new $5.00 Corsets
splendid values.

75c

-

y2

$34.50
$32.50
$29.50
$22.50

$5!).00 Coats

.H".00 Coats
$:i!),00 Coats
::7.0 Coats
$20.75 Coats
'$18.50 Coats

$85.00 Dresses
$(M0 Dresses
$()5;00 Dresses
$50.00 Dresses
$55.00 Dresses
$40.00 Dresses
$15.00 Dresses
$40.00 Dresses

...$19.50
$18.75
$14.88
$9.25

$:17.50
$: 15.00

PETTICOATS AND
BLOOMERS REDUCED
Wonderful assortment of the
newest colors in heaw Jersey
Silk.
$13.50
$17.50 Petticoats
$12.00
$15.00 Petticoats
$10.00
$12.50 Petticoats
$8.00
$10.00 Petticoats
$7.00
&:( Petticoats
$6.00
$7.50 Petticoats
$5.00
$(.50 Petticoats
$4.00
$5.GW Petticoats
A splendid all silk Jersey Petticoat will be sold for ....$2.98

quantity of geraniums for sale. Large
and small, well roted potted plants,
Inquire of Mrs. A. W.
all colors.
Hockenhull, .107 N. Reneher, phone
313 i Mrs. W. W. Nichols, f18 N.
phone 253, and Mrs. Will
I'attison, ?19 N. Lane, phone 4U7.
TO TRADE For Clovis property
4K0 acre ranch on Abo Highway at
Crieder, 7 miles east of Tolar. Will
house, or any Clotrade for ror-ninvis property.
Will give or take difference. G. B. Donthitt, Tolar, N.
M.

NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT
OF ADMINISTRATOR
t

22.."0

Brown Pepper-e- Sheeting 45c
(iood Apron Checks
15c
28 inch Percale
10c
!) 4

suits
Our entire stock of Ladies'
Suits go in this sale at
price.
W'i.00 Suits
"$4750
Suits
$4150
Suits
$42.50
t7!M)0 Suits
$39,50
$".).()0 Suits
$37.50
$b,!M)0 Suits
$34.50
$')").()() Suits
$32.50
$.'n.00 Suits
$29.50
$.V.00 Suits
$27.50
$:0.l)) Suits
$25.00
$l").00 Suits
$22.50
40.00 Suits
$20.00
$18..")() Suits
$925

.$29.50
.$27.50

00

$S.-).-

$24.50
$22.50
$20.00
$18.75
$17.50
$15.00
$12..)0
$11.25

Dresses
Dresses
Dresses

l

r rices

Dresses sizes 7 to 14
One lot of .t2..")0 Dresses
$1.69
One lot $.".()() Dresses
$2.50
One lot .t7."0 MiddyDresses $3.98

BLOUSES REDUCED
Wonderful assortment of the
newest styles in Blouses to se-

lect from.

$2!U)0 Blouses
$2.).00 Blouses

JUNIOR GINGHAMS
Dresses Size
H.")0 Dresses
to.OO

Dresses

t7.."0 Dresses

12'j

il

to

!)'

-

$18.."),)
$1.").00
$12..")0

Blouses
Blouses
Blouses
$10.00 Blouses
$(i..")0 and $7.")0 Blouses

$2.98
$3.48
$3.98

SKIRTS 13 OFF
assortment of new
spriug skirts in plaid wool, sport,
silk and wool jersey.
$16.67
$25.00 Skirts
$22..")0 Skirts
.$15.00
$13.35
$20.00 Skirts
$11.67
$17."0 Skirts
$1 :.(H) Skirts
$10.00
$3.67
$10.00 Skirts

$11..")0 a nd$ 12.50

(Massy

EXTRA SPECIAL

;

Best grade bleach Muslin
20c
Cood quality Percale,
inches
wide
19C

GIRL'S GINGHAMS

One lot of House Dresses, regular prices, $4.7."), $5.00 and $5.85,
$2.98
special price
1

STAPLES

$42.50
$34.50
$32.50

$:!0.00 Dresses
$25.00 Dresses

APRON SPECIALS
One lot of Aprons, values up to
98c
$2.50, special price
$2.98
1.50 Porch Dresses
$3.48
4.00 Porch Dresses
-- $4.19
$5.00 Porch Dresses
$5.00
$fi.50 Porch Dresses
.7.7.") Porch Dresses
$6.50

Ice tea gUtsses and water sets.

70 inch square, white mercerized table cloths
$2.98

TAFFETA AND SATIN
DRESSES y2 PRICE

PRICE

$i),00 Coats
$i5.00 Coats

.

are

May Gl earance
coats

Pure linen damask, $3.00, $4.00
and $5.00.

We have a good front lace corset at
$2.50

FLOWERED DIMITY

wide

Brand

There is a style to suit every
figure and Mrs. Linn wijl help
you to get the right models. She
fits the corsets. The LaCainille
has the ventilated back and
shield front important features
that other front lace corsets do
not have.

-

o

In the matter of the estnte of Ben
Crawford, deceased.
In the Probate Court, Curry County, New Mexico. No. 349.
Notice is hereby given that the undersigned H. S. Crawford has been
appointed and duly qualified as administrator of the estate of Ben
deceased. All persons
Crawford,
having claims against the estate of
said Ben Crawford, deceased, Bre re
quired to present the same to said
administrator within the time requir
ed by law.
Witness my hand at Clovis, New
Mexico, this Uth day of May, 1921.
H. S. CRAWFORD,
Administrator of the estate of Ben
Crawford, deceased.

TISSUE

We have a good grade eoutil
corset, embroidery top finish,
ptnk, medium bust model. This"
is the best value we have shown
since the war. Sizes 21 to 28.

different designs. Small
designs and flowered patterns.
They rival the Oeorgettes. Prices
45c, 50c, 65c, 75c, $1.00, $1.50 and

-

The Clovis Woman's Club met on
Tuesday afternoon at the home of
Mrs. R. M. Bishop, for a musical and
literary treat. A large number were
present and all enjoyed to the full extent the following program, each
number of which wus splendidly rendered:
I'iano Solo Blanche l.anewood
Stevenson.
Vocal Solo Mr. Tagader.
Reading Mrs. Smith.
Vocal Duet Mrs.
Freeman and
Mrs. llockonhull.
Huby Suman.
Heading
Miss
Vocal Solo (two numbers)
Rogers.
I'iano Duet Mrs. I.ovnn and Mis.
Hockenhull.
I'iano Solo I.ydia Havener.
Piano Solo Marie Luikurt.
This meeting is the last of a delightful and instructive winter session. The club will resume its work
in September.

BACK LACE CORSETS
Wortlnnore Brand of Corsets.

Voiles are prettier this season
lliau ever. There are so many

Cant and Floyd Marsh
played
GOOD PROSPECTS FOR OIL .
throughout the afternoon, besides a
IN BUCHANAN
TEST program of Mrs. Otto Lovan, piano
solo, Emmctt Tagader,
vocal
Solo,
Cnpt. W. f. Reid of Albuquerque, Mary Lillian Reagan,
solo,
vocal
attorney for the National Exploration Wendell Foreman, vocal solo. About
company, who passed through Clovis seventy-fiv- e
ladies enjoyed the hosMonday, stated that prospects for oil pitality of Mrs. Janes.
m the test near lluchanan, were very
good.
MACCABEE
INITIATION FRIDAY
The well Is one of four being drillMrs. Lillie R. Moorcs, state mun- ed by the National Exploration Comager of New Mexico for the Woman's
pany iti New Mexico.
The log of the well shows an oil Benefit Association of the Maccabees,!
sand at "00 feet, which will be shot arrived in Clovis last week. She is!
later if no other sands lire found. 'ijpnuciMig me ouicers ana maKimjtiK:
The drill is now at 2(100 feet in the arrangements for a Macrabee rally of
1'crminn formation, and ('apt. Reid all Eastern New Mexico to be held in
thinks a good
sand will Clovis next October.
The Woman's Benefit Association
be found 200 to 100 feet farther
of the Maccabees will hold a special
down.
meeting and cjass initiation in Elks
Hall Friday night at 8 o'clock.
BIG STILL LOCATED IN
Sttite Manager Moorcs will be pres
NORTH PART OF COUNTY
ent and assist with the ceremonies,
Deputy Sheriffs Moiuingo and which will be in churge of Lady
Wood, accompanied by I'arl Gordon,
federal officer of Albuquerque, confiscated a large still and a keg of CHRISTIAN CHURCH SUNDAY
"evidence" at the home of Jesse
Mothers' Day at the First Christian
Leach in the northern part of the
very impressive
county last Friday night. Leach church was made
nwde bond Saturday.
The contra- during the Sunday school hour. A
band had the real stuff in it, for a Mothers' Day program was given,
sample of it ignited immediately when consisting of:
Duet, "Mother MaChrec" Miss
touched with a match.
Another still was confiscated near Rogers and Mr. Kennedy.
Talk on the origin of Mothers' Day
Melrose, but no arrests have been
C. W. Harrison.
made
Vocal Solo, "Wonderful Mother O'
Mine" Thelma Reagan.
ARTIE SWADLEY DIES
Talk, "Motherhood"
Mrs. S. D.
Artie Swadley of Clovis died at Dean.
the Baptist Hospital Tuesday night
Anna, the little daughter of Mrs.
following a short illness of pneuAnna
O'Connell, la quite sick.
monia. He is survived by a wife and
two small clvldren.
We have farms priced at a bargain.
The body was shipped to Grand
Keagan Land Co.
ltc
Prairie, Texas,- this morning for
burial.
Bargains Houses, Farms, Lots.
Mr. Swadley was an automobile me- Reagan Land Co.
ltc
chanic, and was well known in CloKm
pie
Lou,
.
his
some
twenty
time prior to
death
the
vis For
months' old
he conducted the repair shop at the child of Mrs. Daisy Eason, is quite
Ohh-Ucsales room on North Main sick with infantile paralysis.
Street.
Will exchange good farm, well in- proved,
clear. What neve you? Rea
G1LLENWATER HURT
gan Land .Co.
ltc
Attorney W, A. (lillenwater has
been confined to his bed most of this WANTED Teams to do hauling.
week fi llowing an uecident Sunday Apply .o D: F. Thomas, 115 North
when he was hooked by a locoed cow. Wallace.
The cow was being driven down Main
J. F. Bandy, who has been selling
Street, and .Mr. (lillenwater had just
army goods at Temple's store, left
stepped off the curb on Munrne Ave.
Thursday morning for San Antonio.
when the cow lunged at him. He sufMrs. Bandy and daughter, Miss Ora,
fered painful bruises on the leg, but
will join him there next week.
injuries
he
were not serious, and
the
is able to be in his office today.
The Presbyterian ladies have a
WOMAN'S CLUB

oummer oeason

i
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$22.50
$19.95
$14!50

$1L95

..$10.00
$7.95
"$5 00

Tailored Blons- Kadium Silk
$8.50

Blouses

$3.93

EXTRA SPECIAL
One lot of Children's Dresses,
sizes 2 to (), '() dresses i the
regular .rice $2.50, t
mv(!
quickly. Kxtra Special....$l.i9
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Oldest Established Paner in Currv County

Official Paper of U. S. Land Of rice
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ing the Canyon Normal and the Mil-

SYSTEM
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itary Institute

FIVE YEARS

Enrollment Shows Increase From 938
to 1686; Splendid Corps of
teachers Employed.
During the past five years Clovis
lias been complimented again and
again on her splendid school system.
And a review of the growth of the
school system duing thut time is
gratifying to those who realize the
true worth of a modern, efficient
school system
C'lovis schools are conducted perhaps more economically than most
of the schools of the state. The state
directory shows that Clovis has more
pupils per teacher than any other
school in the slate, all schools
For instance, Fort Sumner,
uccordiu,f; to the directory, has nine
pupils per teacher in the high school,
Santa Fe, twelve, Gallup, eleven, I.as
twenty,
Roswell,
Vegas, thirteen,
and Clovis,
Albuquerque twenty-one- ,
twenty five.
But quality has not heen sacrificed
for economy. The schools employ
a law number of trained teachers,
forty of whom huvc had more than
four years experience, and eighteen
of them have had ten or more years
to their credit.
The vocational department of the
chool system is one of the best equip- -

at

Roswell.

Each year the Music department
gives an Operetta which Rives the
public an idea of the quality of music the pupils are being taught, and
For sevthe skill of the instrueter.
eral years the school has depended
upon the Chicago Conservatory of
Music to supply its teachers, and this
they have done exceptionally well.
Two districts and a part o' a third
have consolidated with the Clovis
district, because the patrons of these
communities were anxious to give
their children the benefit of the instruction to he obtained in the city

..

.,....-.- ...
K.

Four trucks haul 120 children daily
These
buck and forth to. school.
(rucks are diiven by tcuchers and
pupils. The school has its own filling
st'ition, and ha already saved mure
then enough to pay for the station.
Gasoline sold to the school came at
cost, minus the tax which the dealers
paid.
The school, therefore bought
gasoline cheaper than the local gar-

iii.ni. .in.

W. HOWTEK

Superintendent of Clovis Schools

ages.
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The schools throughout are efficiand their rapid
ent
atid
training,
pi'd in the state.
Manual
growth and splendid record during the
mechanical drawing, auto mechanics,
past few years are largely due to the
'blacksmithing, sewing and cooking tireless efforts of City Superintendare offered by thoroutthly trained
ent E. W. Bowyer. Mr. Bowycr is
a thorough school man, and the city
The school does not spend all the
in
time at books, hut is
Regular Meeting
sports and literary work. Football,
basketball and track arc the major 4
ClOVIS COMMANDERY
sports. Two societies in the Hijrh
Will be held at Masonic Hall
Second and Fourth Friday
School compete for honors on the
night of each month.
platform and on the athletic field.
During the pust five years the Clovis 4
at 8:00 O'clock.
schools have had a wonderful record
All Sir Knights residing In
this jurisdiction are invited.
in basketbull skill.
The teams have
P. A. LaShier, Recorder.
defeated all the strongest teams of
the state end the Panhandle, includ

.....
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Week in Clovis

4
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May 10th to i7th

4

.'j

fortunate to have such a man at
the head of its school systom.
The growth of the system during
the past five years has been enormous.
The number of teachers has
been increased from IS to 41 :n that
It ngih
of time ; two new school
buildings have been added, and the
enrollment has climbed from P.'Kl to

PHONE 97 FOR JOB PRINTING OP ALL KINDS.
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Regular Communication.
A. F. & A. M.
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clothes for Voll;
Marx kind; they

time; save you money.

Lucky

Kyeiit tin"' our profits to the hone.

You'll see rcinarkahle clot lies values
hero for spring; you'll jcl your money
hack if vou

aM

4

Next Tuesday Night
P. A. I.a Shier. Secretary

hi o Hart Schal'l'iier
last a

PUD
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for clothes; we're inakiiitr them very
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Wo can regulate the prices we ask
I
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doesn't sooin fair; hut wo can't
lvun'ato that.
It
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Clean Up and Paint Up

4
4

We Can't Regulate
Crop Prices but
We're Regulating Clothes
Prices

j
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$2.00 PER YEAR

Smiim

aren't satisfied.

cirtarette

J
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Scene from

"A MESSAGE FROM MARS,"

starring

MR. BERT LYTELL
DO YOU KNOW WHETHER
had looked forward to for a long time,
YOU'RE SELFISH OR NOT? suddenly decid;' to spend the evenin;;
i in astronomical study.
He put his
If you have a wife, you'v probably
whim before her Very great pleastire,
been told you are. It is a fiindanien-- !
tal fact in the minds of women that and wus forthwith given back his rinu.
all men are telfish. An (lit mnv be be "illf'd him selfish, of course.
added that the ladies never kc'ji this They alwss do.
secret. They come out and sny thing
Then came the message from Mars.
among the mildest of which is "Vou It came suddenly as a bolt of lightselfish thing, you never think of any- ning. It routed Horace from his snug
one else," much to the bewilderment smugness and finally made a man of
of the accused. There aripes in lvs him. To reveal how it came, and
mind a disturbing doubt : Perhaps he what it. was well, that's the story,
is selfish, come to think of it,
and a bare, brief narrative
would
Which brings to the case of llor-cc- spoil it for you when you see it on
Parker, n wealthy young clubman the screen.
of London, and something of a scien"A Message From Mam," Bert
tist, and astronomer, besides. He had
latest picture, will be presentno idea he was selfish, even though ed at the Lyceum Saturday night,
he did, on the evening he was to take adapted from the famous stage play
his fiance to an entertainment 6he by Uichard Oanthony.
e

Ly-tel-

The Home of Hart Schaffner & Marx Clothe s
m
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HE COULDN'T DO
FULL DAY'S WORK

HAS

TABLE

SET

FOR

DAVY

THE

Little Old English Woman Refuses to
Relinquish Hope for Huaband
Who Never Returns.

OKLAHOMA MAN IS ON THE JOB
In a whitewashed cottage on the
EVERY DAY AND FEELS JUST precipitous slope of one of the
FINE SINCE TAKING TANLAC.
hills, a little, aged wotuau
with white hair sat down to her sim"At the time I go Tatilac three ple Christ inns dinner. It was homely
to p'lt in fare enough, a stewed rabbit (brought
years ago I hadn't been
a full day's work for two years; but In by a kindly neighbor farmer the
the medicine fixed me up to where I previous day), one or two vegetables
felt fine and I've not lost a day's and a rice pudding.
She sat alone at the table, hut oppowork on account of ill health since,"
site her was a plate with kulfe and
laid Charles Hamblen, well known
fork and spoons set ready for another.
farmer residing on K. F, D. No. 1, It has been so every Christmas for the
Kcefeton, Okla.
past 40 years, says a writer In the
About five years ago my system Continental Edition of the London Dal
got out of order and I went down in ly Mail.
On a bright May rooming. In 1880,
health until I was so weak I could
daughhardly stand up. As for work, I was Lucy Williams, the
scarcely able to do anything. I had ter of a Welsh crofter, was married
village church to a sailor, the
no appetite and what little I did eat at the
son of a laborer two fields away. Two
I
had
good,
and
seemed to do me no
months later Davy set out from the
headaches constantly. I was also cottage on the hillside to "foot It" to
troubled with a persistent rough, and Cardiff, where his ship was due to
it scnicd that my old time strength sail ttie following day.
Lucy cried a little, hut he assured
and energy were gone for good.
"But it didn't take finlac but a lier that he would be home again by
little while to straighten ma out and Christmas and charged her to omit
life nnd nothing In the way of viands from
I was soon full of new
dinner together.
energy. Ever since '.hen I've been their first Christmas through
the garThen he passed out
praising Tar.lac, Hnd I'm glad to give den gate
and waved a last kiss to the
be
may
it
this statement for what
little lass who watched his departure.
worth to others. Tanlac if: the best
That was the last she saw of him.
A fortnight passed
medicine I ever saw or heard of."
and she received
a letter from him posted at Nantes,
another a few weeks later from New
DO IT NOW!
Orleans, and a third anil a fourth, nnd
If you like this issue of the Clovis then they ceased. I my after day she
waited and month after month, but
News, let us send you the paper
Davy.
Inquiries at the
Mail chuck for $2.00, and your no news of
office only evoked the Inforshipping
subscription will start at once..
mation that the vessel was lung overdue and that nothing was known of
her, Then she was given tip for lost.
D.
E.
JENKINS
lint still she refused to give up hope.
She had Implicit faith that Davy would
Dray and Transfer
yet return. Christmas, her first Christians married, eanie, but no Iuivy. Yet
Scavenger Man
she omitted nothing In her preparations for the dinner. Had not Davy
Clean-uand Trash Hauling
charged her? And he might yet come
And she placed his
who knows?
Quick Service and Treat You Right
ready for bltn at the table so
plate
M.
CLOVIS, N.
that he might see he was expected.
That was 40 years ago nnd every
Thone 23
Christinas for 40 years she has remembered bis words and never omits to
put his plate on the table In case he

KITCHEN
CABINET

Do You Want Facts or

n

leg-larl-

p

"Here Comes
The Bride!"
Everybody

well

w ishes

her

Happy and

!

radiant she starts out
on life's adventure.

She should

have

if

health to liejrin with.
Ciood looks in woman
do not depend upon
age, but upon health.
g
You never see a
woman who
is weak,
irritable, out of sorts, fidgety and
nervous. Headaches, backaches,
dragging-dowpains, irregularities ami trouble of tlut sort ate
all destroyers of beauty. Men do
not admire sickne ss.
It is within the reach of every
woman 'u be w.'l, healthy and
strong if she will take Dr. Pierce's
good-lookin-

run-dow-

Favorite Prescriiii(ii.

It

is

t

ho

woman's t.niic because it is
made entirely of roots and herbs,
without alcohol. ( Ingredients on
label.) It is ,'() years old, and its
A
aire testifies to its goutiness.
medicine that has made sick
well for half a century is
Women
good to lake.
from every part, of America testify to its merit.'?.
S. ml I0e to Dr. Pierce's
Hotel in Hitfl'alo. X. Y.,
for a trial pnekajje and confidential medical advve, or booklet.
snfe-- l

Real Service!
We are

now feeding more
than at any time we
have been in the restaurant
business in Clovis. There ii
reason for this. We are giving
our patrons the very best
service and plenty of good
things to cat.
people

t.os-Bib- le

new

pol-

icy of keeping our restaurant
open all night. This will give
the wheat haulers a chance to
get something to eat no matter
how late they are in getting in
at night or how early they want
to get out in the morning.

Ogg&Boss Cafe
Open All Night

Our hearts with thy alluring-

ways.

When every child of nature wakes
To springtime's charms succumbing
And In xll haste each one forsakes
In cloak of gray for green, It make
La know thou rt coming.

;

s

Carolina Sumner.

GOOD THING8 FOR FAMILY.
A

dish.

dainty salad Is always a welcome
The following will be found
good and uncommon

:

Pineapple and
Cheese. Arrange
slices of pineapple

on

I

licorce!" continued Mrs. Jones, In
sterner tones, "you may as well come
out, fur I know you are there."
There was no help for It. (leorgo
crept out, rubbing his eyes,
"lllcss my heart, Maria." he said,
"I was dreaming I was out motoring. !"
Boon to Archeologists.
The extraordinary drought In Switzerland, which has continued since last
September, has lowered the lake waters so much that arcbeologlsis are
iignged In examining the Interesting
old lacustrine or pile dwellings dating
back to the Stone age, for which Swiss
lakes are noted.
Many persons have volunteered
to
help excavating for remains of these
ancient dwellings, which, according to
Ooctor Keller, chief Swiss authority
on the subject, ceased to lie Inhabited
about the Hist century of the Christian
era.
Mill in a School Building.
The operation of a completely
equipped textile mill In a public school
building of New York city marks the
b't.'st development of the Industrial
art movement for which the local museums and various trade bodies have
been working together for some time.

Central Interrupts.
Tlrst Stude (over the phone)
what have you been doing?

Technical!
Ilow do you know

sbes

done .at reasonable cost.

Won't you call and allow us to pivc you the FACTS ABOUT
Let's jret down to
brass tacks. Come in and tell us what you have in mind. We have
many splendid plans to show you, and our practical experience
is vours to command.,

It's time

BUILDING?

:

table-spoonf-

a boll- -

Big Emerald.

syndicate of the I'nlted Slates of
Colombia has Just sent to this coun- try un emerald weighing 3Q0 carats. It
five elghtlia Inches In
la two and
length.

to stop

.

pH-ssinir-

half-inc-

one-hal- f

h

THE
ONG-REL-

LUMBER

L

"It Coats

No Mere To Built

(U

It Eight."
W. B. CRAMER, Mgr.

Telephone No. 15

NEW MEXICO

CLOVIS

You
fifth day of May, 1921, let- said IcHcrs of administration,
said are further notified that in the event
upon
ters of administration
said claims arc not presented within
estate issued to the undersigned.
g
All credtors or other persons
the said time in the manner as re-

DO IT NOW I
If you like this issue of the Clovis
News, let us seed you the paper
Mail chec' for $2.00, and your
or claiming to have any debts or quired by law, the said claims will be subscription will start at once..
claims against said estate nre hereby
forever barred.
notified to present the sain.1 to
There isn't any mystery ill the poulWitness my hand this sixth day of
at his place of business,
try business. The essentials of it can
The Clovis Nationul Bank of Clovis, May, 1021.
be summed up in a few phrases:
J. ('. NELSON",
NVv Mexico, within one year from
Breed 'em, keep 'm clean and don't
Administrator. crowd 'em.
the date of the issuance of the afore

on the

reg-larl-

huv-in-

thiun-dersigne- d

LAUGHS

"BROAD

CHUCKLES
George Cohan's Funniest Play

His Greatest Success as Playwright

His Biggest Hit as an Actor

SCREAMS
GIGGLES

WAY
R
VV

YELLS

11

GUFFAWS
With A New York Cast
Crowning Achievement

Redpath-Horner'- s

ermnker's daughter?
Jim Why, she riveted her atten- tlnn on us and then made a bolt for
the door. Judge.
A

Lumber prices are at a low level other building material is
lower labor is plentiful and more efficient. Huildinjj can now be

And

Second Stude I Just finished wash
ing my H. V. IVs.
Central (breaking In) I'm ringing
them! Judge.

Hill

buildThere are a number of people in our town who would be
ing homes if they knew the facts about the present cost of building;.

whit

I

reply.

Building Costs?

Gossip About

Eliciting our warmest pralu.
Our year's path spicing!

leaves of lettuce.
Kill the hole In
the center of the
pineapple with cream clieese that has
beer, softened to a paste with a little
thick cream. I'laei. a dash of paprika
' on the cheese nnd pile lightly on each
ling pieces of apple, banana and
grapefruit. Garnish with cherries and
serve with French dressing.
Buttered Cream Onions. Conk two
hunches of young green onions, stems
boiling salted water until
and all,
tender, then drain. Lay the onions on
buttered toast, pour over each a
of melted butter and nerve
very hot. A thick rich cream sauce
may lie used If preferred.
Chocolate Cream Pie. Line a deep
plcplate with plain paste, wet the edge
Trick
rim.
and put on a
with a fork and bake In a hot oven.
Prepare a filling by mixing five
of cornstarch with
cupful of sugar and
of salt.
Iillute wlih
of a cupful of cold milk, add
two cupfuls of scalded milk and cook
over hot water for half an hour, stirthickening. .Melt two
ring
while
srpinres of chocolate, add four
of hot water, stir until
smooth and add to the mixture.
from the stove and fold In the
whites of two eggs, beaten stiff. Flavor
with one teaspoonful of vanilla. While
still hot pour the filling Into the pie,
just a the crust comes from the oven.
ciimes home, and she will go on doing
Serve cold, covered with one cupful of
chapter.
It to the end of the
whipped cream unsweetened.
Baked Stuffed Heart. Wash a beef
Spanking Made Easy.
heart, remove veins and nrterles. Stuff
rtrnlny I'cter gazed fondly at his with bread stuffing. Lard with salt
latest patent device.
pork, sprinkle with salt and pepper
The Invention of a Eenlus It was. a' and dredge with flour. I'laee In a
spunking machine In the shape of an double holler nnd cook In a moderate
Iron hand and arm, holding a rubber oven three hours.
machine
marvelous
This
slipper.
spunked n child according to the magnitude of his offense.
Three volts pnnUUwl the erring Infant fur crying, the volts for swimming on Sunday, eight for tolling a lie?
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
nine for stealing a cake from the larder. A sound thrashing at ten volts was
In the Probate t'ourt of Curry
the maximum for making n reft out of
the extra leaves of the dining room County, New Mexico.
table.
of
In the matter of the estate
"What more Zachariah L. Roy, ciecoa-c"Ah. ah:" he sighed.
can fathers want?" London Answers.
Notice is hereby given that heretofore on the second day of May,
Discovered!
undersigned was duly ap"Poor, dear woman! She lias prob- l!)i!l, the
pointed administrator of the estate
n working hard nil day. I must
ably
not dlsiniii her," murmured .lones, as of Zachariah L. Uoy, deceased, Thut
he crept upstairs, at :t a. in., on all
He was Just going into the
fours.
bedroom when Mrs. Jones turned over.
"(Icorgcl" she whispered.
tlcorg" dived under the bed.
"tleorge!" repented Mrs. Jones. No

OPEN ALL NIGHT
We have adopted

ttlMrM Owldm of ths LKys,
Sweet, fragrant My, enticing

Plenty of Climax

Heart Interest
Fun
Typically American

Action-Cle- an

JONES"

At Chautauqua
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!gJJJMLLkT THOSE WHO SUPPORT
I
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"A man's duly in his community."
M's3 Mary li. Richardson spoke on
"Woman's l'ai't in Kural Improve-- ,
merit." The county agent, K. C. HoL
liugi.r, anil Mrs. Kdnn Duralid, county
club leader, spoke on the Farm
and what Is its relation to community work. The farmers present
discussed tliier community work briefly, voted to conduct a community
Farm Bureau membership' campaign
and selected solicitors for every farm
canvuss. A set of agricultural
slides were also given.

rarm Bureau
nines

V

?
JL

..h-..:....-

Hu-ita- u

On Wednesday night of last week
the fanners of the Havener commun-

ity held a meeting at which problems
relative' to the Havener community
were discussed. The county agncul-turagent met with the farmers in
thiB meeting at their request and gave
a talk on the Farm Bureau, what it
is doing and its plan of work. The
problem of marketing was discushsed
also and a set of slides were shown.
Mr. E. A. Douglass, and A. B. Douglass of the Moye community, and A.
L. Dickey and C. J. Quante of the
Clovis community were present and
gave short talks on agricultural subjects discussed. The meeting was well
attended by farmers and an inclination tc community work improvement
of conditions for fanners was shown.
Mooting at Ranchvale
Last Thursday veiling a community
meeting was held at Hanchvalc for
discussing community agricultural
problems. Mr. W. II. Trentman, state
club leader, spoke on the subject of

Mr.

which

Boys' and Girls'
Club Corner

The Drct Form Factory ii Busy.
On the afternoon of the sixth,
dress form in Curry County was
manufactured at Bellview.
Three
of the club girls assisted by n number of interested women and supervised by Miss Richardson, State Home
Demonstration Leader, made a form
for Mrs. Ira Miller.
The club team composed of Lillian
Miller, Aurvil Rose nnd Tama Harris,
are ready now to get busy with others
in their turn.

j

C. S, Turner of Tortnles
ill Pni'l'ir Pmtntir willi Pruinli,

N S

TIT UTIO N S7l6s, 3

would lie rut her new to our
boys and girls. The lines of work
taken up were corn, herns, pigs, poul-

try, taro and copra.

1

The
In road

Luci-.-

Hist!-:-

.

t

Thirteen.

. Ill, 13 men and 13

boys are acting as demonstrators

for

a variety of corn known as Minnesota
is 13. Their next meeting will he held

i'mic

ME M

officers and starting on a program of
work. l ocust drove community held
an organization meeting on Wednesday night.

stere-optico- n

U'i

HO

R

May 13.

Agent Ilollinger this month. The
.
first of June he is to go into RooseGeometry,
velt County as county agent. The
Did you know that a beef animal
progressive people of Curry County
has the shape of a square and that a
will be glad to see Roosevelt County
dairy cow has the shape of a triangle?
have a county agent and to
Ask your county agent.
with Roosevelt County in progressive
agricultural work.
Arithmetic.
'
A boy will learn more from keep
The east side of Curry County is
becoming pretty thoroughly orga- ing records than he will in studying
What king of records?
nized for Farm Bureau work. Bull- - arithmetic.
vi"w community is taking the lead. Ask your county club agent.
A community bureau meeting will be
held at Bellview on Thursday night.
There are 747 club members in the
Pleasant Hill Community held a meet little island of Guam for last year.
ing on Tuesday night for electing They carried six projects, two of

The canning demonstration at the
J. D. Hopper was very
interesting.
Miss Richardson tested
rubbers and jars and the ladies packed and processed asparagus and beef.
Mrs. Hopper served delicious refreshments and all felt that the afternoon
had been profitably spent.

home of Mrs.

Home-Mnd-

o

Soap.

Soaps can be made at home and
many housewives are so using rancid
and inedible fats. Never use edible
fat for soap making.
Prepare the fat by melting and
cooking slowly with water and slices

T'r

r.

r.

i

iJl..iL-t-

,

Break Our Weld With a Sledge
Hammer and We Weld It Free
When you break any part of your machinery,
remember that you can have it fixed right in Clovis.
Time is valuable. It costs money to wait on repairs,
liringyoiir broken parts to us to be welded. They
will work like new.

Admiral Welding Shop
Prop.

.ie!T 1). P.ryant.

Will. Th.irp Bros. .Machinery Co.

AT

THE MAY DAY SALES
Are Proving Very Popular with the Thrifty Shoppers
Coats Wraps
at Half Price

Children's

Coats-H-

It

alf

This week's new arrivals and
at the new Low Price.

Price

NEW SUMMER FROCKS
Children's Hats for

lit-

tle girls at Half Price.
'

Good Values in Wash

Blouses at

New

$1.00

Pilgrim

Bags-H- ave

'

i

i

i"

"y

New juitl dainly are ihcse summer frocks, fashioned of crisp (liiiiicstic and imported Organdies and
Voiles, in paste nnd dark lone shades, navy ground
willi white dolled swiss (imported material) an;
shown in the jjroup, which is proving very popular.

The styles are new and different, many pretty
fluffy ruffles, others in npron effects, and the over-ski- rt
tunic effect, beginning at'

you seen them?

$8.50, $10.00, $12.50, to $19.50

NEW HOUSE DRESSES
fine ginghams and harmo cloths, checks,
plaids and solid colors, many of them with
styles, and othpalenlcd waist hands, slip-o-

le ct ion

$1.50, $2.50, $3.50 to $6.50

shown, in all the new
silks and flannels. See
them today.

into

Una witn

the spirit of Spring time.
There i nothing like
Paint and Vxrnish, &nd
(killed painters to make
new homes out of old
nes.
k

Hut delay

!

Lumber Co.

Long-Be- ll

Y1

not
4

J

"

MISS CLARISSA

V

Club N'otaes
The clothes line is a rosary
Of household help and care.
Kach little saint the mother loves
.
Is represented

i

;!'

ers fashioned after the order of high grade
silk frocks. See them at

we've ever

Swing

Hosiery should always be washed
Silk stockseparately and turned.
one; after
ings should only bo
each laundring and l.oitM be
befoi- wearirg

More

wr""

i;

th'-rc-

,:;iun

l.

ix

W

i

Snow white dresses of Voiles and Organdies, for

Best

15

J

4

4

Children's White Dresses
Sport Skirts

BUNT-U-

Set tile color in wash faln 'i"- before
yoii cut the garment and ;t will scic
the added purpose of Fhrinkintf the
material.
For blue, brown and b'acl:, use halt
solution.
For uink and red usr vinegar.
For green and lavendar, use sugar
of lead (poison.)
For purple use turpentine.

Moriix, when added to starch,
only adds irlos-- i hu bleaclu ;i.

n

so-

r.1)-- 1-

.

inuri-edre- d

New styles this week, made of percales,

ft

'v

.

-

with Baby Louis heels.
Soe 'em.

V-J.-

"

New White Sport Foo-

twearTwo Strap Kid

of riiw potntoi's until t!n- fat no Iomjci r
I'lirlic-lc(it lean mint in
sputters.
tin- fat scoroli easily anil diacoldi' the
fat.
A trood siiiii can be made from tli'
fat that is dirty. Strain tliroiu.h
thin muslin or cheese cloth.
The lye for soap niukiiiK can le
purchased in the form of caustic
soda or household lye ami the directions on the can should be followed.
The lye solution and the fat should be
mixed either by cookinK, or stirring
together cold. When usinK the cold
method, if too much stirring caiw
the grease to rise to the top, add n
little water and cook for a short time.
A few sassafras roots boiled Ai t h
the soap gives a pleasant odor. Add
any cleaning agent such as boras and
amonia befort the soap begins to set.
Pour the finished soap in a mould,
such as a wooden box, wet or lined
with oiled paper and when it is firm
cut in cakes of a conveniert si.e.
Ilonie-mad- e
soap should be stored
so
for several weeks before usin
il:; t the ewess of water can evaporate, leaving a firm soap that will r.ol
dissolve easily,

little girls and Misses many pretty and becoming
styles, some are lace trimmed, others colored embroidered and frill effects in sizes 2 to
Beginning at $2.95 to $6.50.

G

and 8 to 14,

And when across her garden plot
She walks with thoughtful heed;
I should not wonder if she told
Kach garment for a bead.
A stranger passing, I salute
The household in its wear,
And smile to think how near of kin
Are love and toil and prayer.
Julia Ward Howe.
The schedule for the summer will
be published in next week's notes.
4
Texico club members must not forget the meeting for Friday afternoon.
Mr. C. C. Head left Monday morning with Mr. W. H. Trentman and
Miss Mary B. Richardson. They
to Tucumcari where the state
college visitors will assist Mr. Head
with club work.

mt

J9

HARROLD.

Header of plays will be with Keo
piitli llorner Chautauqua In "Frien4
ilHnnii "

Disc Rolling

Lathe Work
General Blacksmithing
Cylinders
Satisfaction

Re-Bore-

d

Guaranteed

drove-throug-

j
DO IT NOW!
If you like this issue of the Clovis
News, let us send you the paper reg-- ,
lurly. Mail check for $2.00, and your
subscription will start at once..

Kentucky Iron Works
Burton

&

313

Boydstim, Props.
West Otero
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FAMILY REUNION

SOON

IL F. Chrisonberry .Curry County
Jailer, is plnnn'mr a family reunion
in July of this year. At
at Clovis, in tlu Stati' of .Vvv Mexico, at the close, of business on some time
that time his ten children, 43 irrnnd
April 2Kth, 1U21.
children and 17
are planing to come back home to
RESOURCES

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

SjKl",2"(!..'32
I.oaiiB and discount", ini'liiilinc lTdifwoiints
Notes and bills redincounted with Federal Re323,92-1.7serve Hank
I). S. Government Securities Owned:
Deposited to senire circulation (U. S. Bonds
(12.500.00
. ..
par value)
3,000.00
All other 1'iiiKd States Oovernment Securities

$491,331.50

'
r.r,5oo.oo

Tt-i- i

7H,!12!I.34

Other hiiiid', steel;!?, si 'Mliit ies, etc
Bunkinc House $2:1,3111.75; Furniture and Fixtures, 17,747.115
Cash in vault
lawful reserve with Federal Reserve Hunk
Net amounts due from National Banks ...
Net amount due from hanks, hankers and trust
companies in the t'nited States
Checks on other hanks in the same city or town as
repoilinir hank .
Totals of items !), 10, 11, 12. 13 and 14 150,480.01
Checks on hanks located outside of city or town
of reporting hank and other cash items
Hedoniption fund with U. S. Treasurer and due
fiom V. S. Trasurer

41.0(14.40
27.H2ii.4i
40,3011.72

-- .-

TRADE MARK

MMraii(li!i..ivfV('i'V(l;iv

m-j(r..rtlnihc
i nsotui- iii.Tcnscs lu'causc the F.'.rtlsmi lias l. lirnu tralcd so ww
iihmh'.x
v, s.i liiucli lalmr saviujr, so linu-iicss, si much cc.iii
discoverlias
Tintanner
y.
of
adivil
lines
savinjr, alnn So niaiiv
.lis. inii', strdmj:, ijiw-hied that not oiilv fori'lovit)!',
-.
threshin- hut a inultitiide of other uses;
uood; feed; frrindiim feed; cliuniin; washiii- -; furmshiii water
in tl,e house and
in the house; making electric lijrlil
is hardly an
lliere
fact,
of
around the barns; so that, as a matlcr
a prohtaMe
he
made
cannot
when
Ihe
tiwtor
hour in the dav
servant. There is ditching to do; lliere are roads to fix; and so
on all down along the line of the numerous calls that constantly
face the farmer the Fordson steps in and does the work, shoulders
alIhe complete burden of the toil and Hie hard work, one might

'

-,

Try a Classified Ad for results.
MEN

The Curry County Chapter of th
American Red Cross wants to see you
'3,874.21 if
you are in need of hospital care,
vocational training or compensation
973. Gl from the government. Office hour.
Monday and Friday of each week at
3,125.00
the Clovis News Office.
$808,232.40

most sar "drudgery.'
This is the Age of Machinery, the day when man plans the
dav's work, or the year's work,' ami then turns it over to the
k, "The Fordson at Work," beTractor to execute, '(let the
cause it is free. If you cannot call for it. write and we will mail
it to vou. The TraHor is not (tiily a necessity to every farmer
br.t is an established utility along a great many commercial lines.
Our allotment is limited to so many cadi month. Let's have your

LIABILITIES
Capital Stock paid in
Surplus fund
I'mliviileil Profits
Less current expenses, interest and taxes paid-- .
14,580.75
Circulatinir notes outstanding
Net amount due to national hanks.- Net amount due to state hanks, hankers and trust
companies in the I'niled States and foreign
eounti s
Cashiers chocks on own hunk outstanding
58,074.19
Total of itms 22,23,24.25, and 2d
Demand dopoiiti (other than bank deposits) subject to reserve.
Individual deposits subject to check
I8il, 1(14.8(1
Total of demand deposits
Time denoriU nuhicct to
Certificates of dcpo:t (other than for money
'oiTow i d
...... .
Other time dojios.ts
Post til savings deposits
Total of ;i)n deposits subject to Rest rve,
!. :!5, Mid
lie ns
.
Oil.t 07.70
Bills pay.ible, mhor than with Federal Reservo
!n ;t 'i
in. li:i! r.i: all obligations rept'eentini;
money hn.ne.u'dl oilier than rediscounts..

$100,000.00
25,000.00

i

5,085.50

28,878.35
24,080.04

order now.

JONES & LlNDLEY, Agents

48(1,104.8(1

tf'T.

7(1,378.(1(1
31 .899.0,-- 1

1,130.08

I

I

1

4,200.20

.........

1

.

i

58,(1(10.00

i

s.-n

-

34,640.01

.'

-

lmi-.-ow- iii.

80,005.07

--

TOTAI

rorosoR

Clovis.
Mr. Chrisenberry formerly lived in
Wise County, Texas, latec moving
to southern Oklahoma, and for the
past eijrht years has been liviiiR in
Clnvis.
Although Mr. Ciirisenherry is county jailer, he states that he has never
had to spend a day in jail in hia life.

ir

V

V V;;J
...

.'

4

At'
.xhn.jf-i-

Operating Highvcy ',arnfc

.

'!

MME. N. N. SEl IVANOVA.
Kussiau U' blewe.naii escaped Iroin
Ilnssin tells the story at Chautauqua.

W.T.iaBI'J
1

1:- '-

t

TOTAL.
State of

M"ic(,

!5,t;00.00
.

.8(ii:.23U.

10

of Curry, ss.
of the above named bank, do solemnly sweer
that the above .t itniei'l is tnie to the iie:-- of mv knowledite ami hiliif.
L. P.. (lltKiK!, Cushivr.
I. L.

No--

il.

v;

:r.

' Ou t: i y

Ci.-hie-

t

.ii.-- r

C..n-.e-

Directors.
Sub.-- t

r:'i(

:

and

il

My Commission

'II, A. .VWPKl.l.,

SCllKI'

v.vdim

to before me this ."til day of M:iy, 1921.

(pires

MAY L. 1100TON,

V. I.

Why some men
seem to have all
the tire luck

I.I'IKAKT,

C. A.

Notary Public.

November 15, 1922

EXPRESS COr.iPANY NEXT
Kxpress
way
company announced
TO REDUCE ITS WAGES here today it hud notified its HO.OOO
employees that it contemplated a
York. The American Rail- - vision in wanes, effective June 1.

.a.:...j.h..j4.4...j.4,.j.4.,
;

!

,

,

i

If

probably know a man whose car is a
with him. He knows just why it's
the best little old car there is of its class.

YOU
':

And he'll stand up for that car against the
world in any kind of an argument.

i

,v

X

L

Year by year an increasing number of men
feel the

built into U. S. Tint ia put
into U. S. Tubta,

i

Shoes that keep their style

is

it?" you ask.

not
it movej with every motion of the foot
shapeliness remains, the smart
jMvr smart. And oh! such comfort for active

ficcause

i)t it, the dainty

t

i

a

Z

J nudyJ JkwnIkt
tfrfio

by

"FmdlhtU S.Tin dthr
with Ihm toll, camfihtmlt
Mind Am or tmbt krm
V. S. Tint."

iVi.:'

col in
mrittnf

Yf 'C vcy anxious to tell you of this shoe achievement, to show you our charming selection of new
Make your visit soon. For
Ked Cross Shoe models.
comfort, for style and style that lasts you cannot
find their equal.

Their values, too, arc exceptional.

ty

U.S. Factory Branches
established,
are
covering the entire
country.
Find the U. S. Tire dealer who
has the intention of serving you. You
will know him by his full, completely
sized line of fresh, live U. S.Tires
quality first, and the same choice
of size, tread and type as in the big
gest cities of the land.
Ninety-tw- o

Let us show you. Let us tell you of the
Red Cross Shoe the shoe made to fit the
joot in action.

f t

the.re-sponsibili-

for supplying this nationwide following with characteristic
energy.

g,

"Why

S. Tires.

The U. S. Tire makers meet

How often have you noticed and deplored
that your new shoes, so shapely of line, so
soon lose their dainty charm?
close-fittin-

U.

For a while they may try "job lot" stuff,
"bargains," "big discounts" and "rebates."
But usually it doesn't take long for a man to
sense the economy of the standard quality tire.
For years U. S.Tire makers have been building quality tires for sane tire users
for the car
of medium or light weight no less than for the
heavy car.
The tire buyers cf the land have responded
with a mighty U. S. Tiro following.

U. S. TUBES
Tht lama standard of quality

y

i

same way about

fl (1

The prices range

from

United States

mri by kti
futuulShottnd dtnintri.
tvis

15
A. ViGdmann

OFF
Shoo Store

Rubber Company

New State Auto Co.. Clovis. R M.
Postal OH and Gas Co., Melrose, H. ML

"s
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Mill

SUPPORT tHOSE WHO

GALLS SPECIAL

ELECTION HEX

NEW SENATOR

1UE0

TO BE

TJTttT HUE

Governor Sett Data In September to
Save Additional Espouse) Vote
on Constitutional Amendments.
Govrnor Mechem has announced
he will call a special election on
September 20th for the purpose of
filling the United States senatorial
seat held by Secretary of Interior
Kail before he went into President
Harding's cabinet.
By holding the senatorial election
on thut date the cost will be cut.
There will be an election on September 20 anyhow for Uie submission
for ratification of the constitutional
amendments proposed by the fifth
legislature.
The senatorial election
will cause little additional cost to the
state.
The governor said it was only the
cost that deterred him from calling
the election immediately after Fall's
resignation
instead of appointing
0. Bursum to the post until the
election could be held.
"My attitude in this regard is that
this vacancy should be filled by vote
of the people at the earliest possible
date, and my only reason for not calling an election immediately upon the
resignation of Senator Kail was on
account of the cost of a special election, which was estimated to be about
But us the expense will
SiiO.000.
h'lve to be incurred by the election
on the constitutional amendments, I
fee! justified ill waiting until that
election to elect the successor to Sen

that

I

SEf'IEffii!

II

H

S

UPPORTThOME!

Ing six seconds. Between the first
and twelfth stroke, tliere would be
eleven intervals of six seconds each,
so the clock would take 60 second!
to strike twelve.

STITUT10NgT

TAILORED AT FASllIOPi PARK

How did he measure milk?
He filled the 3 quart jug from the
2.

milkman's can, and then poured it
into the 5 quart jug. He filled the
3 quart jug again from the milkman's
can, and from it filled up the 5 quart
quart in the 3 quart
jug leain"
jug. Now be emptied the 5 quart
jug back Into the milkman's can, and
poured the one quart from the 3
quart jug back Into the S quart jug.
Then by filling up the 3 quart jug
from the milkman's can again and
adding it o the one quart in the 5
quart jug, he had the 4 quarts rc-- (
quired.
j
3, How many eggs?
Four. One hen would lay one egg
in a day and a half, or two eggs in
three days, and four eggs in six days.
4. How much does a brick weigh?
The brick weighed 12 pounds. The
weight of each two halves is the same,
so that if the brick weighs half of,
its own weight and six pounds, the
six pounds must represent the other
j
half.
Riddles to Gue
il
1. Twelve eggs in a basket.
.'There are 12 boys and on the J
i
i
t
'j I. . .... i....
r....L.
Uie IS a dbskcii Willi iwcive eggs, diicii
boy took one egg anil there remained one egg in the basket. How was
this?
2. The farmer and the tramp.
A tramp lies down for n nap on
he side of a hav stack, and hears the
fair er approaching. He runs round
X
and round the stack, chased by the
farmer. They start from opposite
Bv NYrnh Josephine Harrison
corners, the trump taking 40 seconds J
k
1,
.
i
i
li IUO l tun 1.....1!'l v iiiuuim, (dill
I'.O
How
must
often
seconds.
farmcr
the farmer run around before he
Answers to last week's riddles.
catches the trump?
The clock strikes twelve,
Feblet of Aesop, the Slave.
1. The clock would take 60 seconds
A fable is a story told with a pur-- '
to strike 12. Between the first and
the sixth stroke, there would be five pose and the purpose is to illustrate
intervals of time, each interval be- - a truth. Thus the fable of the hare

ator Fall. And in calling a special
election I want to say that I believe
the people of the state of New Mexico should choose their senator and
the senator should not hold his office by appointment of the governor.
"I don't believe the success of the
constitutional amendments will be
Jeopardized in any manner.
I am
heartily in favor of everyone of them
and earnestly hope that the people of
the state will vote intelligently with
full knowledge of the situation on all
these amendments, that it will be by
a big vote and that they will not be
adopted, as is so often the case, by
a slender majority,
"If I believed that the success of
these amendments would be jeopardized by submitting them at the tame
time of the senatorial election I would
feel it incumbent upon me nevertheless to call a special election for U. S.
Senator under the circumstances."
Now that it is certain that the
election will be held the republican
begin
anil democratic pi.rtios will
making prepuriiiinrs for state conventions for the nomination of their
candidates.

Young People's
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TUROLE
THE COI'VRIGHTEI)
TIl'TON

HE WEARS THE

SUIT.
FASHION PARK TUROLE TREATMENT ASSURES

SOFT DRAPING AND LASTING SHAPELINESS

-

CUSTOM SKM'ICK WITHOUT
THE ANNOYANCK Of A TRY-OftunraK I

P. & O. Canton Listers

RKADY-TO-PVT-O-

Mandell Clothing and Dry Goods Co.

P. & 0. Canton Lister Cultivators
and the tortoise shows us th:;l slow know what kind of an earth he lived their homes they described the plamid stonily progress is better thn'i o;i. Our early ancestors looked over ces and people they had seen. Red
The truth
or the "moral" of each fable
put in different type at the end ot
the story. Fables are very old. The
best were written 600 years before
the time of Jesus, by a slave named
Aesop. We will tell one this week,
and more later.
The Hare end the Tortoise.
A hare laughed at a tortoise for
being slow in movement. The tortoise offered to race with the hare
and beat her any day.
"All right," said the hare, "come
on and you will soon sec what my
feet are like."
They decided to start at once. The
rortoisc went off, crawling along,
without a moment stopping, at his
usual pace. The hare, thinking light
of the whole mutter, ran swiftly for
a short distance and then decided to
take a little nap along the roadside
and then hop on to the finishing
stake before the tortoise could reach
it. So she lay down and went to

occasional jumps.

illu.:t-:!-e-

i

McCormick and Deering

Harvesting Machinery

Harvest Supplies, Oil, Twine

sleep.

we sell

Meanwhile the tortoise plodded on,
passing the sleeping hare snd winning the race. For when the hare
awoke and quickly ran to the finishing stake, there the stolid tortoise
was waiting for her.
Slow and steady wins the race I

Repairs for all Machinery

S3

the waters, dreaming of far off lands.
That was the beginning of geogra- phy.
Curiosity led men to look
of them, observe and learn from
what they saw. They learned to
build ships, to sail the seas, thus
visiting foreign lands. Returning to

cords were kept of these descriptions.
Th's was the beginning of geography.
We handle nothing but best Mait-lan- d
lump coal. The best is the
cheapest. Lane & Sons Grain Company.

Charter No. 11.740
Reserve District No. 11
REPORT OF THE CONDITION OF THE

FIRST NATIONAL BANK of GRADY
at Grady,

in the State

of New Mexico, at the close of business on
April 28th, 1921
RESOURCES

I,oaii9 and discounts,

including rediscounts
with Federal

ReNotes and bills
serve Bank
Overdrafts
Other bonds, stocks, securities, etc
Banking house, furniture and fixture
Cash in vault
Lawful reserve with Federul Reserve Bank
Net amount due from national banks
Total of items 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14
Checks on bunks located outside of city or town
of reporting bank and other cash items
.

TOTAL

$57,420.32
12,002.23

45,364.09
67.49
4,9119. 62

6,396.27
613.93
3,087.52
1,429.94
1,429.04
971.24
$63,670.10

LIABILITIES

Capital Stock paid in
$ 25,000.00
Surplus fund
2,500.00
T
Undivided profits
2,159.85
Les current expenses, interest and taxes paid..
601. OS
1,495.77
Cashier's checks on own bank outstanding
091.28
Totals of items 22, 23. 24, 25, am)26
691,26
Individual deposits subject to check
28.83S.12
Men end Geography.
,
Total of demand deposits (other than
If man is so small, how did he conbank deposits) subject to reserve, Items
quer the earth? Although man Is
27, 28, 29, 30, 31, and 32
28,838.12
like a mere speck on the earth, he Certificates of deposit (other than for money
borrowed)
5,976.64
conquered it because he is not content to stand still like the Alps. And
TOT A I
$03,070.10
though he is very much smaller than
these mountains, he has'a wonderful State of New Mexico, County of Curry, ss.
I, H. H. Harmon, Cashier of the above named bank, do solemnly
brain with which he is able to triumph over his body and small size. swear that the above statement is true to tno best of niv knowledge and
H. H. HARMON, Cashier.
He thinks, moves and manufactures. belief.
In the dim past, our savage ancesCorrect Attest: JOHN F. SMITHSON, W. T. STANFIEl.D, H. L.
tors would watch birds flying over
CAl'GHRAN, Directors.
the sea and long to do the same. One
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 7th day of May, 1921.
of man's chief qualities it curiosity.
He is always wanting to find out
L. M.BONEY, Notary Public.'
things. So naturally he wanted to My commission expires March B, 1925.
,
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adults slip into a rut and are not in
the frame of mind to take up new !i
practices. She Rave specific exam- new
Improvements
pies of many
which will be of great value to the
it
farm woman.
m
CONDENSED STATEMENT OF CONDITION OF
Mr. C. A. Douglass, of the Moyo t!
community, after listening to Mr. S. tt1
C. Head's sH'ech on training a stock
judging team, voiced the sentiment !
OK CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO
of the meeting when he said,"We will J
As
Made
to
Comptroller
the
of the Currency at the Close of Business
make the other counties in the state :tt
Thursday, April 28lh. .
sit tip ami take notice at the state
contest in the fall."
LIABILITIES
RESOURCES
At noon a pressure demonstration
i
? ."0,000.00
$:!(!(!, C'D.V) Capital
Loans and Discounts
was given mid everybody enjoyed the st
i
Bonds
1.29
Slocks
51,71
and
roast beef,1!'
meal of sandwiches,
:io,oiio.oo
Surplus
Stock in Fed. Res. Bunk
browned potatoes, salad, cake, pie und
Sub
:0';
2.",000.00
Circulation
m
icecream.
V; Redemption Account
l,ii"0.00
Mr. J. D, Hopper, the president of . i
2)i.-!.Banking House
21,000.00 Undivided Profits
the local leaders association, express-!- l J
&
Furniture
Fixtures
7,478.0a
ed his expectation thnt club work in'jt
ltiH.OO
War Saving Stamps
Curry County would be greater in ''J
394,114.09
Cash and Sight Exchange 95,392.39 Depoiiti,
11)21 than ever before and that lie j
Over 24','f the law requires but 10'was going to do everything in his u
power to make it so.
It
$552,42:1.1.18
TOTAL
TOTAL
$532,4233.18
"Club Work in the Farm Bureau It
H
Program, " was the subject spoken
The above statement it true and correct,
l
upon and handled in an able way by (
W. C. ZERWER, Cashier.
I
Mr. E. C. Hollinge, county agent of
ti
Curry County, at which time Mr.
it
showed how club work was a ii
u
part of the county program work.
M
W. H. Trentmnn of the state
II
spoke on the subject "What it u.
::::
:::.;ni;:::
means to be a local lender" and
showed that each worker was a cog in
the big machine and that the secret the leadership of our boys and girls demonstration and that each plan con-iWe have advertised quite extenof their success would be the size of
this work.. We would further rec- - form to the rules of n standard club sively lately in eastern und southern
their vision of service.
commend that each club leader
outlined by the Department of newspapers and have many clients
James M. Bickley, rural school suwho have cotton, cane, rice und truck
v. lop a written plan of work to be Agriculture as nearly as possible,
pervisor, in an excellent address urged
farms which they wish to exchange
followed during the period of the club
,,.,,,.,
jt
tmt ,lu,h
that the local leaders and school
for farms here.
teachers join in closer
;n,.,.ss upon Hn. children in their Now Boys, if you want to go back
of
the boy and girl,
for the benefit
community the business training to east we can get you a good trade.
The success of the meeting was due
be derived from club work ami give Frankly, we think we have the best
largely to the work of Mrs. Durand,
if--the results of each demonstration as farming country on earth 'when you
county club agent, and the meeting
consider soil, climate, water, health,
much publicity us possible ,nnd that
offered her a vote of thanks for her,
death rate and everything ele, but if
the earnest cooperation of the par- untiring efforts.
you are disgusted, disgruntled und
cuts of each club member be solicited.
Following is n report of the coin-- j
can't stand the gaff any longer we
4.elt it further resolved, thati
mittee on resolutions:
we need
would like to make the deal
we express our appreciation ot Hie
Report of Committee on Retolutiont.
the commission. Reagan land Co. 1U:
splendid work being done by the exCurry County Local Leaders Con-- i
it;
tension workers of Curry County and
ferenee.
Leave yo'ir order for pictures of
4.
the State of New Mexico.
Be it further resolved, that
Ranchvale Singing Convention, 5x7
Be it resolved that a copy of these
to the business men of Curry County!
on nice view mounts, at Thomas
resolutions be sent to each haul Studio.
our appreciation of the splendid sun-- !
V jour howc.li.' ot
port rendered by theni toward the
local leader and extension worker in
Dt'NT into
iril ami ofrtn, i tt
all
Uw lack
to
fiuil
New Mexico, ami that copies be sent
promotion of the Boys' and Girls'
DO IT NOW!
to the local newspapers for publica-- I
Club Work during the past year.
.
IUiMliit"nMa
ni
ptlSlrd
JiukJ ha
2.
Be it resolved that we as a
tion.
If you like this issue of the Clovis
Knn cueiflf
Signed:
body of Local Club Leaders devote a '
News, let us send you the paper
Myrtle Thomas,
reasonable amount of our time to
Mail check for $2.00, and your
J. I). Hopper,
the study of improved methods persubscription will start ut once,.
S. C. Hunter,
taining to our club organizations,
Co.
News Classified Ads bring results.
Coniittee.
thereby better fitting ourselves for Long-Be- ll
I

Every Inducement

THE CLOVIS NATIONAL BANK

1

There's every imbu'ei'iient for yon to come to
Murray's when you want a jrood sandwich, a hot cup
of cocoa, a cold drink or a box of the best candy on
the market.
For Murrav lias lliem all. together with the
cleanest place ami the lcs1 service in town.

j

!J

-

LET'S GO TO

J

Murray's Confectionery
Slaughter Murray, Prop.

1 1

for the first time since the organizaHow is that for
club boys their first year in the
work?
Some Work To Rai.e Chicken.
All things considered, from begin- nine; to ending.
By Mrs. Edna II nine Puraml
Hatching and catching anil feeding
C'ountv Club Leader
and tend'ug.
:
Chasing ami killing and scalding and
pic kin',
"To Make Our Bet Belter"
There's a great deal of work about
New Mexico Club 'reed
raising a chicken.
1 believe in Hoys'
mid liirl.--' Chili Watching the hen while she's doing
"Work for the i pptit unity it will g'wv
her hatching,
jne to beeonie a useful citizen.
Watching her, ton, while she's eating
1 will
devote myself to the train
ami scratching,
inir of ii y Head for the power it will (iuarding 'gainst hawks and 'possums
(live me to think, to plan and to
and rat 4,
liriving off crows ami docs and cats,'
I will make my heart more noble
Ready all day to give something a.
for the capacity it will tr!ve nie to belicken',
come kind, sympathetic and true,
There's a great deal of work about
I will devote my Hands for the
raising a chicken.
ability they will ejve me to become
The above was written by I.ola Sulhelpful, useful ami skillful,
livan of Tennessee in her report for
1 will
improve my Health for the the year.
tronjrth it will civo me to enjoy life,
resist disease and make for ef fici ncy. Locnl Lcadem Conference a Great
1 will dedicate myself to these tasks
Sue ceil.
in order that lhroue.li achievement
The local club leaders conference
illicit more fully serve my home, my1 held at tin' court house in Clevis,
community, my state and my country.
Saturday, May 7th, was attended by
twenty-threlocal leaders of Curry
There will be a meeting of the Lo- County, each of whom is developing
cust (irove tf'oup at the Locust (irove the work in their particular comBchool house Suturday morning at 10 munity.
o'clock.
Greater cooperation, far reaching
Acnes I.aDuke has finished the test results and placing the work on a
1or her corn and got one test that better business foundation were the
came out a hundred per cent (term- three main ideas expressed by the
ination.
speakers on the program.
Fairfield club boys had a call
Curry County produced the chammeeting April 20th and elected offi- pion girls' demonstration team of New
cers for the pic and corn clubs.
Mexico and in order that she might
For the piif club King Kunncls is hold this record, Myrtle Thomas, the
president; Jefferson Boone, vice pres- local lender of that community, spoke
ident and Franklin Hoard secretary. of the value of demonstrations to the
For The corn club Kandol White is community, county and state, and
president, Ralph Bradley, vice pres- gave methods of training such a team.
ident; and Kenneth Bennett, secreMiss Mary R. Richardson, State
tary.
Home Demonstration Agent, developThe hoys 'ilso held a mectinc April ed the idea that boys and girls will
2I1 and their next meeting comes May take up practices of efficiency m
14th, 2 p. in., at the school house, at home improvement work ipuckcr
which time the club uncut will attend than adults, due to the fact thr-- many

Boys' and Girls' !

tion was completed.
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Farmer, Ranchman and the Working Man. Pay Us a Visit, when in
Clovis, and be convinced of the Big Money Savings.
WE MAKE OUR PRICES ALWAYS LOWER.

Make Our Store Your Headquarters

$1.35
Fine DRESS SHOES For
Men

Clovis, New Mexico

vhi

TO THE

OVERALLS; Heavy Denim

Telephone 23

11

t

A Real Bargain

LONE STAR LUMBER CO.

ij
.a

65c

is our earnest advise that you build now
that you come 1o us for your estimates.

i

reg-larl-

Men's Blue Work Shirt-

It

IT

II

Rear Farmers State Bank

There is profit in building. Otherwise
people would not build. With all prices
high the profit remains. Why wait?

.,.,,'

m

We do Contracting Work

The man who waits for building material demand to slacken, for prices to recede, will lose much
in profits and possibly pay even more in the end.

.,,,

--

F. G. Von Wolff
Wall Paper and Paint

1

col-leg- o

$4.95

SOCKS

The very best
Cctton

15c

95c to $1.35

Per Pair

All Sizes

CHILDREN'S HOSE
Durham Guaranteed

15c and 20c
Per Pair
Full line of

Can't Be Beat

Children's

WORK SHOES

Shoes

$2.75

CHILDREN'S GINGHAM
DRESSES

Ladies' Bungalow Dresses
and Gingham Dresses

95c to $1.35
One Lot of Men's and Boys'

CAPS

50c
Values up to $3.00

Money Saving Prices

$3.25
$3.95
All Leather

TRUNKS, BAGS and SUIT
CASES

Our stock of Ginghams,
Percales, Muslins, Sheeting,
LOWEST IN PRICE.

&
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MINE BUREAU

I

GIFTS THAT LAST

TOTAL

REDUCES
OF

DISASTERS

Decrease in Deaths From 4.71
to 3.23 Per Thousand
Since Year 1911.
Substantial' reduction of tl:e death
ad injur)' rate iu con I and metul
mines of the country In shown Id a
statement reviewing the safety work
performed by the bureau of mines
since Its establishment In 1010, mud
by Dr. 11. Foster Huln, action director.
Krom
rate lu 1011 of 4.71
deuths for each 1.000 men employed,
there has been au almost unbroken
decline to a rate of 8.23 per 1,000 In
1010, the statement said.
It was the occurrence of a series of
explosions, atdisastrous
tended by heavy losses of life, that
caused congress to create the bureau
of mines. In 1011 there occurred IS
major coal mine accidents, causing
413 deaths, or 10.fi per cent of the total number of men killed by all causes
at coal mines during the year. In ll)-- 0,
eight slmllur accidents caused 01
deuths, or only 2.1 per cent of the total from all cuuses. For the Intervening years, the statement said that a
general Improvement was shown.
The bureau bus at present ten especially equipped Pullman cars engaged
in transporting Its training crews
from mine to mine. It has nine rescue
Pa.;
hi a l Ions at
Pittsburgh,
Wllkeshnrre,
I'a.; Vinceunes, Iud.;
rllrmihglinm,
Ala.; Ilerkeley, Cul. ;
MrAlextcr, Okla., and Scuttle, Wash,
llcsldcs training the miners In rescue
work the experts of the bureau truiu
the wives and children of the miners

Graduation time is an important milestone in
the lives of young men and young women.

coal-min- e

A "Gift That Lasts"
will show your appreciation of their efforts.

Let us help you to select them.

In

First National Bank of Clovis
Capital, Surplus and Profits

With our large Capital, our strong backing, our'
heavy cash reserve, and our standing in the financial
world as one of the strongest institutions in the
Southwest, we offer our customers everything consistent with legitimate banking.

The First National Bank

llrst-al-

The. Increased output of mines,
pecially of coal, In recent years has
been produced with little Increase in
the number of miners, the statement
said, and udils that the personnel is
not nearly so skilled In mining as ten
years ugo. This condition makes nec-

$130,000.00

es-

Denhof Jewelry Co.

IN "CLASS A" AS A MEMBER OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

essary added precautions ugalnst accident, the statement said.
The bureuu has trained In the past
ten years 50.071 persons In mine rescue work and llrst-aimethods. In
Pennsylvania, 0.111
persons were
trained, In Colorado, 2,()1!1 ; In

SANTA FE WATCH INSPECTORS

Mon-tan-

In West Virginia, 2,713;
ORDINANCE NO. 144.
before conducting or operating any In Michigan, 2,tU0; In Kentucky,
show, not in a regularly licensed theaIn Arizona, 2,147; In Alabama,
tre, opera house or hall, within the 2.007. The state of Washington, with
AN ORDINANCE PROVIDING city of Clovis, shall for each day of 1.7S4 persons trained In relation to on
KOFI THE LICENSING OP CERsuch attraction or show, obtain from average number of miners employed
;

tht City Clerk a license therefor, and
shall pay for such license the sum of
$50.00 per day in advance. Tliis to include all traveling troupes, traveling
companies, stock companies, musical
comedies, tubloid stock compaines,
CONFLICT HEREWITH.
repertoire companies and other
SECTION ONE.
Be it onluined by the City Council
companies of this class and nature. When a street parade or bally-hof the City of Clovis:
That any person, firm or corpora- is given in connection with any of the
tion shall before oDeratinir or con above mentioned shows an addition.
ducting any Wild West Show, Circus,' sum of $1.00 per day shall be paid.
Minstrel, Menagerie or Carnival, not
SECTION THREE.
in n regularly licensed theatre, opera
Any person, firm or corporation
house or hall, within the city of Clo- operating or
attempting to operate
vis, shall for euch day of such show or
any show or concession mentioned
ultraction above mentioned obtain in this ordinance
without hnving first
from the City Clerk a license therefor, obtained a license from
the City
nnd shall pay for such license the sum
Clerk and paying the license fee hereof $75.00 per day in advance; and for in provided for shall be
deemed guilty
each side show or concession in con- of a misdemeanor
and upon convicnection with the above the sum of tion thereof be fined in any
sum not
$15.00 per day in advance, und for less than $100.00 for each
and every
each
Ferris Wheel offense, and each day such show
or
or other so called riding device, the
SECTION FOUR.
sum of $5.00 per day in advance, and
no frame or other device shall be concession shall operate without first
operated in connection with any show having obtained such license and pain
in violation of the City ordinance or such license tax ns herein provided
of the state law, and any such viola- for shall be deemed a separate oftion shall forfeit any license issued, fense and subject to the same fine
together with the amount paid for herein provided.
That all ordinances and parts of
such license; and for any frame of
skill that is permitted under the law ordinances in conflict herewith are
the sum of $200.00 per day in ad- hereby repealed nnd this ordinance
vance, and where a street parade or shall take effect and be in full force
bally-his Riven in connection with from and after its passage nnd pubnny of said shows the further sum lication as required by lnw.
of $1.00 per day in advance shall
Passed and approved this 2nd dny
be paid.
of May, A. D. 1921.
Joe C. McClelland, Mayor.
SECTION TWO.
Each person, firm or corporation Attest: E. E. Tagader, City Clerk.
TAIN

OCCUPATIONS, ASSESSAN OCCUPATION TAX ON
SAME, AND PROVIDING PENALTIES FOR ITS VIOLATION, AND
REPEALING ALL ORDINANCES IN

amounting to

0,0,

has the best

ING

o
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WOMAN

JUSTICE IS VERY
BUSY MARRYING FOLKS

iiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
DO IT NOW I
The green bug score has passed;
the hail season is now upon us; we
If you like this issue of the Clovis
If you like this issue of the Clovis ,have ood 8tron Mmpaniei that pay;
Clovis
News, lei us send you the paper reg- insure that wheat now.
News, let us send you the paper
Mail check for $2.00, and your "tract and Insurance Co., successor to
Mail check for $2.00, and your
Baker Bros.
subscription will start at once..
subscription will start at once..

1

o

DO IT NOW

reg-lurl- y.

JfpiWffH

RELIABLE
RESPECTFUL
REASONABLE
FREE USE OF CHAPEL

PRIVATE AMBULANCE
Magic City Fur. & Undertaking Co.
Day Phone

zil

JOHNSON BROS.
Night Phone 236

Mill

IMIUlua
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Miss Alice

lias the distinction of
llrst woman
Justice of the peace In (ireenwich,
Conn. The principal work of a Justice
of the pence In Greenwich Is marrying folks, aa the old New Knglnnd
town Is ii famous (jrclhn (ircen for
New York and Xew Knglnnd couples.
,
Miss OWYIII, who Is still In her
wondered what would happen at
the llrst marriage she performed. It
has been the custom of (Ireenwich
Justices to kiss the bride. Should slit
uphold r precedent ami kiss lite
groom?
The llrst groom, however,
decided the question for her by gallantly kissing her hand. Most couples
enjoy the novelty of being married by
an attractive young woman.
O'Neill
being the
.1.

twen-ties-

FOR 13 YEARSl

I

KNOTS ON SNAKE
Stianga

and Good Story Told by
Man Who Saw and Killed It.
8. W. (Soble) Howell Jr. of Frankfort, Ky., tells a good snake story.
He formerly operated a brick yard
as one of his businesses. James Atkinson was an employee and called lilm
one day In haste to a point out iris
discovery of a snake.
It was one the like of which had
not been seen before. On his arrival
he was ostonlshed to And that the
snake had six large knots on It at Intervals. They killed the snake und
found It to be of the "cow sticker"
variety, and that It was not a great
distance from a hen's nest nnd that
the snake had swallowed six hen eggs,
which It seemed the reptile was hardly
large enough to swallow.
The eggs
were not broken and guve the snake
the apiienrance of having knots

(r

V-Wn-

--

M!

J

J;

1
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A pipe's a pal packed with
Seven days out of every week you'll get real smoke
joy and real smoke contentment if you'll get close-u- p
to a jimmy pipe! Buy one and know that for yourself!
Packed with cool, delightful, fragrant Prince Albert, a
pipe s the greatest treat, the happiest and most appetizing smokeslant you ever had handed out!
You can chum it with a pipe and you will once
you know that Prince Albert is free from bite and
parch! (Cut out by our exclusive patented process!)
Why every puff of P. A. makes you want two more;
every puff hits the bullseye. harder and truer than the
last! You can't resist such delight!

A

frne

Alhirt it

told in toppy rod
boat, tidy rod ttno,

handoomo pound

and halt pound tin
humltlorm and intho
pound oryitat glaan
humidor uit h
pong moittonmr
top.

And, you'll get the smokesurprise of your life when
you roll up a cigarette with Prince Albert Such enticing flavor you never did know ! And, P. A. stays put because it's crimp cut and it's a cinch to roll ! You try it !
!

mm. Albeit
the national joy smoke

Copyrlfhl IK2I
by H J. Rrynoldt
Tobacco Co.
Wiuaton-Sjltm-

,

N.L.
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THESE
WANT AD'S

BRING
RESULTS

HOUSEKEEPERS

ALTS

HERE ARE REAL

to do housework.
WANTED
News Classified Ads bring results.
Try them and be convinced.
Apply at 321 N. Connelly.

If the flour

is Sunlight, the bread

i'OR SAI.K Three
C'lovis, one extra
Jersey bull, coining
FOR SAI,K Good typewriter lit a Cheap. Terms if
bargain. Inquire at News Officii tf Day.
will be right.

miles north or
Rood legistored
three years old.
wanted. E. A.

WE IIAVK STALLS with private lots BARGAIN Ford Coupe, 1020 model,
for your teams, V. C. Thnrp, 200
six tins, shock absorbers, bumper,
West Otero.
steering wheel lock and extra tubes,
all or $600. Will take good note.
FOR KKNT Small house near shops. Sec Dr. Goodwin.
Phone .'l.'i.'i or inquire at 311 North
FOR SALE Offer any part one hunUp
Sheldon.
dred shares Juckson Compressor
TRUCK A I I.1NG of all kinds, any Treasury Stock ut twenty dollars per
f. share. This sacrifice is due to finanwhere at any time. I'hone
C'lovis Auto Co., S. Main.
cial difficulties caused through being
cut off of Santa Ke Railway firemen's
FOR RKXT One room house, with: hoard
at Las Vegas. Wire or vA'itc
12" South
or without furniture.
O. M. Redmond, Santa Fc, N. M. 3tc.
Ross or phone K7.
New seven room mod-- !
KOH SALE
FOR SAI.K Kuril Sedan, good as
ern home, close in, including bath
new, cheap. See (!. I'. Miller, T2.'l room, breakfast roc.n, den, l'iri!'"e
North Mitchell.
fixtures, hardwood flora, par lire, etc.,'
Ivi lie sold at once ut a sacrifice, small
FOR KKNT lied rooms, moilir.i, carlf payment, Imlen-ti1':" wi'h good
steiiui heat, close in, gentleman pre- security.
Please tel" hone '.'.H for
Mrs. V. II. Shumate, 1LMI
ferred.
inspection.
W. .Munroe, phone 'I'l'i.
:ilp
!(U SAI.K - New seen room modFOl! SAI.K Five mom house with
ern home, cloe in, including bath
liuhts ami water at 1012 North room, breakfast room, den, furnace
Renchcr, lot liT'.xIll), east front.
fixluics, hardwood flor, garuge, etc.,
Easy terms. Apply at residence. .IVl'p
to be sold n once at a sacrifice, sr.. all
Llahy Hnngy
and a i ii payment, balance time with good
FOR SAI.K
cellar chest, both nice pieces of security. Please telephone 2ol for
furniture and in escillent condition. inspectimi.
li:t South Thornton.
boxed
SAI E New

IF YOU WANT TO

1

1 1

j-

-

JVL

-

U

I
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For Thursday, Friday, Saturday
and Monday

.

Only 4 Days

two-roo-

house, shingled, west front lot !0-11Hunch of keys between North
garage and outbuildings, West
Main Street and lianchvale school
house, Sunday, April 17. Reward if Clovis. $H00.00. Terms. Will trade
for Liebelt lots. Apply News of-- i
returned to News.
LOST

Direct from the Factory to us, is the
reason we can offer you these unusual
Low Prices.

fice..
YOl'R CAR for $4.00
per month and let you in and out FOR SALE 2 east front residence
lot'- one being northeast corner lot,
day or night. W. C. Tharp, phone
in Waverly Heights Addition, short
412K-4t34 7, 200 West Otero.
distance west of west side school. A
'IM
t,i.'v"P
t viirn
itVrt.irM
l VJ il'..t i
llliei: idiiui-- j desirable location at u bargain. Adnished rooms in modern home thi ' dress Box 140, Rl, Lowell, Ark.Jtp
is not for sale. G. S. (Juyer, phone
320 acre, extra well improved farm
484.
close to Clovis, improvements cost
WANTED Young lady wants posi- over $0,000. This is a dandy home;
tion as stenographer, typist or any party wants to exchange tor unimExperienced. proved land farther out jind get more
kind of office work.
Etha Queen, Melrose, N. M.
land or get the difference, in good
ltc
Reagan Land Co.
WHITE WYANDOTTKS, Hatching notes.
eggs and baby chicks. Write for HOG OWNERS 1 am buying and
Poultry Yards.
Blanco
catalogue.
shipping hogs and will buy heavy
Box UiOO, El Paso, Texas
hogs as well as lighter weights. See
me at Ramey and W lkinson's office
FOR SAI.K Good range cook stove,
write T. W. Stricklin, Box 82,
cheap. Apply at iilS N. Readier or
Clovis,
X. M.
and II p. in. during the
between
on
day
during
the
any
time
week or
FOR SALE Furniture for complete-- !
Up
Saturday.
lv furnished four room house. Will
furniture and turn lease on house
sell
IK YOU IIAVK the money and need
to purchaser. Cell at 111 South
over
a good gun. see me. If you have a
Street.
Sheldon
see
money,
some
Rood gun and need
me. Buy, sell or trade guns. Fred: FOR SALE or trade for Clovis res
Murphy.
idence properly, 320 ncrH fine
in Estancia Vr.lley shallow water
land
WANTED -- Laundry work at 720
4 room house with hall and
belt.
West Grand. 40c and f0e per do..,
a large 2 story barn; small
porch;
ironing r'0c. Also plain sewing. Will
barn, orchard consisting of peaches,:
wash-j
do
home
to
and
your
come
apples, cherries and all kinds
Itn
ing.
berries and grapes. 3 wells, 2 wind-- :
We come after your; mills, b'ts if shallow water, 4 miles
KK.vl KM liKli
cows, breed, and return them fori to county seal, Estancia, N. M.
$2.."i0. We have a registered, blue Address John W. Johnson, Box 07,
ribbon Jersey bull. W. C. Tharp, 200 Clovis N. M., or J. M. Johnson. Box
312, Estancia, N. M.
West Otero, Phone .'M7.
STORK

WK

p

lt

Plain white, extra quality,

PAILS in triple coated blue

ity, $2.50 values.

75c values

white, $2.25 Values

For 39cPr.

For $1.2?

NICKEL PLATED

ir

of

Curry

Bryant Company, Plaintiff,
operative Grocery Club, of
Clovis, New Mexico, et al. Defendants. No. 17o7.
To anv and all creditors of the Co
operative Grocery Club of Clovis,
New Mexico; or D. C. Priddy, l.on
Moure and J. C. Moure, partners,
business under the name of Cooperative Grocery Club of Clovis,
New Mexico:
Vim and each of you are hereby
notified that the undersigned was on
appointed
the Cth day of April,
receiver of and for the
flrocery Club of Clovis, New MeX'co,
rialers in retail groceries ami you are
further notified that the order of the
court provides that all creditors shall
present verified statements of their
claims against said Grocery Club to
the undersigned receiver and special
master at Clovis, New Mexico, on or
before the 8th day of June, 1021, and
that unless said claims are presented
in the manner and form prescribed
by said order and the laws of this
Btate you and each of you will be forever barred and precluded from sharing in the distribution of the assets
and proceeds arising from the sale
J.

vs.

K.

i

v,

thereof.
Witness my hand this 8th duy of

$4.50

DECORATED DINNER
PLATES

Homer Laughlin

Value

white, $2.50 values.

- $2.50 values

For $3.1?

For $1.2

For

$1.98

Uc

All Kinds of Notions

(i

do-in- g

regular

ENAMEL DISH PANS-- 17
quart, triple coatsd, blue and

12

C C. CAI.LICOTT,
Receiver and Special Master. Ill
News Clarified ,d bring results,
j
--

In the District Court
County, New Mexico,

9qt., a

April, 1021.

NOTICE TO CREDITORS

qt. ENAMEL WATER

17x34 BATH

For $1.3?

'

TOWELS

ALUMINUM PERCOLATOR iy2 qt., heavy qual-

r

v
I

2
F

'

i

in
A
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Kitchenvare and Household Necessities

i

:"

I

'

v

Novelties and Toys

'Vis

All Purchases Over One Dollar
DELIVERED FREE

V

.

il

KNOFLEC KOVA.
Iliiheinlan
violinist with her com
pany at f!iiuit:iuu,ua.

as

AMERICAN
jfii
5c to $5 STORE

JA

"A Pleasant Place to Shop"
22

J

VOL. 14, NUMBER 64.
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TmSiiJSk
Firm Bureau Membership

Each community

nrj

o

Uivis, Ml

1o

TEE

Now Pait

ii, the county is

well informed on its own individual

activities, but it is doubtful f mure
titan a very few know of ihe activities
that are being carried on throughout
the entire county.
An iiitcivicw with County Agent
E. C. Ilollingcr gives u ("'"I i'tsight
into tin' progress tiio various coimnun-itii'- s
liiivi- mailt during the past few
anil their plans fur future
month
development.
Mr. Hollinger's business iK to assist
the farmer anil the farm community
wherever ns'iiptanre or ailviee is need-eiand his work during the few short
month
thai In has spent in Curry
County has varied from educational
campaign of wide scope to killing
prairie dogs in the
ureal
ami the work has taken him into
every corner of the county.
lie is, therefor.', one of the best
informed men on the doings of the
county as a whole.
During t.ie past month the Curry
County Imi ini llurcnu has risen from
a dormant oi'tran iz;i inn to one of
power and its possibilities are almost
unlimited. Fundamentally
the or:s
ganization
sound founded on
cooperation between individuals, communities, counties, and stater, anil
this cooperation is for bettering edu- -

TEXICO

8: 45 to 9: IS

PLEASANT HILL

10:00 to 10:30

H0LLEKE

11:30
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r
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$2.00 PER YEAR

imml

PURPOSE OF EXCUHSION IS

I

300 and it Still Going on)
Units arc Active.

PACES

TWENTY-FOU-

mmmmmmm

m

TCCp
Gov

tanners
At

K:()()

cunui nnnn minuicuiD
Ullim UUIW

first Booster Trade Kxcursion of the season.
The ohject of this Trade Kxcursion is not to solicit
business, hut to let the people know that Clovis has the
sprit of good fellowship fhc desire to do the square
thing by the farmers of Curry County.
Clovis inert limits and business men believe in Curry
Counly, they have been here through the good years anil
the bad years, and they know that Curry County is
the best county on the plains.
They believe in the farmers of Curry County, they
know the hardships that these hardy pioneers have had
to overcome. They have seen the county grow from ii
sparsely settled cattle country, until it is now one of the
most progressive farming ureas in the west.
And Clovis merchants want the farm communities to
know that their trade in Clovis is fully appreciated. No
one realizes more fully than they do how vital the great
trade territory of Curry County is to the progress ami
of the city of Clovis.
And thai is the message that Clovis, Ihroiigh the Trade
Excursion, takes to the fanners of Curry County. Clovis
wants to cooperate with every citizen of the county to
make the whole country a better place to live in to make
Ihis county second to none in prosperity, progress, cdu- alional advantages, and comforts id" home.
Clovis has equipped herself to take cafe of the needs
of the farmer, to handle his grain, livestoi k and produce
at the highest market prices. Clovis has built up one of
the strongest school systems in the stale this is available
for the children of Curry County. Clovis has made every
effort to improve the highways of the county. All this
and much more has Clovis done for the fanners of Curry
County, and she stands ready and willing to assist iii
any worthy undertaking.
The sentiment of Ihc whole Trade Kxcursion is this:
"Clovis appreciates your trade,--lus all work together
for a lireater and better Currv Count v,
CO.MK TO
CLOVIS."

on tin-

-

ct

t'rnf Hewitt of Texico

w

v

'

.'HMm.,-...'
K.

t

.

'

C. HOI.MN'fiKIl
County Agent

cation, market inn conditions, and the
solving of Cue questions that are
to every community and individual. Mr. Hollinger was instrumental
in Ftarting the drive fur the
of the Kami Hureau.
The liuiea'j now has more than
300 members, und the number will
prohntiiv leach MH) before th.' drive
is ended.
Community organizations
vi-t-

was in Clovis

Democrat, Atlanta Constitution
C. Star.
The forty pnpors
Ik'.vc a circulation of over six million.
Jack l.amis'iii of !lanehalc was in
VV
have many correspondents from
Clovis Saturday,
all parts of the I'. S. wanting to exchange truck farms, cotton farms,
I treat all diseases and disorders of rice farms, and
all kinds of property
women
and attend confinement for Curry County wheat antl corn
Dr. II. R. Gibson.
farms. Have you a farm ynu want to
exchange for property anywhere? If
A.
S.
Jackson and son, Coyle, of
so, let us know your wnnU. Reagan
Hollene were Clovis visitors
Land
.
He
Ciliihe

cul-lin- tj

ir:r
lJmm n.

of

Z2k

SL

ex-ci-

j

and

K.

mecline; wild a total attendance
.1,11211.
These meetinirs have
m:u'lieil all com mu n it ies in Curry
County and all Huml districts
a few of the smaller ones which
will be reached in the near future.
He has spent Hf per cent of the days
in field work in ths county and made
131 farm visits. He has had n.'i office calls in the office in regard to
agricultural work.
He has mailed
Furniture repaired at Clovis Shot
Our coal business is black but we'
193 personal letters and
,30(1 ciryou white. Lane & Sons Grain Hospital. West Grand Ave.
treat
cular letters cotict i niiiHT the work in
Co.
the county.
FOUND Many wideawake
in ers have found our elevator an ideal
we have advertised
Clean-uWeek, May 10th to 17th forty different southern and eastern place to market their grain. Get in
and it will mean a thorough
newspapers, including Dallas News, line with your friends. The Western
for Clovis..
Commercial Appeal, Courier Journal, Elevator Company. "Watch us Grow."
.VI

.

in--

LLLUIlullll

is a big day Tor Clovis merchants and for the
f Kastcrn Curry County.
o'clock a long line of motor cars will leave Clovis

Monday.

of the Farm llureau have been coin-pi- t phone line, destroying prairie doits,
led in Ucllview Pleasant Kill, and and coiipt intive livestock marketit.it
cam
Locust drove, and mi'inht
paigns are hein conducted in (irmly,
Moye is working on cnninmnity
p
.
,.,l
II,,,.,,,,,,..
11. .11
I,,...!..
telephone, antl a cunipnitfii for erail- Melrose. Severn! of these oinanlza- - ication of prairie do;s, antl has al- lions have taken up marketini; s one ready oricunized a community broom
of their projects, anil have asked as- corn club and made urranirenicnts
sistance on this subject from the for a community fair.
County iiKcnt. He is supplying them
ricasnnt Hill has done some (rood
information on Torminic marketini; work on its Kruin niarketintr orrani-zatioj
organizations, and nivinR farmers
and Is tokinir up poultry
formation on inquiries received for
as a community proposition,
crops they have for sale.
Locust Grove has organized for
Asitle from the marketintt protfram (Train marketing, and other projects
taken up by the Bellview community, will be taken up Inter on.
Since February of this yertr. Mr.
projects under consideration are, a
community store, community tele-- ; Hollinjjor has conducted or addressed

I

!

C--

farm-Recent-

p

'
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Gram
Clovis, New Mexico

The People That Brought to Your State a Better Grain Market
M

And when we say better market, we mean just what we say. Shakespeare said, "All that glitters
is not gold. ' ' Shakespeare was right. Someone els e said ' ' Competition is the life of trade. ' ' That someone else was also right. We are competitors in keen competition with other good grain firms, which
makes a better market. When we cast our lot with you good people, we brought you more competition.

Hence a Better Market for Your Grain
is the key to success, and we ask the good farmers of this district for at least a part of
your patronage, which will enable us to keep up the keen competition fight and remain in your midst.
You did not come to us we came to you, and we are broad minded enough to know that it'? up to us
to make good.
Have we made good? This question is yours. We have put forth our best efforts. We have only
been in business a short ten months, and to date, we have bought and shipped from your community
two hundred and sixty cars of grain, or a little better than three hundred thousand bushels, paying the
f
million dollars. Our monthly average has been twenty-siproducers of this community over
cars, or one car of grain for every working day during the ten months, and we believe had there not
been a car shortage last summer during the heavy movement of wheat, the above figures would have
'
been much larger.
one-hal-

x

We would b ungrateful to our many customers who made it possible for us to do this volume of
business, if we did not, right here, offer our thanks and appreciation. We assure you we do appreciate
your
beyond measure. It's not possible for us to find words that fully express our heartfelt appreciation.

Invitation
When trading or visiting in Clovis, come to see us. Make our office your headquarters. It matters not if you have no grain to sell us, we want to meet you often and get better acquainted with
you good people. In unity there is strength. You can live without us, but we can't live and prosper
without you.
Hence we extend our cordial invitation so we may meet you in person and by our honest efforts and
square dealings do some pleasant business with you, which, we believe will be for the betterment of us
all. Send in your grain by your hired hand, wife or child, and we will apply the golden rule.
We are for a

better Clovis.

And for a better country around,
We are for our neighbors here
And also out of town.
We are for our merchant and banker,

And everyone else that's here;
We are also for the fanner
Let them be far or near
,

We are for the things that's good,
Let it be here or there;
Trying to prosper by our motto
A dealing on the square.

If we are for everybody,
And enough of you for us;
The Lord will let us prosper,
And the devil can't oust us.

'

V

Your Friends,

Lane &. Sons Grain Company
ill

S. W. LANE, Manager
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Williams Brothers & Mitchell
Clovis, New Mexico
IGNITION PARTS
MOTOR BRUSHES
BENDI

DRIVE

TUSES
AMMETERS
ARMATUERS

Phone 64

SPRINGS

WHEELS

BRAKE LININGS

TIRES

CLUTCH FACINGS

GASOLINE

SPARK PLUGS

OIL

BULBS

EATTERIES

COILS

CYLINDER HEAD GASKETS

PISTON RINGS

MILLER TIRES AND TUBES
Call or wire us your wants, same will be sent parcel post. Largest
stock of automotive necessities on the plains, including springs, coils,
and Philadelphia Diamond Grid Batteries for every make of car.
If you are not satisfied with the way your car runs driv :t in to us,
we know how.

RADE IN CLOVIS
MOTOR
'

m

V

w

feL-- J

- -

111

-
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Official

Bosch Service Station
We can supply parts for all makes. Ship direct
makes
to us for expert overhaul and rebuilding. All
of Magnetos, Generators, Starters, Ignition Systems.
We have a "Bosch" Magneto to fit every car,
tractor, truck, etc. Write us.

The T. M. Caldwell Company
(Magneto Department)

Phone 100 Amarillo, Tex.

CIS

NECESSARY

I

WiS

I

Smathet All Records for Demand for Motor Vehicle!) Greater Production Demanded for 1921.

1920

All previous production, sales, export and registration
marks wire
passed by the automobile industry in
1920 according to statistics contained
in "Kacts and Figures," 1921 edition,
which is issued by the national automobile chamber of commerce.
General prosperity and the increasing use of ears and trucks as economic transport units on farm and in
industry are believed to be the lead
ing factors in the increased business
of the industry during the past year.
'The motor car has become an indispensable instrument in our political, social and industrial life," said
President Harding in his first message to Congress on April 12. This
statement, which appears on the cover
of the annual review of the industry, is the keynote of the 1921 edition, suported by many pages of research on the use of the car in many
avenues of business. Three million
motor vehicles are used by farmers,
100,000 by doctors, JiO.OOO are used
by state governments, 10,000 by municipalities, 12,000 by rural schools,
4,000 by pneking houses,
several

OF

IE

thousand by the post office department anil thousands more by telephone companies, salesmen, bus lines
and other commercial and professional activities.
3 'a Billion DolUr Snle..
The total wholesale business f motor vehicles, parts, tire and accessories in 1920 amuunlcd to
This included cur and truck
sales of $2, 2:12,927, 078 parts and accessories of over 725,000,0011 and tire
replacement business of $(:1G, 7.10,000
Cloaed Body Output on Increase.
"I'loscd bodies formed 17 per cent of
the passenger car production of the
current year as compared with their
10 per cent place in the '!!!) output.
The total number of vehicles produced in 1920 was 2,20.'), 197, of which
:l22,u:i9 were motor trucks and
'iK were passenger cars, a gain
of 12 per cent in 1919 of total motor
vehicle output.
Registration Gains 22 per cent.
in the
Automobile registration
1'nited States for 1920 totaled 9,211,-29.or 22 per cent more than in 1919.
Approximately 990 of these vehicles
South Dakota
were motor trucks.
now has one autom bilu for every five
and a half, and Nebraska one for
every f.9. New York lends the list

on the basis of proas registrations,

Ohio was the banner state from thu

totiilinjr 070,290 (calendar year figures). Wi-s-t Virginia showed the
greatest percentage (rrowth by adding 01 per cent to her 1910 record.

standpoint of numerical
increase,
adding 110,!1!)9 cars and trucks.
Exports formed a larger part of
(Continued on Next Cage)

CO AHEAD
--S- PRING

$:i,r94,-814,02-

THEW CALL

ME01D MAN

COMMON SENSE WOU
SHOULD GIT
ACQUAINTED WITH
Yax

tf MEANDTHISTS
suppLYrviJ?
-

house;

sense is employed iii tliis shop Ileal
supplies aim remedies are sold at
sense prices. You are served in a eoiiiiimii sense
lie sake of ymiraulo Iniy your supplies
manner.
(

'iiiiiiiMHi

valuable anl
I

n

us.
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(Concluded)

What the Nash Six Name Plate Means to You
HcliiiKl the Xiish Six liiiinc pliitc
slillidsji uri'iit I';iHut will) ;i v.ist
n'i;;iliiz;ilii nl' skilled nieeliniiies
' Iiu luive li ir
identified
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Four.Pdi.er.gcr
Seven-Partcng-

Touring Cor $1505
Roadster
. 15S5
Sport Muriel . .1745
Touring Car . 1765
Cuupe
. 2495
Sedan
- 2725
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Kenosha

The Robinson Art Shop
Audits for

i,
Indian. Cleveland
Also Bicycles, Kodaks and all km Is of

and others.

Ifarley-Davidsoi-

Supplies.
11!) Mast .Miuiroe

Phone
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at Volumt Price

i

Remarkable gains were made in
fij' .nipp'y during the cir'e-i- t year.
AlthoiiL'li threatened w th a shortage
in the 'pring. prod tc! ion was increns-cto a point v h"ve it reached
KK2,.V!f;,!!'! prailous of gasoline for
1
the year, being an excels ef (i2li.l
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sidefish-
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Forty io sixty
on a cnllon
v.ith other running costs
low in iro.iri!i.u and speed to
spare !

i
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IN THE PRICE

in

"made-to-ctde-

It is not only speedy, comfortable,
cheap to run, wonderfully sturdy
but it will take you to lakes and
streams which the main roads don't
reach hidden waters where fish are
plentiful and fishermen scarce. Paths
are highways to the

I

21

11

say the
chummy

FISHERMEN
car is just
ing trips.

SPRING HAS

A
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I

have a list of ranches with
(iemiiiie Oklahoma Miller Iiroom
small amount of deeded land and two
For sale or exchange, a (rood quarCorn seed for sale now at Gurley
to ten sections leased land, which can
Irooni Corn Co. Office. New seed ter section of land close to town, well
be exchanged at attractive prices for
improved, 70 acres of wheat. See us.
will make better brush.
wheat farms. Let us know what you
Ucagan Land Co.
ltc
Try
Ad
a
Heajjan
Classified
for results.
have.
Land Co.
ltc
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bullous supply over the demand.
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MOTOR CO.
New Stat. 'A

NASH MOTORS
Can
Value

the automobile business thiin ever before, hnvinp 7
of the total output
itB compared with 4'i of the year before. The total number of vehicles
exported was 170.7li."i, or more than
double the 1!I! figure of 82,lr2.
I'nited Kingdom, Hritish India, Canada and Cuba were the largest buyers.
Taxet Total $316,720,000.
The automobile today nnvs more
spec'nl taxes than any other industry.
Total h vies assessed upon ihe automobile exceed
:! (t.720,000. Over
ihis is in foil, nil
iMIS.OOO.Onil.ef
taxes, a sum huire enough to cover
the federal judiciary, contrcssiomtl
and executive expenses, as well as
the costs of the d"purimcnt of the interior, commerce, treasury, justice, la-- l
r. and agriculture, nhis the exnense
i'f the diplomatic and consular serv- -
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SURE NUFF REDUCTI
IN TIRE PRICES
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Other Prices Reduced in Proportion

Don't fail to take advantage of these
Slashed Prices.

Clovis Filling Station
.

I

II UU !!?..

tin r
Touetber

Phone 373
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vheat
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v'o'ia, prlc;' ?2'i
"!)') ctsh, biihncr.
to 8
' v il. iM.e ?:i,;,o;i clear
i

fov;-firvt i,ri "U'l'.t
In f;:ci !( h.. r.c.'.. !,. i rr- - I'"''
a.nl f.A'e tin.: on balance.
M. A.
-'rc;ite:
vt- ef
l nt:i:t. th:it til J
C:'t:n:, l .o a, Tixatt,
lli.ivd rot i". ached thi.i poir.t l.efinv.
I'i'ln y lui vo their money invested in the
FAX US STILL SELL.
the ,, ... ,,
....
i,
'

nr.cl

time in
There never has been
life of intelijrent dairy farmiiiK when
a duiry country hns not been a pros
perous country. Cows have transferred the farms of the colder sections
of the United Stntes from losing into
3 rrosr.erons enterprises.
Cows have
been money makers wherever they
have been will n ;.ked and intelligentIt stands to reason that
ly liund'.cd.
the more .salubrious the cliumte, the
mora abundant the crops, the more
iiay or pieasani sunsnine imo me less
of cold, bltinp, frigid weather, the
preater the profit from cows.
In all this section of the state, peo- people have talked about bijj farming
enterprises, about vast areas handled
by one farmer, of the case with which
the Inndd huve been put under the
plow and the initial crops shown from
thu sod, but now there comes a time!
when the acid test demand for prof ts
11

end reap

'li

!

Good Dniry Cawi

Eliminnte Farm Dcbl..

;;o ..ow

..-.-

In

30x3 Safety Tread $12.50
30x3 2i Safety Tread $16.65

North Main Street

IIEHIEIS

demonstrated the worth of the
They have
that the cow is the deadly
enemy to indebtedness on the farm.
The. thinirH that h.ive been
done in
U'i-.are
i ;iihe
hen-- ,
"'I 'i"! !;'. !''? e.pe e. Will treat
',t'ie ::': cow, til.:, u the hen and
i:di ;:n:di nt.
.Ynmrillo N'ewn.
c

mi

buwa nut

1

FORD SIZE

All

enr nnnr

n nn in

fleet!

ni

,,,i,i,ii

investment of timo and labor.nnd they Mewr. E. T. Jcrnhrnn Bnd C. E.
look unon the
......
.v
n ,, (MiiTiuised inrouirn Ki'U"iin
Land Co., (M0 acres of land R mileii
throUKh them to the find
upon which they mmit rely.
northwest of Clovis, last Saturday,
This process brim;s them down, In. ((.'iviiiR other land in part payment.)
escapnbly, to the milk produci'ic cow
This s.ction is known us tho E. S.
nicy iook upon mo enw, men, as nni nons-farm and hi one of the heHt
item of their farm propram, and with wheat farms in Curry County;
it ha
wisdom nsk the question: How v, ill the! 250 acres' in cultivation and
these
cow increase our profits? The answers itentlemen plan to put in enough to
come clear, and rinifinfr
In
bnelt:
make fiOO acres in n
,u.
miiny Tiay., inc:ulnif the advantaRC. farm.
itc
canli income, through
0f a
th.j trrinsforminK of bulky, cheaply
Genuine Oliluhoma Miller Broom
priced feeds into producU of invuter Corn seed for sale now
at Gurluy
worth and more concentrated form, Iiroom Corn Co. Office. New seed
they givo a foundation for a cash .will make better brush,
basis. When, in addition to the milk
cow tho hens and hops are installed on '
Mr. Fanner, if you have u fnrm
the farm, there is added assurance of that is too small, lefg trade it for a
profits.
larger one, (ay payments on balance,
Wisconsin and various other states Rkuii Land Co.
ltc
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Leaders' Conference
Was Great Success
c

If it

cloning the work can be scheduled so
that the monthly meetings will be

' LOCAL MENTION

established until September,
farmers bulletins and leaflets.
NOTICE!
are aware of the fact that
ip soon ready to close, so it is
very important that your child have
higher u:!ibiti"!:s and more educational recreation, than just play mid folly,
which is of no benefit to the child,
whatever. Of course, a little play is
important s,l o. But all play and no
training at all is very much of a detriment to a child's cdncat'on. If the
child is musically inclined, why not
j
give nun or ner un "m"i
develop his or her talent. You may
be surprised to know how much talent
your child has really been blessed
with.
I om here to serv you.
R. J. HARRIS,
Instrumental teacher of music.
Phone 232.
ltc

The
('lour.

number of riifistered pit,':; hnvo been
brought in, and a Rood many more
WORK 10 MAKE
have been purchased in the cmnty
fur club work.
Gulden clubs seem to !;' the most
popular project thin year. In several
gimlvn projects aie
W. H Trentmon and Mitt Mary B. communities
carried on in connection with
Jtchardi'On, Slate Lnndert,
and in olheiK standard clni s
Appour on Program.
have been organized.
in
The principal demonstration
Gratlcr cooperation, far rcHdiing
results, and placing thv work on a corn will be experimental plots of
butter business foundation will be Minnesota 13. The seed for this work
the aims of the Boys' and Girls' club' is being secured from Sanford Buster
work in Curry county this year, as of Boulder County, Colo., who won
expressed ut the local club leaders' sweepstakes at Denver in January.
conference held at the court house, This seed is certified seed. The corn
Saturday, May 7th. The conference is quick maturing, a good yielder and
was a (treat success, and its frcnvral is grown in Boulder county under
SILVER TEA
rentiment was a determination to much the same conditions we have in
make the other counties in the state Curry county, so that it should make
The silver tea given at the home
"sit np and take notice" at the state at least a creditable showing for its of Mrs. I. C. Johnson, for the purpose
contest in the fall.
first year.
of raising the pledge of the W. M. S.
A most interesting 'and helpful
Figures and fact
Million Dollnr
to the 'Seventy-fiv- e
program was given. Talks were made
Usually a statistical report of any
delightful
most
a
was
Campaign,"
to
by Miss Myrtle Thomas, Girls' club kind is far from interesting but
lender of Curry County, Miss Mary B. the boys and girls of Curry, those social occasion.
The rooms were decorated with
Richardson, State Home Demonstra that are compiled monthly at the club
tion Agent, Mr. S. C. Head, Mr. C. A. agent's desk may prove to be at least lovuly pot plants which blended well
with the happy faces of the guests,
Douglass, Mr. J. D. Hopper, Mr. K.C. enlightening.
fine
Hollinger, Mr. W. H. Trentman and
Since the first of Match, when the while being entertained with a
The picssure i iiiinriini'iitidn wni'k hcinin. the coun- - musical program given by Mrs. Byrl
I'rof J. M. Bickley.
cookur demonstration riven at noonty cllt1 aK,.t traveled 1(I81 miles, Johnson, Mrs. Tucker, Mr. A'. W
was one of the most deligiunu feu- - tt'ntl"d 4" genera! meetings and lolinsons orcnesira, miss i.yuia nurtures.
opened the work in 1(1 community cner and Mr. Wendell Foreman.
Refreshments consisting of sand- The report of the committee on centers with 44 standard clubs lined
enrollwiches,
cake and ten were served.
resolutions expressed a deti rmination up. There are at present!"
There- were present about forty
on the nart of the leaders to make nient cards in the office, thuuirh these
the .ork of the coming year even will be held until the first of June persons, including ladies of the First
Church, the Methodist
when ull those that have not actually Christian
more successful than ever before.
Church, members of the W. M. S. and
begun work will be discarded.
350 Enrolled.
The time spent in the office has their pastor. The presence of those
Approximately 3.10 boys and girls
emintV hnvn enrolled i.i the K....n n.lii.voil bv the calls of lfi! in- - from the other churches was very
in
work this year, according to Mrs. terested parents and KiS letters were much appreciated by all members of
F.ilna Hume Durand County Club written besides the circular letters the W. M. S. as well as their hearty
leader, and every member has taken (hat were sent out. .V l club bulle- - cooperation in the cause of the hos-n distributed and 124 pital which is for the benefit of all.
up the work with a determination tins have
'
i The offering
and leaflets.
amounted to $3:1.(15.
V,m,,,v
unth it llm.ne-hoos.
the
Bulletins
fn
'
...
.
i
...
.... .t,.....,i,u.
.
:..
i
n.i
f.
n.w, ....k..,
ne
i
son.. ami nein imtiic mis.. u:e iimitiin
miM
muni
tor
in
neeii
in
leu
vius
inere
Icounty
d
by
joy-one left with
each
and
dining
all
by state
specialists
county in the state.
Last year 2 registered pigs were this time and with each visit some- - a sincere appreciation of Mrs. John-- j
bought by club member-:- , and 21 high thing definite has been accomplished son not only as an earnest worker for
the causes fostered by the W. M. S.,
grade Holstein hoitcrs were imported toward a definite end.
With the schools in the county just but as a mofrt gracious hostess as well.
into the county. Already this year!
u
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can-nin-
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Refrigerator time is here. We have
a big stock and glad to how them

Judge Sam Button made a
Santa Fe last woe!:.

busi-

ness trip to

If

you

want to

be

right, use

Sun- -

light.
Mn. ('has.

K.

0" 'ins u

visi.imr in

It the bread is right, the flour is
Willard battery is standard gladly
Sunlight.
lives up to any guarantee of any
battery. Taylor Tire and Battery
If the flour is Sunlight, the bread
.Mrs. Clyn S.niih a'..! C'yn, Jr., arc
4 21- ltc.
Co.
will be right.
visiting in Ft'.. Sunnier til's Week.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Wilkinson anil
Judge and Mrs. J. D. Hamlin of
If it is not Sunlight, it is not the
little son and Miss Thelina Wilkinson
r ai'wc were in Clovis Wednesday.
best.
Georgia
visit
to
left last week for
The biead will be pretty and white Mr. Wilkinson's parents.
A baby boy was born this week to
if you use Sunlight.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Hammond.
Mrs. Fred Dennis and little daughTf it is not Sunlight, it is not the ter, Bettie Ray, will leave the first of
When you think flour think
the week to visit her mother in Oklabest.
homa City.
Mrs. 0. V. Morrison is viisting in
G. P. Kuykendall was in Slaton,
Genuine Oklahoma Miller Broom Texas, this week.
Amarillo this week.
Corn seed for sale now at Gurley
Made from choice Curry County Broom Corn Co. Office. New seed
Patronize home industry and buy
wheat Sunlight flour.
will make better brush.
Campbell's ice cream.

was

Word has just been received that
Let Cornell refinish your auto.'
Miss May Booton is spending the
This is a good time to have it Mr. Wismiller, father of W. Wismill-er- , week in Amarillo on business.
done.,
formerly of Clovis, died April
2Uth at Fairview, Oklahoma, and was
If you wunt to bo right, use
WANTED TO BUY Good Second buried at Carmen, Oklahoma.
hand incubator. Box 243, Cloivs,
Mr. A. Acuff made n business trip
Barb Wire. Field Fence, and PoulN.,M.
to Amarillo the first of the week,
try Netting.
Mrs. R. A. Yost and Miss Marie
Pride of the plains Sunlight
Fischer spent Sunday in Portales visflour.
iting Mrs. Yost's sister, Mrs. Ham.
Miss Pearl Francis of near Texico
Better price Oldfield and Firestoue
George Roberts left Monday for is in Clovis this week.
tires before buying. Taylor Tire and
Battery Co.
Amarillo to attend the Hardware
ice cream. None
Buy Campbel
Dealers Convention being held there
better.
Miss Maurine Rice will return Sut- - this week.
unlay from Berkley, California. Miss
Jack Wilcox of Portales was in
jcl, graduated this year from the
All kinds of leather repairing done
Clovis Monday, trading.
University of California.
at Clovis Shoe Hospital, West Grand
Avenue.
The bread will be pretty and white
Genuine Oklahoma Millar Broom
if you use Sunlight,
orn seed for sale now nt Gurley
W. I. Luiknrt and children made
Broom Corn Co. Office. New seed an automobile trip to l as Vegas the
Sam Tidv. ell spent Sunday in
will make better bru.-h- .
first of the Wc ek.
-

Messrj

'

n-- i

jptpi

sec Doughton

The Western

b.scuits- - Sunlight

Mrs. D. W. Dunn of Karwell
in Clovis Wednesday.

I

ftI

for

For fire insurance
an1 Co.

Vmarillo this wci k.

1

,,

Bring us your grain.
Elevate rs Co., Inc.

Mrs. J. A. Autry of Texico was in
Clovis Wednesday.

We
school

is the best flour it is Sunlight

Kennedy, Stewart and
If you have tried all the rest, try
Every sack of Sunlight flour is
1
(,f Oklahoma passed through Sunlight, it's tho best.
guaranteed.
Clovis tins week on their way to
Miss Anne Hull spent Sunday in
they invest.
W. A. Robinson of St. Vrain was in
Portales visiting at the home of Mis. Clovis Saturday.
I'""'" Curry ( ounty real estate.

''"'

-

''

;"

.lack Wilcox.

Emerson, P. & 0. Canton, and
Case Listers. Sec us before buying,

Qtteenswnre and Glassware at

Phono No. 72 for Plumbing and
Electrical Repairing.

ft

t
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Mall Price Shoe Sale

?

j

Starts May 14 Ends June 3

To Make May a Profitable Shopping

lentil at

1

nm

prices
May finds us ceiling Merclandiie nearer pre-wa- r
than ever before. Every item in our store greatly reduced below the price of one year ago. In some de
partments is half and less than half of what you paid
this time last year. Then too; we are giving you abetter
quality of Merchandise than we could get at that time.
Ladies'

V.

Smart T&ilored Suits, made in materials tricotinr, twill cord, Fan's twill
and serge. In colors of navy, tan end
gray. Pretty box coats, ripple styles
and straight tailored suits with narStreet and afternoon
row belta.
canton crepes and
taffeta,
of
dresses
of colors and
assortment
satins, good
styles. Coats and wraps in a nice
assortment of colors and styles.
Values on these garments are from
$20.00 to $85.00 values extra special
O
One Third to One Half Off
Special prices will be made in nearly
every department. During this Sale
we can save you money on your Dry
Good purchases.

HALF

El

X

I.

iiiita

Not Odds and Ends but the Entire Slock.

Special Sale of Men's Dress Shirts

right at the time when every man
needs t) buy New Shirts for tho
Spring and Summer. Sec our window
for the many different patterns at the
rediculous low price we are offering
them. Every Shirt goes in this Sale,

Shoes and Oxfords
We have cut the price on every Shoe
or Slipper in our stock for this Sale.
Many Shoes will be sold for less than
manufacturers cost now. See our
counter of of Ladies' Slippers and
Oxfords. Values up to
7C
I
$15.00. Extra Special at P

There will be Shoes on
Bargain Counter at Even
Less than HALF PRICE

:

tt
tit

it
it

DONT FORGET THIS No Refunds,
No Approvals, No Credits

m
8!
!

n
tx

W.

IT

(Except Shipments just in)

i

Men's Shirts

Ready-to-We- ar

have to masvy Shoes and to clean up for
my Fall Stock will throw everything on
the market at
I

Luikart & Co.

.tie

!

It

Shoe Store
CLOVIS N. M.
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emerehmits and Industries

UJ

calaureate sermon by Rev. r'recman
of Clovis on Sunday, May 22nd. All
entertainments arc free except the
high school play, which proceeds go
toward paying for new library books.
Miss Mabel Steed and Norvell Tate
are the graduates from Ranchvale
this year. We hope to have five times
this number another term, and pupils
who arc as thorough in their work as
An ordinary dish of ( 'aui dn
Ice Cream, made from Curry
these two.
F. A. Dilliner and family of Clovis
County Products, in our sanitary nlant is equal in calorics of
were calling at the Groves home Sunday afternoon.
Mr. Dilliner starts
energy to
for Sterling, Colo., Tuesday to attend to business there.
Y2 pound of Sirloin Steak
The Ranchvale Ily kids and a few
5y2 ounces of Pork
of the grade scholars went to the Cap
lioek brakes for a picnic Saturday.
5 Eggs
They had four Fords and one OakThey report a good time. Mr.
land.
Insist mii ( ';iuiilicll's Ice Cream and incidentally loost your
am Mrs. Freeman were chaperones.
They had a few troubles. Had to buy
own tnu n and , oiintVv.
an inner tube, and had some wheel
troubles, nothing serious. They all
got home about 10:!!0 a tired bunch,
hut happy.
We had a small shower last Friday,
enough to lay the dust for a little
spell, but not enough to let us work
in the fields.
Hut now, since is has
gotten started to rain, let us hope
(i. A. CAMI'UKUi
PHONE 50
it will give us plenty of rain now for
a crop, as there is plenty of time yet
for a row crop. The wheat crop is cut
short now.
;
Mother's Day is now passed, and if
ment, from a splinter having stuck in preach for us each second Sunday,
you neglected to write that letter to
long
as
as
best.
seemed
her thumb.
mother last week, now attend to it
RANCHVALE RUMORS
Miss Mabel Steed visited relatives
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Cherry are the
at once and include the letter in fath?
near
Melrose
Sunday.
proud parents of a new eight pound
).
er's, as next Sunday is Father's Day.
Announcements for our school are: Don't forget to attend to them.
boy. Mrs. Cherry's many friends will
Thp baby of Mr. and Mrs. Patton be glad to learn that she will have May 2:lrdr beginning at 8 p. m..
fell from tlio porch lust Friday, break- been sufficiently recovered to be primary entertainment, Miss Forrest's SUBSTITUTE MOTION
room. On May 20th, beginning at
moved home within next week.
PICTURES FOR SCHOOL
ing her arm.
Mrs. Mize, of Clovis, of the faith, 8 p. m,, Miss Mozer's entertainment
BOOKS, EDISON SAYS
Mr. J. F. Mitchell is suffering from
Church of (!od, preached an interest- by her music and expression classes;
a slight disc of blood poisoning, causNew York. Substitution of
ing sermon here last Sunday to a on May 2"th the high school play bepictures for school books in the
ed from sticking u splinter in his hand. large and appreciative audience. Ar- ginning at 8 o'clock; on May 27th
Mrs. Casey is under medical treat
rangements were made to have her commencement exercises. The Bac nation's elementary schools in twenty

lliniliniHIHIBI

i.ii.ih.-iiii-

-

E2
Mil

II
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Boost A Home Product

Dodge Brothers Cars

Traffic Trucks

irs

Clovis Ice Cream & Bottling Works

.(S)(g)

Waterloo Boy Tractors

Skarda Motor Co.
years will bring ibo'.t nn advancement of ten centuries in civilization,
Thomas A. Kdison said, reeentiy.
The scientist declared present primary school systems were poor and
unattractive to children. "The reme
edy," he said, "is to eliminate
books and teach with motion
pictures. This is a more vivid, more
compelling method of hoU'ing a child's
attention."
Mr. Edison's criticism of primary
schools was given to qualify a previous statement that after a series of
examinations of college men, applicants for positions in his plant, he
had found them amazingly ignorant.
The fault, he said, was not in the colleges, nor the men; their early education had been poor.
borc-som-

Dairy products have shown less per
cent of decrease than anything the
farmer has to sell. The dairy cow will
never take the place of the beef cow,
but the dairy cow has a supreme and
exclusive field of her own which can
never he usurped. The Panhandle
country is a great field for the dairy
business, and every farmer should
market his cheap grain through his
dairy herd, Canyon News.
MEN1

The Curry County Chapter of the
American Red Cross wants to see you
if you are in need of hospital care,
vocational training or compensation
fr.im the government. Office hours,
Monday and Friday of each week at
the Clovis News Office.

M
,

V 7
WW

M

nn

I?
i
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TO OUR CITY
You are urgently requested to make us a visit when in Clovis
and inspect our elevators, and receive free information in regard to grain and grain markets. We are always in the
market for your grain.

--JktA

Clovis

V-

-7

fe
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ten Ubahff Coipity
"WATCH US GROW"

Texico
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Announcing Extra
SPECIAL SALE

-

blows.
Some

ONE HALF PRICE
Why make them?
A beautiful line of Taffeta, Crepe de Chine,

Hose, Purses, Brassiers, Nightie3 in dainty

Crepe,

ONE HALF PRICE

Who
Who
Who
Who
Who

Many other things too numerous to mention.
We are making for the last week a Real Sacrifice
Price on our entire stock, instead of a sale price.

Don't neglect this opportunity

inure for your
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GROVE LOCALS

Terry Owens, Jr., has been sick for
It was pronounced
the past week.
the slow fever.
Bart Osborne's brother and family
of Arizona, visited him a few day
last week. They left Friday for Ft.
Worth where they will visit his father.
There was a musical given at the
home of T. J. Randol Saturday
evening. Quite a few present and
all reported a nice time.
Tommie Vaughn motored to Melafter his
rose Saturday afternoon
wife where she has been staying with
her mother for the past week.
Mr. A. L. King and family, Mr.
Norria and children were guests at
Mr. Garrett Blair's Sunday.
Mr. W. W. Willinms is reported on
the sick list.

belter market nt

your door will do this.
This company is lic'intf organized without a

dol-

lar of promotion stock.
It is a ;ood investment and will also he a great

henefit to the town.
Let ns explain the proposition to you.

G. A. FRIEDENBLOOM

Who Knows
wns mad Sunday?
had to push through the sand?
was lonesome Sunday night?

President

went to singing Sunday night?
was out in the shower Friday?

Office

at Oirrcn Agency.

Newa Classified Ads bring results,

of extra

Miss Susie Bell Decker o:' Trent.
Texas, spent Saturday night and Sunday at the home of T. J. Randol.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Vaughn are
staying at Sam Kandol's this week.
Mr. and Mrs. T. Randol visited at
Bart Osborne's Wednesday.
Miss Alice Curry who hBS been
sick for the past three weeks, is able
to be up again.
Mrs. J. E. Randol spent the day at
Mrs. R. N. Hagler's Wednesday.
Charlie Walker spent Saturday
night and Sunday with Ira Taylor.
Crosa-EyeJane
d

WHETHER
YOU'RE SELFISH OR NOT?

DO YOU KNOW

you have a wife, you've probably
been told you are. It is a fundamental fact in the minds of women that
all men are selfish. An dit may be

If

added that the ladies never keep this
secret. They come out and say things

Out of 231 Life Insurance Companies doing business
in the United States, according to the American

C(L
L2:

Underwriter's Pocket Chart for 1920
32

3E

among the mildest of which is "You
selfish thing, you never think of anyone else," much to the bewilderment
of the accused. There arises in his
mind a disturbing doubt : Perhaps he
is selfish, come to think of it.
Which brings to the case of Horace Parker, a wealthy young clubman
of London, and something of a scientist, and astronomer, besides. He had
no idea he was selfish, even though
he did, on the evening he was to take
his fiance to an entertainment she
had looked forward to for a long time,
suddenly decide to spend the evening
in astronomical study.
He put his
whim before her very great pleasure,
and was forthwith given back his ring.
She called him selfish, of course.
They always do.
Then came the message from Mars.
It came suddenly as a bolt of lightning. It routed Horace from his snug
smugness and finally made a man of
him.
To reveal how it came, and
what it was well, that's the story,
and a barn, brief narrative would
spun u lor you wnen you see it on
the screen.
"A Mvssago From Mars," Bert
latest picture, will be presented at the Lyceum Saturday night,
adapted from the famous stage play
by Richard Ganthony.

The New York Life
Insurance Company
total assets
of the total liabilities
About
I
of the total surplus
About
ut one eJevent of the total insurance in force
HAS
About

of the

one-sevent- h

one-eight-

h

one-fourt-

h

iPaid over
(Paid about

one-nint-

I

At only

h

one-fift-

h

of all death losses
of all dividends, and

Xete This
of the total expense.
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Clovis Cream and Produce

MEN

We Buy Your Eggs
and Produce
PRICES AND SERVICE
ALWAYS IN THE MARKET
COME TO CLOVIS

The Curry County Chapter of the
American Red Cross wants to tee yon
if you are in need of hospital care,
vocational training or compensation
from the government Office hours,
Monday and Friday of each week at
the Clovis Newi Office.
Hens, despite the prevailing low
price for eggs, are still the best, or
most profitable item on the farm
program, according to the undisputed
testimony of farm economists. This
is a great compliment, and should
make the barnyard fowl a ruling
Try a C'ovis Newn Classified Ad,
Phone ui. No. 97.
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values.

idfisamore
LOCUST

Mr. FilVlilci', lmw Would you like to

May 15th

ONE HALF PRICE

r

Par Value $10.00 a Share

Everybody remember next Sunday,
is Hro. Hatfield's day to
preach. Everybody come.
The people are planning t have
Children's Day exercises. They have
appointed their chairman, who will
appoint the committees later. They
haven't set the date yet, this will also
be settled later.

and Satin Dresses at

Inc.

Capital $40,000

Clovis.
The people are tretting in a hu'vy
to (ret thvir teachers so they limy get
first choice.
The school Imaid met Friday night
and elected their teachers by the vote
of the people.
Mr .and Mis. Douglass spent Sun-- !
day morning with Mr. Dodson and
daughter of Moye.
Still the sniid blows.
Delmas and I'aul Hopper
spent
Sunday with Austin and Henry Bow-- 1
man.

regardless of cost. Each and every Suit, Dress,
Coat, Kiddie's Dresses in organdy or gingham,
are going at

I

Produce & Poultry Co.

of the people of this community attended the club leaders'
meeting at Clovis and reported a fine
day, especially the dinner.
Mr. J. D. Hopper was elected president of the leaders' conference; M
E. L. Kempf, vice president; and Miss
Irene DeLozier, secretary .
Mr. and Mrs. Copclnnd and daughter spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Akers and family,
Mrs. Douglass and Mm. Packnelt
called on Mrs. Hopper Wednesday
afternoon.
Miss Ava Montgomery spent Saturday night with Miss Stella White of

For the biggest and last seven days of our
Sale, we are offering some extraordinary values,

v

New Mexico Creamery,

This suction of country was visited
liy a shower Friday, but still tin- wind

From Saturday, May 14th to
Saturday, May 21st

r

NEWS

NEED MORE BE SAID?

JOHN D. BROWN
Special Agent New York Life Ins. Co.

(D
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A. B. AUSTIN & CO.
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"The Price

GRAND AVE
AND
MITCHELL ST.

The Thing"

Is

Trade in Clovis the best town in Eastern New Mexico, and when you Mr. Farmer trade with us you save
I
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Expense.
v,reail, no Lreuvery
Following are Comparative Prices with One Year Ago and Prices at Our Store Today:
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GROCERIES

DRY GOODS
Price
Today

Price one
Year Ago

$3.0030 pounds Irish Spuds
$3.0012 pounds cane sugar

i

1

year

Today's
Price

Ago

$1.00
$1.00

worth
$1.757 No. 2l2 cans Los Angeles Tomatoes
$1.608 cans Imperial Club Corn for
$1.505 cans No. 2 Extra sifted Peas for
$1.1011 bars Lava Soap for
$1.2012 bars Hoskins or Trilby Soap for
$1.2016 bars Crystal White soap for
$1.2525 bars White Eagle Soap for
$1.503 No. 2Y2 size Helmet Peaches for
$1.503 No. 2y2 Rosdale Pineapple for
$1.407 No. 3 Van Camps Hominy for
$2.65 81b pail Swifts Jewel for
$1.75 51b Dried Peaches for
$1.50 51b Dried Apples for
$2.00 101b Lima Beans for
$1.80 121b Navy Beans for
$3.00 151b Fancy Head Rice for
$2.50 51b No. 1 Peaberry Coffee for
$1.803 qts. Arkansas Strawberries for
1.00

M

r--

50c

Gingliams, per yard

20c

50c

Percales, per yard

20c

35c

Hope Muslin, per yard

20c

r

'

$1.00
$1.00
$1.00
$1.00
$1.00
$1.00
$1.00-

$1.259

4

Pepperel Sheeting, bleached, per yard

$3.25240 wt. Denim Overalls, per pair

$1.65

-

$2.25240 wt. Denim Overalls, per pair

$1.00
$1.00
$1.00
$1.00
$1.00
$1.00
$1.00
$1.00
$1.00
$1.00
$1.00

$1.50

95c

Chambray Shirts, each

..75c

50c

Leather palm Gloves, Gauntlets, per pair

25c

25c

Hose, all colors,

per pair

10c

$4.50

Khaki Unionalls, per pair

$3.00

$3.50

Khaki Trousers, per pair

$2.00

.

Meritas Oil Cloth, per yard

75c

A. B. AUSTIN & CO.

GRAND AVENUE AND
MITCHELL STREET

50c

50c

GRAND AVENUE AND
MITCHELL STREET

"THE PRICE IS THE THING"
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Clovis Wins Exciting
Game off Tucumcari

Mr. Man
Don't i'nrjM that our store

quarters for everything

Suits. Hats, Sliirts. Tics. Hose,
Shoes, Kvrry tiling.

I.I

ml

you

head- -

i.

wear
I'lulcr-wea- r.

And don't forjret our

v&

'' 'filf

Saturday
Specials
On Saturday, May

14-th-

we

are

i'ea-turi-

Sliirts.
See our windows for Special
in

ar-tiiii- ns

everything from tlie swellest

dress sliirt to the best wearing work
shirts.'

At

the Right Prices

7
PHONE? 256

Siroupv, 4, Kuth 1; struck out, b
Murphy, , ; by Nutt, !); buses on
iff Murphy. j off N'utt,3 ; t'mpir
Campbell.

I

H

LOCAL MENTION

Clovis went to the bat in the last
The best for lightbrcad Sunligl
liulf of the nineth with the score 10
to nine in favor of the other fellow. fhiur.
Atta Boy, Mack.
ERRORS
COSTLY
Joe Stiillings spent the week end
Stroupe drew a walk, and ManaAiimrillo,
ger Muck, hitting for Sanders, knockManager Muck it Hero of the Day, ed out u long two-bas- e
drive, advancQuality and price Sunlight U
ram are Pleated with Good
ing Stroupe to thiid.
A
minute
can you beat it?
Material In Line-uInter, little Dutch Murphy, Clovis
pitcher, laid down a pretty bunt, scorMr. and Mrs. .1. A. Autry of Texii
Aftv!' nine innings of tips unci ing Stroupe and tying
the count. were in Clovis on business Suturda:
downs, Clovis ciinic out with the long Turner, batting for Henry,
whiffed
cml of a 11 to 10 score over Tucum- the air, and with two men down,
A home pioduct for home peopl
Mr.
cari in the first game of the season "Cabbage Cave lost the ball in the
Sunlight Flour.
on tin-- local iliiiniiuiil Sunday afterright garden, und the game was over.
Col. J. I). A (wood of owell wa
noon.
Good Material.
Tin.1 playing on both sides was very
While the game was loose und a in Clovis the first of the wek enroot
home from Santa Fc.
loose anil errors, home runs unci strike number of the bobbles were in
Col Atwoo
the
outs kept the fans guessing ul1ti the bone-hea- d
nominee fn
cluss, Clovis fang feel thut was the Democratic
lust minute of pluy.
they have n right to be proud of the lieutenant governor last year.
"Unhe" Kuth, Tucum's short atop, material that has been collected for
Don't risk your property wiihoii
inn true to form anil slammed out this year's tcum. A Utile more hard
sufficient fire insurance.
Wo rt
ii silicic, a two base hit anil n home
practice will make the team hurd to
resent some of tho best rompani
run in four trips to the plate.
beat.
Dough on Land Co.
Two two-hahits by Denise, of

'

HE

the locals brought In three scores, uric
Johnson's homer in the fourth untied the score.
The crowd went wild in the Inst
of the nineth, when Stroupe walked,
and Manager Muck knocked a long
double.
This was followed by the
prettiest bunt of the name by Murphy, and then Cave lost the. ball somewhere in the direction of Texico,
scoring Muck with the winning run.
Tucum Startt.
Tiiciimt'iiri
sprang into the lead,
running in three scores in the first
inning while Clovis drew a blank. In
the second, Nutt, visiting
blew up, hitting Mickey and walking
Tucker and Stroupe.
Ponisc then
doubled, scoring Mickey and Tucker.
In the next inning T'leiimcari made
one score and C'lnvis mussed up the
score book by batting all around und
marking up five tiillies, und the
score stood 7 to 4.
Up Again.
By bunching two errors, a long
drive and a hit, the visitors run in
four scores in the fourth, while Clovis made only one. This tied the score.
In the sixth inning each side scored
again, und battled in vain through the
seventh and eighth for the lead. In
the nineth, Babe Ruth knocked a
home run, putting the visitors in the

Box Score
Clovis
Player und I'os. AB It II
1
Henry, 2b.
3
0
Cave c
0 0 :t
1
Burgins, lib.
5
0

...

Johnson, lb.
Mickey, cf.
Tucker, rf
Stroupe, ss
Denise,

If

Murphy, p
Sanders, If.
Mack,

,

Turner,

')

A K

.'I

2

1

0

3

0

2

4

2

5

3

2 12

1

0

3

2

1

0

5

1

0

3

2

2

10

3

1

2

0

0
0
0
0

4

0

0

7

4

1

0

0

0

0

0
u

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

1

0
2

It's a good deal cheaper to ha
those old shoes fixed than to buy
ones. Bring them to us. (
Shoe Hospital.

4

1

We have the agency for soin: of tf
most substantial old linv. fire insil
La
ampanies. Poughton
0 anee
"ompai.y.
U
0
0

c

V

slab-ma-

lend.

Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Hitchcock
Bakersfield, Calif., arc here ror an e
tended visit at the home of tlii
daughter, Mrs. Jeff Roberts on Noil
Connelly Street.

Arwood, If.
N'ntt, p
li. Ruth, ss

!i

2

r.

3

r

4

We hnvo 1(10 ucri'S wel. iniprnvi
10 27 14 7
!)th;
nut farm one, mile of city limits, pnf
wants to exchange for 320 acres j
a ways f rom town : this is an Idol nl?
II I'O A K for one to have a few hundred chii
0 0 2 4 ens, a few good cows ami a few giw
1
0 0 0 brood sows and with the market
your very door you can make soft
2 I) 0 0
easy money. Iieagnn I.nnd Co.
1
1
4
2

Warden, rf.

h

0

0

Maiklcy,

5
5

0
0

6

0

1

0
0
2
13

4

0

1

1

3il 11
Total
Hutted for Sunders in
ted for Henry in Hth.
Tucumcari
i'layer ami I'os. AR It
5
OVonnell, 2b.
1

c

Summers, 3b.
;. Ruth, lb
MrQuaid, cf.
Total

0

0

2

0

0
0
0

1

0

44 10 11 20 12

7

1

1

1

hits, Denise, 2; Ruth;
hits, Johnson, Summers; Home
runs, Johnson, Ruth; stolen bnses,

We have clients who have fail
for exchange. If you are not local
to suit and would like to excha
for n larger or smaller farm or
closer to C'lnvis, please let us krf
your wants; we may have just v?
you want.
REAGAN LAND C
News Classified Ads bring rest

